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COUNCIL'S OPEN SPACE VISION:

Kyogle has an exceptional living, working and recreation environment 
achieved by using a rational and consistent approach to investing in, 
delivering, maintaining and activating open spaces across the municipality. 

“In merging nature and culture the most successful cities 
combine such universal needs as maintaining or restoring 
contact with the cycles of nature, with specific, local 
characteristics.” 
- Sally A. Kitt Chappell, Chicago's Urban Nature: A Guide to the City's Architecture + Landscape

Kyogle Recreation Reserve
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INTRODUCTON

PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE
This Guide has been established to provide a framework that will 
guide the delivery and ongoing maintenance of infrastructure 
within a range of public open spaces and reserves across the 
Kyogle Local Government Area (LGA).

A series of guiding principles and processes are described, which 
have been established from emerging and best practices in urban 
design. It sets an achievable benchmark standard for the design 
and activation of Kyogle’s public open spaces.

The	Guide	also	identifies	and	applies	best	practice	approaches	to	
‘place making’ in a regional and rural context by providing advice 
on the character, design, appointment and activation of key public 
spaces	to	reflect	an	established	‘place	character’	and	community	
identity.

The rationale for this Guide is to provide a locally relevant 
categorisation of open spaces that will inform future planning, 
engagement and activation processes by Kyogle Council 
(Council). It prescribes infrastructure requirements for open 
space	materials,	finishes	and	forms,	addresses	the	maintenance	
requirements associated with such items, and considers the 
suitability of materials in the context of the prevailing climatic 
conditions in the region.

USING THE GUIDE
This comprehensive Guide explains open space from high-level 
planning and strategic context through to detailed expectations 
to achieve quality design and construction outcomes.

The Guide is intended for use by design consultants or Council 
officers	guidance	for	the	planning,	development	and	delivery	of	
public open space reserves across the municipality. 

The Guide is delivered in the following sequence (from 
overarching guiding principles to detailed standards):

Part 1 - Value of open space details what open space is, the value 
those spaces have to the community, and how to plan open space 
reserves across the LGA for future growth.

Part 2 - Open space hierarchy	classifies	each	open	space	
typology and is referred to throughout the Guide. These are 
listed as a hierarchy of spaces and accompanied by checklists 
to aid planning and design, and infrastructure provisions or 
‘embellishments’ required within each space to achieve the 
desired	levels	of	service.	This	classification	system	recognises	
that higher-order spaces will require a higher-level of 
specification	and	investment	to	provide	quality,	amenity	and	
outcomes that will appropriately activate each space. 

Part 3 - Place identity and character describes the process to 
deliver quality and consistent open space outcomes that are 
unique to each Village by using a ‘place making’ approach. This 
approach looks at historical, cultural, environmental and social 
influences	to	establish	the	place-identity	of	each	Village	and	
takes the unique characteristics or themes of that place and 
applies it to the palette of open space embellishments.

Part 4 - Open space embellishments provides the standardised 
suite of Kyogle open space embellishments and prescribes the 
range of elements to be provided within each open space reserve. 
It lists recommended suppliers and product ranges, colour 
selections,	finishes	and	treatments,	and	sizes.	

Part 5 - Design and construction expectations explains the 
performance outcomes required to achieve high-quality designs 
and construction by clarifying the quality of workmanship 
expected; ensuring adherence to standard construction 
practices; recommending use of safe and sustainable materials; 
and compliance with relevant legislation, standards and other 
mandatory requirements is maintained.

05>  DESIGN & 
CONSTRUCTION
EXPECTATIONS

01>  VALUE OF OPEN SPACE

02>  OPEN SPACE HIERARCHY

03
>  

PLACE IDENTITY & CHARACTER

04
> 
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PEN SPACE EMBELLISHM
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Figure 1. Report structure
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HOW DID WE GET TO HERE?
In recent years, Kyogle Council have been actively engaging with the community to develop Village Master Plans that were well 
informed by the values, desires and needs expressed by the community of each Village. Each of these Master Plans provides a clear 
vision, set of priorities and an implementation strategy to enhance public open spaces over coming years. This Guide is the next step 
in delivering those priorities and has been prepared to ensure a cohesive and consistent approach is taken to implementing and 
maintaining	these	spaces	so	each	Village	is	enriched	in	a	manner	that	reflects	its	unique	character.	Below	is	a	snapshot	of	some	of	the	
activities Council have undertaken and plan to progress in coming years.

Kyogle
NSW AUSTRALIA

Visi�s of Village Life 
BONALBO 

Vil lage Master Plan

Kyogle
NSW AUSTRALIA

Visi�s of Village Life 
MALLANGANEE 

Vil lage Master Plan

Kyogle
NSW AUSTRALIA

Visi�s of Village Life 
OLD BONALBO 
Vil lage Master Plan

Kyogle
NSW AUSTRALIA

Visi�s of Village Life 
TABULAM 

Vil lage Master Plan

Kyogle
NSW AUSTRALIA

Visi�s of Village Life 
WIANGAREE 

Vil lage Master Plan

Kyogle
NSW AUSTRALIA

Visi�s of Village Life 
WOODENBONG 

Vil lage Master Plan

Cover pages of adopted Village Master Plans



P
ENCOURAGE 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY
By	promoting	efficient	
use of existing assets, 

prolonged life cycle of 
structures and encouraging 
energy	efficiency,	water	and	

resource conservation.

P
INCREASE 

ACCESSIBILITY AND 
INTEGRATION

By ensuring that the activity 
centre (i.e. recreation reserve, 
open/public space) is a focus 

for the entire community, 
is accessible to all and is 

physically integrated within the 
surrounding neighbourhood.

P
DEVELOP A 
QUALITY PUBLIC 
ENVIRONMENT

By ensuring the creation of 
comfortable and engaging 
environments.

P
IMPROVE  
COMMUNITY SAFETY

Through the promotion of 
CPTED to achieve natural 
surveillance of public spaces 
and active frontages.

P
ENCOURAGE A  
MIX OF USES
By optimising the diversity 
of uses to promote vitality, 
extend the hours of activity 
and intensify the use of 
existing infrastructure.

P
IMPROVE 

PEDESTRIAN AND 
CYCLING AMENITY

By encouraging an increase 
in these forms of transport 

by improving the appeal 
of the environment to 

pedestrians and cyclists.

KEY OBJECTIVES OF THIS GUIDE
This Guide has been established to provide a consistent approach to the design, construction and maintenance of open space reserves 
across the municipality through the application of a place making approach. 

The following key objectives provide directions for the successful delivery of all future public open space projects:



Bean Creek Falls Reserve
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The provision of open space is an essential element of 
settlement planning and community life. Public open space 
supports a broad spectrum of activities and interactions between 
people and nature and sustains critical environmental functions 
for	the	health	of	communities.	Open	spaces	are	significant	public	
assets that contribute to the development of liveability and 
sustainable communities. Planning for the provision of open 
space needs to occur concurrently with strategic planning, urban 
planning and design, and an understanding of local recreation 
and participation trends.

To meet its intended purpose, open space planning and design 
needs to respond to the distinctive characteristics of the rural 
and rural-residential settlement pattern that has evolved in 
Kyogle and Villages across the municipality. The quantity, 
distribution and type of open space that are required in towns 
and	villages	is	influenced	by	the	following	factors:
•	 population growth or decline
•	 demographic	profile
•	 housing densities including access to private open space
•	 access to essential infrastructure including public transport, 

employment or commercial and activity hubs
•	 access to natural assets or physical landmarks such as 

National Parks and waterways. 

An assessment of open space and recreation opportunities 
available in the Kyogle LGA has been undertaken to inform 
development and application of the Open Space Design Guide. 

COMMUNITY BENEFITS OF  
OPEN SPACE
Open spaces provide an array of social, economic, health and 
environmental	benefits	to	individuals	and	to	the	community.	
Parks are an essential ingredient for enhancing the liveability of 
an area and improving the quality of life for residents. 

SOCIAL
•	 connect and build strong communities by providing 

opportunities for local people to come together for a range of 
leisure, cultural and celebratory activities

•	 enhance opportunities for social cohesion and inclusion
•	 improve liveability and urban environments by offering a 

diverse range of recreation opportunities for the community. 

ECONOMIC
•	 can add high amenity value to an area and are considered 

prerequisites for some business types, particularly creative and 
knowledge-based industries

•	 high	amenity	value	can	influence	decision	making	when	
determining place of residence

•	 parks within walking distance and/or sporting facilities in 
an area can contribute to higher population growth when 
compared to areas of lower amenity

•	 studies indicate that it is not uncommon for properties within 
an 800m radius of a park to have a value that is 3-5 percent 
higher	than	properties	further	afield

•	 parks can be a major drawcard for recreation and tourism 
industries.

HEALTH
•	 encourage physical activity
•	 enhance physical and mental health
•	 help reduce the risk of developing chronic illnesses
•	 assist in recovery from mental fatigue
•	 enhance children’s development and well-being. 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
•	 protect areas of conservation, biodiversity or cultural heritage 

value 
•	 provide shade and cooling
•	 contribute to stormwater management
•	 contribute to urban heat abatement
•	 reduce air and noise pollution.

02>
VALUE OF OPEN SPACE
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WHAT IS PUBLIC OPEN SPACE?
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
Public open space is land that is set aside for public recreation 
or as parklands, or for similar purposes. Public open space 
incorporates active and passive open space.

ACTIVE OPEN SPACE
Active open space is land set aside for the primary purpose of 
formal outdoor sports by the community.

PASSIVE OPEN SPACE
Passive open space is land that is set aside for parks, gardens, 
linear corridors, conservation bushlands, nature reserves, civic 
spaces and community gardens that are made available for 
passive recreation, play and unstructured physical activity. 

OPEN SPACE PROVISION
There are two primary approaches to open space planning - a 
standards-based approach and a needs-based approach. 

STANDARDS-BASED APPROACH 

Desired Standards of Service (DSS)

It is important to develop open spaces that meet the needs of the 
community and the standards-based approach aims to meet four 
criteria:

•	 quantity of land for open space 
•	 size	of	open	space	park	types	
•	 accessibility of the open space to the community
•	 level of embellishment of the open space.

The	quantity	standard	identifies	the	recommended	minimum	
standards for the provision of land for open space. Standards are 
generally presented as hectares/1,000 population. 

The	size	standard	identifies	the	minimum	area	for	different	park	
hierarchies to ensure parks can be developed to provide the 
intended service. 

The access standard refers to preferred maximum distances 
between residential areas and each open space type. 

The level of embellishment standard indicates preferred facilities 
and activities within each open space type. 

The access and quantity standards are traditionally the two 
primary measures used to assess and plan for open space land 
demands. However, for several key reasons (outlined in the 
adjoining discussion) this traditional approach to open space 
planning is not preferred for Kyogle Council.

Needs-based approach

The standards-based approach to open space planning is most 
effectively	used	in	greenfield	situations	where	significant	
population growth is projected. However, this approach is not 
the only approach for consideration. Alternative approaches are 
appropriate when:

•	 infill	development	(rather	than	greenfield	development)	is	
planned

•	 limited population growth is expected
•	 planning areas consist of several smaller towns and villages.

Kyogle	is	typified	by:

•	 limited expectations of growth over the next decade(s)
•	 small towns and villages are distributed across the local 

government area
•	 generally	larger	residential	block	sizes.

Weight is given to the planning area needs including the social, 
demographic and environmental characteristics of an area and 
the type of embellishment required in an open space. Given these 
characteristics of the municipality,  a needs-based approach is 
proposed for open space planning, provision and development.

ACCESS TO EXPERIENCES 
In addition to the network of recreation and sport parks available 
to residents and visitors, there are also waterways and national, 
state and conservation parks and forests providing a range of 
outdoor recreation opportunities. Council has an opportunity 
to leverage these natural assets in addition to the open space 
network it manages directly, to extend the recreation, nature-
based and ecotourism opportunities available to residents and 
visitors. 

The range of activities and experiences considered as key 
elements in the municipality’s open space network include:
•	 water-based recreation
•	 access to nature
•	 escape, break out and recreation areas
•	 comfort/safety
•	 indoor recreation/community meetings
•	 outdoor recreation
•	 picnics
•	 playgrounds
•	 sport
•	 cultural/community events.

TIERED HIERARCHY APPROACH TO ACCESS AND 
DISTRIBUTION
A tiered hierarchy of open spaces within Kyogle LGA has been 
proposed, in order to appropriately plan for the open space, sport 
and recreation needs of each town and village. The tiers provide 
detail on the level of facilities and embellishments that the 
community can expect, as well as indicative travel distances for 
the community to access additional facilities.

The	tiered	approach	reflects	population	catchments.	Town	
recreation and sport parks will be found in Kyogle township due 
to the population catchment. Local recreation and sport parks 
will be found in Kyogle township (neighbourhood population 
catchments) and Villages. 

Specialised sporting parks (such as archery, tennis and netball 
courts, motocross tracks) may be found in or near either towns or 
villages and have a larger geographic and population catchment. 
These can often become destination parks. 

There are additional open spaces in the Kyogle LGA that serve a 
specific	purpose,	for	example	lookouts	and	rest	stops,	and	that	
the tiered approach does not apply. Guidance is provided for 
these further in the document. 

The sustainability of open space and sports facilities must 
be considered in the provision of future open space, with an 
important component being Council’s ability to fund, operate and 
maintain the network and assets.

COMMUNITY USE OF SCHOOL FACILITIES 
The New South Wales Government’s Community Use of School 
Facilities Policy and implementation documents set out how 
local communities can use public school facilities when they 
are not required for school purposes. The policy is aimed at 
strengthening the partnership between schools and local 
communities and has relevance for open space provision by 
local government. Public schools often have well designed and 
constructed playgrounds, sport facilities and large undercover 
areas or indoor halls that have potential to provide opportunities 
for community recreation and sport. In villages with small or 
declining populations, Council should consult with the school 
to consider if community use of the school facilities will avoid 
unnecessary duplication of public recreation and sport park 
infrastructure.
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PLANNING FOR FUTURE GROWTH
Due diligence when planning and designing open space needs 
to ensure relevant acts, regulations and industry standards 
are	identified	and	applied	to	discover	obstacles,	issues	and	
opportunities prior to undertaking development of open space 
land. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING INSTRUMENTS

Land use in NSW is regulated by the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The EP&A Act allows plans to 
be made to guide the process of development and to regulate 
competing land uses. These are known as environmental 
planning instruments (EPIs) and there are two types:
•	 Local Environmental Plans (LEPs)
•	 State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs).

EPIs specify what type of development is allowed in an area. 
LEPs deal with the local government areas and SEPPs deal with 
specific	locations,	types	of	places	or	the	whole	of	NSW.	

LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING STATEMENTS
Councils in NSW are required to develop a Local Strategic 
Planning Statement (LSPS) setting out the 20-year vision for 
land use in the local area, the special characteristics and values 
that are to be preserved and how change will be managed into 
the future. The statement can include priorities and actions 
for the municipality including for open space and recreation. 
While Council has not developed an Open Space Strategy for the 
municipality, it is intended that the Open Space Design Guide and 
Plans of Management over Crown and Council community land 
will provide relevant inputs contributing to the LSPS.

DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN
Local Infrastructure Contributions Plans are prepared to allow 
local government to levy a contribution toward required 
infrastructure including for open space. The development 
contributions system operates under the EP&A Act. The park 
typologies and recommended embellishments in this Guide will 
assist	Council	to	compile	specific	and	accurate	Development	
Contributions Plans, if required. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
The Local Government Act 1993 provides the legal framework 
for the system of local government in NSW and sets out 
the responsibilities and powers of Councils, Councillors and 
other relevant legal entities. There are several sections of the 
legislation that are applicable to open space planning, design, 
management and use. In particular, the Local Government Act 
requires Council to classify public land intended for community 
purposes and develop plans to guide the use and management 
of the land. The process for assessment of certain activities that 
could occur on open space land, such as primitive camping for 
example, are also included in the Act. 

CROWN LANDS ACT
Another key piece of legislation relevant to open space planning 
and design in Kyogle is the NSW Crown Land Management Act 
2016 (CLMA).	The	CLMA	introduced	significant	changes	to	the	
management of Crown land by councils, effectively resulting in 
councils managing dedicated or reserved land as if it is public 
land under the Local Government Act 1993, where the land 
is	classified	as	community	land.	Under	the	Local	Government	
Act, a Plan of Management must be adopted by Council for all 
community land. 

INTEGRATED PLANNING AND REPORTING 
FRAMEWORK 
The goal of the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework 
(IP&R Framework) is to support councils to develop a suite 
of plans that respond to community aspirations. The intent of 
the Framework is to ensure integration of the various plans 
developed by councils collaboratively with the communities they 
serve.   

The Framework recognises that most communities share 
similar aspirations: a safe, healthy and pleasant place to live, a 
sustainable environment, opportunities for social interaction, 
opportunities for education and employment, and reliable 
infrastructure. The difference lies in how each community 
responds to these needs. It also recognises that council plans 
and policies should not exist in isolation - that they are inter-
connected. This Framework allows NSW councils to draw their 
various plans together, understand how they interact and get the 
maximum leverage from their efforts by planning holistically and 
sustainably for the future.

Figure 2. The Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework (source: New South Wales Office of Local Government)

Other state plans 
& strategies

State Plan 
NSW 2021

Relevant 
regional plans
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Community 
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Community 
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NSW 2021
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NSW 2021
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Delivery 
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Resourcing 
Strategy
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financial	
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management 
planningOperational 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
To	reflect	the	importance	Council	places	on	community	engagement,	it	has	prepared	a	strategy	to	
guide the level and effectiveness of community engagement and consultation. The intent of the 
strategy is to provide practical methods to enact transparent, open and honest government and is 
based on the local government social justice principles of equity, access, participation and rights. 

Kyogle Council is actively committed to Reconciliation with local Aboriginal people including 
pursuing opportunities to contribute to the area’s narrative, history and culture. There are four Local 
Aboriginal Land Councils within Kyogle that represent different tribal areas. The Galibal People of 
the Bundjalung Nation are the Traditional Custodians. 

PATHWAYS TO PROSPERITY
Kyogle Council is identifying and implementing a range of strategies to encourage development 
of a broad range of industries, particularly those that generate high employment, to strengthen 
the economic base for the area. The amenity and attractiveness of places is directly connected to 
key growth indicators and can contribute to population growth, business investment and higher 
property prices. Place-based economic development is the practice of using a community’s public 
spaces to contribute to economic progress. 

This approach focuses on identifying and leveraging the unique characteristics of places and 
existing assets to attract investment and strengthen existing businesses. 

GROWTH
Opportunities	for	economic	growth	and	new	markets	have	been	identified	near	Kyogle.	The	
growth in South East Queensland, particularly Brisbane, the Sunshine and Gold Coasts and the 
Bromelton State Development Area in the neighbouring Scenic Rim local government area present 
opportunities for a diverse range of industries to grow. 

Kyogle Council seeks to leverage on opportunities for local trade and economic prosperity through 
its "Pathways to Prosperity" approach to planning. This integrated approach considers social, 
economic, environmental and general land use planning for the area.

LIVEABILITY
The	quality	of	life	in	Kyogle	is	influenced	by	several	factors	including	the	built	and	natural	
environments; economic prosperity; social stability and equity; education and culture; 
entertainment and recreation opportunities.

Liveability and livable places are created through planning, design, investment in and activation of 
spaces	that	encourage	social	connection.	Well-designed	landscaping	that	reflects	the	character	of	
towns and villages can contribute to the positive way people measure their day-to-day experiences. 
The ingredients that create the hub of a community can be enhanced by good design.

SHAPING CHANGE
In planning for impacts of climate change, Council has considered scenarios including temperature, 
hot	days,	rainfall	and	fire	weather.	Awareness	and	adaptation	to	changing	conditions	will	allow	
Council to mitigate risks while leveraging opportunities.

Kyogle’s	Open	Space	Design	Guide	is	a	practical	tool	that	supports	Council	to	implement	key	priority	actions	identified	in	the	Ready to 
Grow: Council Community Strategic Plan 2016-2016.	The	need	for	the	Guide	is	identified	in	several	of	Council’s	strategic	plans	including	
Kyogle’s Economic Development Future: Pathways to Prosperity.

Key messages from the Plan include:

KYOGLE’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUTURE: PATHWAYS TO PROSPERITY
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COMMUNITY PROFILE SNAPSHOT

Understanding	the	municipality's	demographic	profile	such	as	age,	household	composition	
and income and employment patterns provides an insight into potential leisure and recreation 
patterns for the town of Kyogle and Villages. The following snapshot provides an overview of key 
demographic	information	that	may	influence	the	use	of	different	types	of	parks	in	the	LGA.	

POPULATION 
The population of the Kyogle LGA is 8,870. 

50.7% (4,529) are male and 49.3% (4,411) are female.

381 or 4.3% of the population is Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islander descent

MEDIAN AGE 
The median age of the municipality is 50 years.

EMPLOYMENT
3,230 people living in the Kyogle LGA in 2016 were employed 
(91.3%). 

50% of employed people worked full-time and just under 40% 
worked part-time. 

People who were looking for full-time or part-time work made up 
8.7% (308 people) of the total labour force. 

INCOME
The median weekly personal income in the LGA is:

The median weekly household income in the LGA is:

VEHICLE 
In Kyogle, 46.7% of private dwellings had one registered vehicle, 
28.0% had two registered vehicles and 9.6% has three or more 
registered vehicles. 76 private dwellings did not have a registered 
vehicle. 

INTERNET
67.6% of households had at least one person who accessed the 
internet from a computer, mobile/smart phone, tablet, tv or other 
device. 248 households or 28.5% reported that internet was not 
accessed from the household. 

91.3% 50%

8.7%

SERVICE AGE GROUPS
Examining the age structure of people living in Kyogle provides 
insight into the potential demand for different types of public 
open space and the embellishments required to provide 
appropriate recreation opportunities. 

Interestingly, the proportion of people aged 35 and older - those 
in the parents and homebuilders, older workers, empty nesters, 
seniors and elderly categories - represent 67.3% of the community 
compared with those aged under 35 years (32.7%). 

388

$465

$814

PERSONS

G
R

O
U

P
S



Anzac Park, Kyogle
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03>
OPEN SPACE HIERARCHY

DIFFERENT TYPES OF OPEN SPACE (TYPOLOGIES)
It is desirable to provide a range of park settings and a hierarchy of destinations that appeal to, and cater for, a broad range of 
recreation	activities	suitable	for	everyone	living	in	a	community.	The	following	park	types	or	significant	park	elements	are	provided	in	
the Kyogle Council LGA. 

CIVIC SPACES
Civic spaces are focal points in the 
open space network providing for social 
connection, civic pride and community 
expression.

DESTINATION PARKS
Unique parks with special attributes 
such	as	size,	diversity	or	function	are	
destinations and people typically drive or 
travel for the experience.

TOWN RECREATION PARKS
Town parks are larger parks providing a 
range of activity spaces and facilities for 
recreation by multiple groups of people for 
short and extended visits.

LOCAL RECREATION PARKS
Local parks contain limited infrastructure 
yet	offer	community	benefits	and	are	
intended to compliment backyards, 
generally catering for short visits by small 
groups.

PLAY SPACES
Successful play spaces are well located, 
use natural elements, provide diverse 
experiences, are accessible, meet 
community needs, allow risk and challenge 
and are well maintained. 

SPORT PARKS AND RESERVES
Sport parks cater for unstructured 
recreation and structured sport and can 
include indoor or outdoor sport facilities 
and surfaces, spectator facilities, car 
parking, shade and amenities.

GREEN LINKS
Linear parks link areas of open space 
incorporating off-road shared walk and 
cycle paths, often following natural areas/
corridors, waterways, drainage lines and 
utility reserves. 

AQUATIC FACILITIES
A complex usually including swimming pools 
or water toys for either sport, exercise, health 
benefits	or	play.

SHOWGROUNDS
A showground is an event venue traditionally 
for agricultural shows and equestrian and 
animal sports and activities. Motor sports are 
often compatible contemporary uses.

REST AREAS
Sites providing travellers with a place to take 
a break from the car and driving, eat or drink 
and dispose of waste are commonly known 
as rest areas.

NATURAL AREAS
Land primarily set aside to protect and 
enhance	areas	with	significant	biodiversity,	
environmental or cultural value.

CAMPING AREAS
Camping areas are places usually away from 
urban areas where tents or simple buildings 
(such as cabins) are erected for shelter or 
for temporary residence. In NSW, primitive 
camping areas are regulated. 
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CIVIC SPACES

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

“Civic spaces are an extension of the community. When they 
work well, they serve as a stage for our public lives. If they 
function in their true civic role, they can be the settings 
where celebrations are held, where social and economic 
exchanges take place, where friends run into each other, 
and where cultures mix.” - Project for Public Spaces (2009)

Civic spaces are typically areas able to accommodate the needs 
of	large	gatherings	relative	to	the	size	of	the	community	and	are	
often directly related to public buildings, such as government 
office	buildings,	libraries,	post	offices	and	courthouses.

Successful civic spaces provide the community with a strong 
sense of place and serve a valuable purpose in connecting 
individuals with experiences within a shared space. These spaces 
are often the anchor for a town and provide a focal point or 
destination for public activities.

Good	civic	space	design	appropriately	reflects	the	character	
and identity of the place it serves. They cater to a diverse range 
of	activities	-	individuals	enjoying	quiet	reflection,	events	of	
varying scales and types, and masses of people coming together 
to celebrate or voice a shared interest or concern. In turn, it is 
critical	for	these	spaces	to	be	flexible	and	robust	whilst	providing	
an experience that is elegant.

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIC SPACES
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Civic Spaces.

Table 6. Preferred standard provisions within Civic Spaces

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum
Provisions

Public amenities/toilets to service town centre Yes

Seating/seating nodes/benches/shelter/bike racks Yes

Drinking water bubblers/maintenance taps Yes

High	quality	finishes	(e.g.	pavers,	custom	elements) Yes

Shade trees/arbours/green walls Yes

Grassed	lawns/flexible	space	for	markets	and	events Yes

Public art/sculptures/murals Yes

Pathway connections to surrounding area Yes

Access for maintenance and emergency vehicles Yes

Preservation of natural features where possible Yes

Landscaping embellishments Desirable 

Event electrical infrastructure boards/digital walls Desirable

Public USB charging points/WiFi connection Desirable 

Standard drainage and service provision Yes

WSUD/rain garden/stormwater devices Optional

Outdoor stage Optional

Large areas of pavement for events/large congregations 
of people Desirable

Lighting (including feature architectural lighting) Yes

Signage (place name and directional) Yes
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Not to scale

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; civic spaces typically do not provide on-site parking and rely 

on users walking to or through. On-street parking or nearby 
parking areas supplement civic space parking needs.

 ; any car parking provided should relate directly to buildings
 > disability car parks should be no more than 30m from a 
building entry

 ; drop-off	zones	should	be	located	within	close	proximity	to	
primary site entries

 ; entrances	are	clearly	identified	with	a	distinct	relationship	to	
the site and its function

 ; provide clear and legible signage to direct pedestrians to site 
features or nearby destinations

 ; clear sightlines are maintained to adjacent buildings fronting 
the	civic	space	and	building	entries	are	clearly	identified	and	
accessible (ramps and stairs provided where required to meet 
differences in grades)

 > avoid grade changes between entries and public 
facilities such as amenities

 ; waiting areas are preferably located in close proximity to 
building entries, provide shade (through natural or built 
infrastructure) and adequate seating and lighting

 ; walkways provide clear and direct routes through the site
 > ground	surface	is	firm	and	level	using	feature	hardscape	
materials such as pavers or decorative aggregate

LEGEND

Figure 3. Indicative example of a Civic Space showing interfaces with adjacent properties and road network
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TOWN 
RECREATION
PARKS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of Town Parks is to provide an area for social 
connection, recreation and informal sport activities that attract 
multiple or large groups for extended periods of time. Town Parks 
typically include picnic and play facilities, amenities and active 
elements including kick about areas or youth spaces. Town Parks 
are	larger	in	size	and	serve	a	larger	catchment	size	both	in	terms	
of population they cater for and the distance people may need to 
travel to access them. 

In	the	Kyogle	LGA	there	are	two	parks	that	have	been	classified	
as Town Parks: the Kyogle Recreation Reserve and ANZAC Park, 
both located in the township of Kyogle. 

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR TOWN PARKS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Town Recreation Parks.

Table 8. Preferred standard provisions within Town Recreation Parks

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience) Yes

Barbecue Yes

Bike racks Yes

Bins Yes

Boardwalks Optional 

Bollards Where needed 

Car parks 5 per hectare

Dog off-leash area Yes

Drinking	fountains/refill	station Yes

Electricity box Yes

Emergency vehicle access Yes

Fishing, pontoons, platforms, boat launches Optional

Fitness equipment Optional 

Garden beds Yes

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum Provisions

Gates Where needed

Irrigation systems Desirable

Lighting
Along connections and 
pathways, playspaces 
and shelters

Maintenance taps Co-locate one tap with 
barbecue

Maintenance vehicle access driveways Yes

Pathways Yes

Picnic nodes (including table setting) Yes

Play nodes Yes

Playing	fields No

Primary access points – vehicle entry 
statement Yes

Primary access points – pedestrian entry 
statement Optional 

Public art/adornment (Council approval 
essential) Desirable

Seats Yes

Sewer connection Yes

Signage – entrance Yes

Signage – other types Optional

Shelter Yes

Stormwater management system / WSUD 
treatments Yes

Trails Optional

Trees 30% site coverage

Turf Minimum ¾ of area

Water supply connection Yes
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Not to scale

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; minimum of 2 ha of useable area
 ; minimum 50% of park perimeter to have road frontage
 ; pathway providing an accessible and continuous path of 

travel through the park
 ; provide a variety of recreation types and opportunities that 

attract people to visit for extended periods (not just for sport 
purposes, such as skate boarding or BMX)

 ; round or square in shape with preferably a minimum width of 
80 metres

 ; form part of a proposed or existing link between other 
recreation facilities or facilitate new links

 ; 100% of the useable recreation area must be above the Q10 
flood	level

 ; 75% of the useable recreation area must be above the Q50 
flood	level

 ; minimum 80% of useable recreation area must have a grade 
slighter than 1:10

 ; maximum of 20% of useable recreation area may have a 
maximum grade of 1:10.

LEGEND

Figure 4. Indicative example of a Town Recreation Park showing typical activity zones and links to surrounding community
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LOCAL  
RECREATION 
PARKS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of local parks is to provide limited recreation 
opportunities additional to those available in residents’ 
backyards and typically serve a neighbourhood catchment (within 
400m or 5 minutes’ walk) or a Village. Social activities, recreation 
and informal sport occur in local parks with facilities including 
shaded areas, seating, kick and play areas and connected 
pathways. 

Most parks in Kyogle and Villages are local parks serving the 
residents in the immediate neighbourhood or Village. These parks 
often reflect the history and characteristics of the surrounding
area	and	the	embellishments	may	reflect	the	preferred	use	of	the	
park, for example as a quiet place of reflection or alternatively, a
children’s playground.

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR LOCAL RECREATION 
PARKS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Local Recreation Parks.

Table 9. Preferred standard provisions within Local Recreation Parks

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public 
convenience) Yes

Barbecue Yes

Bike racks Yes

Bins Yes

Boardwalks Optional

Bollards Where needed

Car parks No

Dog off-leash area No

Drinking	fountains/refill	station Yes

Electricity box Where necessary

Emergency vehicle access Yes

Fishing, pontoons, platforms, boat 
launches Optional

Fitness equipment Optional

Garden beds Desirable

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum Provisions

Gates Optional 

Irrigation systems Desirable

Lighting Optional

Maintenance taps Co-locate with barbecue

Maintenance vehicle access 
driveways Optional

Pathways Optional

Picnic nodes (including table 
setting) Yes

Play nodes Yes

Formal	sport	playing	field No

Primary access points – vehicle 
entry statement No

Primary access points – pedestrian 
entry statement Optional

Public art/adornment (Council 
approval essential) Optional

Seats Yes

Sewer connection Yes 

Signage – entrance Yes

Signage – other types Optional

Shelter Yes

Stormwater management system / 
WSUD treatment Yes

Trails Optional

Trees 30% site coverage

Turf areas Minimum ¾ of area

Water supply connection Yes
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TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; a minimum area of 0.5 ha (5,000m2) is required with a 

maximum area of 1 hectare
 ; useable recreation area of 0.5 ha free from encumbrances 
(overland	flow	paths,	easements,	environmental	buffers)

 ; minimum 50% of park perimeter to have road frontage
 ; pathway providing an accessible and continuous path of 

travel through the park
 ; round or square in shape with preferably a minimum width of 

50 metres
 ; a Local Park can be developed as a node along a linear green 

link 
 ; 100% of the useable recreation area must be above the Q10 
flood	level

 ; 75% of the useable recreation area must be above the Q50 
flood	level

 ; minimum 80% of useable recreation area must have a grade 
slighter than 1:10

 ; maximum of 20% of useable recreation area may have a 
maximum grade of 1:10.

LEGEND

Figure 5. Indicative example of a Local Recreation Park showing uses and connections to surrounding open space network
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DESTINATION
PARKS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Parks can become destinations that people will travel to visit 
for their natural, cultural or historical value, or natural or 
built attractiveness and appeal. For the purposes of the Open 
Space Design Guide, Destination Parks have been separated to 
clearly	define	development	and	embellishments	compared	with	
recreation parks and rest areas. Examples of Destination Parks 
include the Captain Cook Memorial Lookout in Kyogle and the 
Mallanganee Lookout. 

As key tourist destinations there is an opportunity to create 
customised designs for Destination Parks to enhance the 
attractiveness and appeal and contribute to positive visitor 
experiences. People visiting family and friends (a significant
tourist market) are often directed or accompanied to Destination 
Parks as a way to showcase the area. 

It is highly likely that Destination Parks will be adjacent to 
natural areas and additional direction can be found in the section 
providing design criteria for Natural Areas.

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR DESTINATION PARKS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Destination Parks.

Table 7. Preferred standard provisions within Destination Parks

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience) Where demand 
is demonstrated

Barbecue Optional

Bike racks Optional

Bins Yes

Boardwalks Optional

Bollards Yes

Car parks Yes

Dog off-leash area No

Drinking fountains No

Electricity box Where needed

Emergency vehicle access Yes

Fishing, pontoons, platforms, boat launches Optional

Fitness equipment No

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Gates Where needed

Irrigation systems No

Lighting Optional

Landscaping Optional

Maintenance taps Yes

Maintenance vehicle access driveways Yes

Pathways Yes

Picnic nodes Yes

Play nodes No

Playing	fields No

Primary access points – vehicle entry statements Yes

Primary access points – pedestrian entry statements Yes

Public art/adornment (Council approval essential) Optional

Seats Yes

Sewer connection Where needed

Signage – entrance Yes

Signage – interpretative Yes

Shelter Yes

Trails Optional

Trees Yes

Turf Optional

Viewing decks/platforms Yes

Water supply Where needed
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TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; vegetation management, particularly to maintain sight lines 

for views, is a key management consideration for Lookouts
 ; provide opportunity for a range of carefully designed 

education, information and interpretive signs
 ; it is vital to accurately locate signs that depict landmarks to 

allow visitors to reference the view correctly
 ; typically, separated entry and exits for vehicles are provided 

due to the short nature of the majority of visits and the 
resultant vehicle movements

 ; clear separation of pedestrian and vehicle movements is 
important

 ; provide opportunities to sit and picnic in vantage points that 
provide shade, amenity and capture views

 ; consider	custom	architectural	outcomes	that	are	reflective	of	
the uniqueness of the destination/place and create a focus or 
feature in itself

 ; frame views and provide opportunities to sit and look
 ; where high volumes of visitors are expected, provide public 

amenities

LEGEND

Figure 6. Indicative example of a Destination lookout
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PLAYSPACES

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In early 2019, the NSW government released Everyone Can Play: 
A Guide to Create Inclusive Playspaces, as a best practice resource 
aimed at councils, community groups, designers and local 
residents. The Guide provides recommendations for the planning, 
design and delivery of inclusive spaces.

“At the heart of Everyone Can Play is the declaration that 
play is for everyone – regardless of age, ability or cultural 
background.” - Fiona Morrison (Commissioner, Open Space and 
Parklands, NSW Department of Planning and Environment)

There are three principles of Everyone Can Play that are to be con-
sidered when developing inclusive playspace outcomes, which is 
applicable to all open spaces across NSW. Those principles are:

1. Can I get there? (i.e. layout and location)
2. Can I play? (i.e. provision of appropriate equipment and 

theming for the setting and local context)
3. Can I stay? (i.e. amenity, shade and rest opportunities).

Other considerations when designing and delivering playspaces:

•	 appropriate siting within the space
 > locate	away from	hazards,	any	potential	conflict	points,	
has good visibility, and clear lines of sight

 > look for naturally shaded areas where existing trees are 
in good health. Avoid trees that fail a health assessment 
for being near the end of its life, has an invasive root 
system or may pose a risk of limb drop.

•	 terrain	-	preference	is	for	flat,	well	drained	areas,	however,	
sloping land provides an opportunity for terracing and creative 
integration of the playspace within the landscape

•	 playground	embellishments	must	be	fit-for-purpose,	positioned	
appropriately, and accessible

•	 consider providing public amenities wherever possible
•	 equipment and furniture must be durable, robust (UV proof and 

anti-corrosive) and safe
•	 ensure that the equipment and furniture is vandal resistant

 > apply protective coatings where available
 > use proprietary components that are tamper proof 
(where possible) and easily repaired/replaced

•	 seek low or easy maintenance playground options (proprietary 
products will often provide warranty and workmanship 
guarantees) yet still offer place-appropriate outcomes

•	 ensure design and installation complies with relevant 
standards,	legislation,	safety	zones,	and	product	specifications.

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR PLAYSPACES
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Playspaces.

Table 16. Preferred standard provisions within Playspaces

Recommended Infrastructure Min. Provisions

Multi-play activities (play equipment) for all age 
and ability access Yes

Natural activity areas/elements (e.g. nature play) Desirable

Softfall surfacing (interesting colours and shape) Yes

Shade (natural and built) Yes

Landscaping/garden beds and turf Yes

Drainage Yes

Edge treatments (turf/garden and playspace) Yes

Signage (place, directional, regulatory, 
instructional [for outdoor equipment and other 
non-standard components] and interpretive)

Yes

Fencing Where necessary

Pathways (consistent widths preferred) and 
connections to surrounding networks Yes

Car parking Yes

Public amenities Desirable

Picnic facilities and park furniture (i.e. shelter, 
picnic table, BBQ, rubbish bin, drinking fountain, 
seating options, dog litter bag disposal, tap, etc.)

Yes

Grassy area for quiet play and rest Yes

Open kickabout space Desirable

Irrigation system Optional

Outdoor	fitness	equipment Yes (where 
appropriate)

Lighting Desirable

Timber equipment and features (ACQ treated 
timber is suitable - DO NOT use CCA treated 
timber within or in proximity to a playspace)

Yes (where 
appropriate)

Water play High population 
locations only

Certification	of	design	and	installed	components Yes
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TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; playground	design	reflects	the	following	objectives:

 > integrates with the surrounding environment and the 
place identity of the community

 > provides play options that foster creativity and problem-
solving, and gives opportunities for users to develop 
physical, social, cognitive and emotional skills for target 
audience/age-groups

 > caters to anticipated number of average users
 > seeks to activate all senses (sight, smell, taste, hearing, 
touch, vestibular and proprioception)

 ; well-drained and links with natural overland drainage paths
 ; softfall	surfacing	is	installed	to	fall	zones	beneath	equipment	

in accordance with legislated safety requirements. Rubber 
finish	should	use	light	colours	wherever	possible	(dark	

colours can be dangerous to personal safety as they are 
proven to absorb and radiate heat).

 ; shade provision is essential
 > where mature trees are not existing at the site, plan 
succession for shade by initially installing a shade sail/s 
in conjunction with appropriately placed tree plantings 
that will ultimately replace the shade sails in the future

 ; minimise the need for fences and gates through good design 
and site planning

 ; signage provision should identify the place, provide direction 
to nearby facilities and path networks, provide regulatory 
advice where necessary and be located in a consolidated 
fashion to avoid visual pollution (i.e. integrate on one post 
located within a garden bed with good visibility).

Figure 7. Indicative example of a Playspace showing interface with typical park embellishments

77%  A recent study conducted by the Kompan Play Institute in Dallas, Texas showed 
innovative and unique playgrounds play a massive role in playground visitation. In fact, 
77% of people visited the park more frequently after the unique playground was installed. 
- Urban Play, 2019
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SPORTING  
PARKS AND 
RESERVES

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Sporting parks and reserves are used for active, competitive 
recreation and typically cater to a wide range of team and 
individual sports. These facilities generally require high levels 
of	finish	(i.e.	premium	turf	or	artificial	playing	surfaces)	and	
often provide auxiliary facilities for users (i.e. change rooms and 
spectator areas). These reserves are often large areas that are 
designed	with	built-in	flexibility	to	cater	for	a	variety	of	sports	
and activities. Single use provision should be avoided wherever 
possible.	The	types	of	sport	and	level	of	provision	should	reflect	
current demand and future trends in order to provide for viable 
sporting club development and competitions.

Passive and unstructured activities (such as play spaces) are also 
often considered in the planning and design of sport reserves 
as these uses align with the formal activities being provided 
for. Sporting parks can also function as local or town parks 
depending on the level of play and picnic-style embellishment. 
They can also serve as an events space.

The design and development of sport reserves must take into 
consideration current standards (i.e. minimum and maximum 
dimensions including run-off distances and buffers) of each sport 
and should seek guidance from the relevant state sporting body. 

Table 13. Minimum preferred spatial requirements for popular sports

Sport Club-level field / oval 
dimensions (m)

Run-offs / 
buffer (m)

Baseball infield	is	27.4m	square 50

Basketball 28m	x	15m	(+2m	zone	for	
team bench area) 5

Cricket diameter varies 137-150m 20-40

Football (soccer) 105m x 68m 3

Football (Australian Rules) 165m x 135m 3-5

Netball 30.5m x 15.25m 3-3.6

Rugby league 100m x 68m 5

Rugby union 100m x 70m 5

Softball min.	67m	outfields 3

Tennis 34.77m x 17.07m 3-5 (varies)

Touch football 70m x 50m wide 5

REFERENCE MATERIALS
Department of Sport and Recreation Western Australia Sports 
Dimensions Guide for Playing Areas: Sport and Recreation Facilities 
(2006) 

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR SPORTING PARKS AND 
RESERVES
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Sport Parks and Reserves.

Table 14. Preferred standard provisions within Sporting Parks and Reserves

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Buffer	from	side	of	field	to	residential	boundary 20m

Buffer from goal post to residential boundary 30m

Offset from road verge & goal post to road verge 30m & 40m

Car parking bays Average 50-100

Water supply connection, irrigation and drainage Yes

Power to 3-phase supply Yes

Provision	of	sports	field	lighting Yes

Fencing around playing surface Yes

Player shelters & furniture (i.e. bins, seats, etc.) Yes

Cricket	wicket	surface	finish Turf or synthetic

Cricket practice wickets Yes

Tennis/Netball	surface	finish Asphalt or acrylic

Scoreboard Optional

Coaches’ boxes Optional

Scorer/timekeeper box Optional

Clubhouse Yes

Change rooms Yes

Kitchen/canteen Yes

Spectator areas/grandstands Desirable

Storage facility Desirable

Umpires’ change rooms Yes

Office/first	aid	room Desirable

Public toilets Yes

Social room/bar Optional
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Not to scale

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; fields	and	courts	are	oriented	in	a	north-south	direction
 ; site	planning	incorporates	safety	zones	and	appropriate	space	

as run-offs and spectator areas
 ; clubhouses are preferably situated on the centre line of the 
main	field,	facing	east	(to	avoid	spectators	looking	into	the	
afternoon sun)

 ; on-site car parking (unsealed or sealed) is provided and caters 
to the anticipated number of users for the type/s of sports 
facilities provided (average 50-150 car parks)

 ; off-site car parking conditions/impacts are considered as part 
of	the	car	parking	strategy	and	traffic	management

 ; signage is appropriately located (i.e. place name sign at entry, 
internal directional signs for both pedestrians and vehicles, 
and interpretive where necessary)

 ; pathways link external networks and across the reserve via an  
internal set of connections

 ; universal access design principles
 ; access to water (for drinking and irrigation)
 ; furniture is provided in appropriate locations (i.e. drinking 

fountains, bench seats, bicycle racks, rubbish bins, dog litter 
bag disposal)

 ; shelter/shade	(natural	and/or	built)	to	perimeter	of	fields,	
over spectator areas, near amenities and clubhouses, and can 
act serve as a vegetated windbreak/buffer

 ; Play space provided for small children (in large reserves)
 ; Fencing/barriers	to	fields.

LEGEND

Figure 8. Indicative example of a Sporting Park and Reserve showing interfaces with typical open space embellishments
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GREEN LINKS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Green links are often comprised of waterway corridors or land 
provided from other infrastructure networks such as water cycle 
management/drainage, natural area protection and road/rail 
buffers.	Where	there	are	sufficient	areas	of	useable	space	free	
from	hazards	or	major	constraints,	there	is	an	opportunity	to	
develop some basic facilities which can provide some valuable, 
however limited, recreation opportunity. These Green Links 
can contribute to the planned provision of parks and sporting 
facilities as well as facilitate active transport by providing 
walking and cycling connections. 

The Kyogle LGA has numerous rivers, creeks and waterways 
providing opportunities to create Green Links between parks 
and sporting facilities and walk and cycle connections between 
residential areas and key community destinations such as 
schools, shops and health services. There may be opportunities to 
include art along trails to create art trails. Decommissioned rail 
corridors make great cycle trails and have proven to have positive 
economic benefits to smaller communities.

Council committed to providing long term panning for pedestrian 
access and mobility, to promote walking and cycling as desirable 
replacements for short trips, and to link public transport services 
and community facilities under its Pedestrian Access Mobility 
Plan	(PAMP).	The	PAMP	is	a	strategic	document	that	identifies	
the pedestrian network hierarchy and an associated pedestrian 
facilities	action	plan.	The	process	to	develop	the	Plan	identified	
pedestrian routes with the study area that form a coherent 
pedestrian network and resulted in an action plan to ensure the 
routes are safe, convenient, coherent and meet current standards.

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR GREEN LINKS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Green Links.

Table 11. Preferred standard provisions along Green Links

Recommended Infrastructure Min. Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience) No

Barbecue No

Bike racks Optional

Bins At pause points

Boardwalks Optional

Bollards Yes

Car parks No

Drainage Yes

Recommended Infrastructure Min. Provisions

Dog off-leash area No

Drinking	fountains/refill	stations At pause points

Electricity box No

Emergency vehicle access Yes

Fishing, pontoons, platforms, boat launches No

Fitness equipment Where needed

Gates Where needed

Irrigation systems No

Lighting – safety and security Optional 

Landscaping Optional

Maintenance taps Yes

Maintenance vehicle access driveways Yes

Pathways Yes

Picnic nodes No

Play nodes No

Playing	fields No

Primary access points – entry statements No

Primary access points – pedestrian Yes

Public art/adornment (Council approval 
essential) Optional 

Seats Yes

Sewer No

Signage – entrance Yes

Signage – interpretation, information, 
education, regulatory, directional/distance Yes

Shelter Optional

Trails Yes

Trees Yes

Turf Optional

Viewing decks/platforms Yes

Water	supply	connection	(for	refill	stations) Yes
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TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; minimum corridor widths of 15-50m from top of bank or high 

water mark (subject to State Government reviews)
 ; combination of footpaths, shared paths and bike paths 

developed, and access points provided
 ; pause	points	are	provided	for	pedestrians	offline	of	the	

pathway thoroughfare
 ; maximise road frontage and good visibility (50% desirable)
 ; informal use only 
 ; lighting and fencing provided where necessary
 ; may have recreation nodes developed adjacent to create links
 ; may include natural areas adjacent to create links

 ; signage and pavement markings to denote shared, cycleway 
or pedestrian pathway use, and to provide direction and 
distance markers

 ; consider providing end-of-trip facilities (e.g. seats, standby 
areas, secure bicycle parking and picnic facilities) at common 
destinations or regular intervals along the journey

Rest point (e.g. shelter, seat, etc.)

Directional sign

Footbridge

Connector link (i.e. local 
pedestrian / cycle path network)

Pedestrian crossing

Figure 9. Indicative example of a Green Link corridor and interfaces with open 
space network

LEGEND
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AQUATIC 
FACILITIES

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Aquatic facilities are constructed bodies of water used for water 
activities including recreation, sport, education and health 
therapy. Examples of aquatic facilities include:
•	 swimming pools
•	 spa pools 
•	 water slides and landing pools
•	 water parks and playgrounds/splash parks.

PUBLIC SWIMMING POOLS
Under the Public Health Act 2010 a public swimming pool or 
spa	pool	is	defined	as	"a	swimming	pool	or	spa	pool	to	which	
the public is admitted, whether free of charge, on payment of a 
fee or otherwise". Under the Act, a swimming pool includes any 
structure that is used or intended to be used for human bathing, 
swimming or diving, and includes a water slide, water-play park 
or other recreational aquatic structure. This includes recreational 
aquatic structures, such as interactive water features or fountains, 
or water play parks.

HEATED INDOOR POOLS 
There is an increasing demand for heated pools with structured 
programs including infant and children learn-to-swim classes and 
older adult exercise classes. Changing attitudes to sun exposure 
has also contributed to increased demand for indoor heated 
public pools. Indoor heated pools are typically characterised by 
the following: 

•	 indoor climate-controlled environment
•	 water temperature in the pool is heated to approximately 27-

29 degrees Celsius, however those using the pool for exercise 
may demand cooler temperatures

•	 ramp access (rather than stairs) to maximise access by a broad 
range of users

•	 include teaching space (e.g. learn-to-swim)
•	 designed	for	flexibility	to	cater	for	diverse	users
•	 incorporate commercial elements (e.g. cafe, retail) to contribute 

to	financial	viability.

HYDROTHERAPY
Hydrotherapy (external) uses immersion of the body in cool 
or warm water to utilise the heating effects on the skin and 
underlying tissue. 

Hydrotherapy pools are heated to cause sweating and to relax 
muscles. It is an effective method to treat poor circulation, 
arthritis	rheumatism,	muscle	pain	and	inflammation	as	well	as	to	
prepare for and recover from surgery and assist with neurological 

conditions such as strokes and brain injury. Hydrotherapy pools 
are typically characterised by the following:

•	 indoor climate-controlled environment
•	 water temperature in the pool is heated to approximately 33-

36 degrees Celsius and uses the heat of the water to support 
the	benefits	of	exercises

•	 shallow depth to allow standing, walking and assistance from 
health professionals and carers

•	 ramp access (rather than stairs) and rails for support
•	 dry land assessment area, accessible entry and egress, 

changerooms 
•	 hydrotherapy pools can also cater for learn-to-swim classes. 

WATER PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Water parks and playgrounds/splash parks are:
•	 classified	as	an	aquatic	facility
•	 required to use treated and usually heated water that requires 

control and monitoring for health reasons usually aimed at 
cooling-off and active play rather than immersion 

•	 either	zero	depth	or	include	shallow	pools	(the	latter	requires	
a lifeguard)

•	 considered a destination by the public therefore require 
support facilities including car parking, toilets, changerooms, 
shaded seating, rubbish bins and picnic facilities for example

•	 usually targeted to infants and primary aged school children 
and their families and appeal to tourists

•	 accessible for people with mobility issues 
•	 relatively expensive to manage.

LEGISLATION
•	 NSW Public Health Act 2010 including the Public Health 

Amendment (Review) Act 2017) 
•	 Public Health Regulation 2012 

REFERENCE MATERIALS
•	 Royal Life Saving Society of Australia, Guides for Safe Aquatic 

Venues and Guides for Safe Pool Operation (GSPO)
•	 World Health Organisation, Guides for safe recreational water 

environments – Volume 2 
•	 FINA – Federation Internationale De Natation 

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR REST AREAS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of aquatic facilities.



Examples of good quality outcomes for aquatic facilities in other regional towns showing  
lighting for night use, simple water playspace, covered grandstands, and shaded rest area.

Table 10. Preferred standard provisions with Aquatic Facilities

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Amenities (toilets/showers/change rooms) Yes

Barbecue Optional

Bike racks Yes

Bins Yes

Bollards Optional 

Canteen/kiosk Yes

Car parking Yes

Drinking fountains Yes

Electricity box Yes

Emergency vehicle access Yes

Fencing Yes

Garden beds Optional 

Gates (vehicle/pedestrian) Yes

Irrigation system Yes

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Lighting Yes

Maintenance vehicle access driveways and gates Yes

Pathway connection Yes

Picnic nodes Optional 

Play node (dry land) No

Primary access point Yes

Seating Yes

Swimming pool structures Yes

Sewer connection Yes

Signage – entry, regulatory, safety/regulatory Yes

Shelter Yes

Trees (appropriate species and location selected to 
provide shade while not interfering with underground 
infrastructure)

Yes

Turf Yes

Water supply Yes
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SHOWGROUNDS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A showground is an event venue traditionally used for 
agricultural shows and equestrian and animal sports and 
activities. Motor sports are often compatible contemporary uses. 
In Kyogle there are several showgrounds and/or rodeo grounds 
located in towns and villages throughout the municipality. 
These facilities were developed as towns and villages grew and 
served as important elements supporting the local agricultural 
economy and social fabric. Recently a range of additional and 
contemporary uses of showgrounds has started to emerge to 
reflect	changes	in	social	interaction,	equestrian	and	animal	sports	
and the way in which some agricultural transactions occur, such 
as selling livestock. 

Showgrounds typically include embellishments allowing animals 
and agricultural produce to be ‘shown’ while also catering 
for spectators. The scale of facilities and infrastructure can 
vary according to the size of the events taking place at the
showground, however most sites include at least one event 
ring, loading ramps and yards, stables, gates, tiered seating for 
spectators, amenities, food and beverage buildings, pavilions, 
storage sheds and open areas for vehicle parking. 

Showgrounds can usually cater for a wide range of events, 
including but not limited to equestrian and animal sports, and 
those that require large level areas. 

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR SHOWGROUNDS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Showgrounds

Table 15. Preferred standard provisions within Showgrounds

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience) Yes

Bins Yes

Bollards Yes

Canteen/kitchen Yes

Electricity box Yes

Emergency vehicle access Yes

Event/show ring Yes

Fencing Yes

Gates Yes

Irrigation systems Optional

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Lighting – safety and security Yes

Maintenance taps Yes

Maintenance vehicle access driveways Yes

Pathways – connecting key spectator amenities Yes

Pavilion Optional 

Playing	fields	–	equestrian	sports Optional 

Primary access points – vehicle Yes 

Primary access points – pedestrian Yes

Seats Yes

Shelter – people and animals Yes 

Signage – entrance Yes

Signage – information, advisory, regulatory, 
directional/distance Yes

Stables Optional 

Trails Optional

Trees Yes

Troughs Yes

Vehicle parking – sealed and unsealed for horse 
floats Yes

Water supply Yes

Yards Yes

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
•	 Equestrian sport dimensions, Western Australia Department of 

Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
•	 FEI Dressage Rules January 2015
•	 Equestrian Australia National Dressage Rules 1 August 2015
•	 National	Livestock	Identification	System	(NLIS)
•	 Property	Identification	Code	(PIC)
•	 Animal welfare code of practice no. 3 – horses in riding centres 

and boarding stables
Legislation

•	 Biosecurity Act 2015
•	 Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1979
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REST AREAS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Rest areas are provided for use by drivers of heavy and light 
vehicles to take rest breaks along key (often rural) routes. There 
is a network of rest areas provided across the state by the 
NSW Department of Transport, Roads and Maritime Services in 
conjunction with local councils, which are required to comply 
with fatigue legislation. 

These areas provide a range of amenities to support drivers and 
offer a place to rest and recover during particularly long journeys. 
The	Pacific	Highway	(Hawkesbury	River	to	the	Queensland	
border), which passes through Kyogle region, is part of a network 
of more than 5,500km of rural road in NSW.

There are three types of rest areas, which require different levels 
of provision:
1. major heavy vehicle rest areas designated for long rest breaks 

offering a range of facilities to take rest and sleep breaks
2. light vehicle rest areas provided for rest breaks for drive-

tourism users and typically located at a picturesque location, 
which can therefore justify higher level of embellishment

3. Driver Reviver rest areas, which is a program operated 
throughout Australia during school holidays and over long 
weekends to reduce fatigue-related crashes on our roads

 > in NSW, the “Free Cuppa for the Driver” scheme operates 
from March to May each year, encouraging drivers to 
stop and take a break when travelling

 > these sites are operated by volunteers
 > most Driver Reviver sites offer toilet facilities, shade, 
seating and water. Some offer activities for children, 
baby change tables and pet bowls.

REFERENCE MATERIALS
RTA Strategy for Major Heavy Vehicle Rest Areas on Key Rural Freight 
Routes in NSW (January 2010)

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR REST AREAS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Rest Areas.

Table 12. Preferred standard provisions within Rest Areas

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
provisions

Public amenities (at least one unisex) Yes

Picnic tables Yes

BBQ facilities Desirable

Universal access Yes

Shelter (built) Yes

Landscaping embellishment Desirable

Driver Reviver program Optional

Rubbish bin/s Yes

Car parking (hard stand preferred) Yes

Signage (place, directional, regulatory, instructional 
[for outdoor equipment and other non-standard 
components] and interpretive)

Yes

Playground Optional

Pathways Desirable

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST

 ; rest area sites spaced no more than 100km intervals 
(maximum allowance is 120km)

 ; locations with high levels of demand require rest areas 
provided on both sides of the road, whilst for low level 
demand one side of the road is acceptable

 ; sites are to be well signposted and provide suitable access/
egress including ingress and egress lanes 

 ; provide hardstand parking for heavy vehicle areas and an 
appropriate number of parking spaces dependent on demand

 ; ensure basic needs are provided for including shade, shelter, 
rubbish bins, picnic tables, and at least one toilet.
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NATURAL  
AREAS

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Land primarily set aside to protect and enhance areas with 
significant	biodiversity,	environmental	or	cultural	value	can	be	
classified	as	natural	areas.	These	areas	can	comprise	bushlands,	
wetlands and waterways with values ranging from local through 
to State or National level. Appropriate recreation use in these 
areas can be accommodated and may include picnic areas, tracks 
and trails, bird hides and lookouts.

The primary objective of natural areas is to conserve the 
biodiversity, environmental and cultural values of the area. 

A secondary objective is to provide diverse nature-based 
recreation opportunities with minimal disturbance of the natural 
systems. 

Any introduced elements constructed in natural areas need 
to consist of materials, forms, textures and colours, integrate 
appropriately	and	sensitively	within	the	environment	and	reflect	
the character of Kyogle municipality. 

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; access elements through natural areas may include 

boardwalks, decks, stairs, bridges and culverts, pathways and 
roads

 ; pathways are linear and have a formed or constructed surface 
 ; roads provide internal access for management vehicles
 ; sign shelters can be located at focal areas and display local 

information
 ; a range of signs may be required to support independent 

navigation of natural areas by visitors (directional, 
interpretive, regulatory, warning, advisory etc.)

REFERENCE MATERIAL
•	 Recreation	trail	classifications	and	grading	systems
•	 Australian Walking Track Grading System (DEPI Victoria)
•	 MBA Australia Trail Difficulty Rating System
•	 Sustainable Recreational Trails: Guidelines for the planning, 

design and maintenance or recreational trails in South Australia
•	 Guidelines for trail planning, design and management, MTBA

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR NATURAL AREAS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Natural Areas.

Table 17. Guide for provision of Natural Areas

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience) Where appropriate

Bins Where needed

Boardwalks Optional

Bollards Where needed

Bird hide Optional

Bridges and culverts Where needed

Car parks Yes

Lookouts/decks Desirable

Gates Yes

Maintenance/management tracks Yes

Pathway connections Optional

Primary access points – pedestrian Yes

Public art/adornment (Council approval essential) Optional

Signage – entrance Yes

Signage – information, directional/distance Yes

Steps and stairways Where needed

Tracks and trails Optional

Trail head (signage – interpretive, education, 
regulatory) Desirable
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CAMPING  
AREAS

Camping is a popular outdoor recreation pursuit and Kyogle’s 
outstanding natural environment, geography, extensive national 
parks and state forests (including World Heritage-listed 
Gondwana rainforest) and proximity to the northern NSW Coast 
and South East Queensland make the area an easily accessible 
destination for camping. 

Due to emerging drive-tourism markets, the provision of camping 
grounds on Council managed land is becoming more prevalent. 

In NSW, the Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan 
Parks, Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005 
guides the provision of opportunities for affordable alternatives 
in	short-term	and	long-term	accommodation	by	defining	the	
standards for:
•	 the design of manufactured home estates, caravan parks and 

camping grounds
•	 the design, construction and location of manufactured homes 

and other moveable dwellings
•	 the health, safety and amenity of the occupiers of 

manufactured homes and other moveable dwellings.

Under the regulation an approval to operate a camping ground 
can stipulate the number of designated sites per hectare for 
tents, caravans and campervans, or not designate sites while still 
controlling the number of campers per hectare.

TYPICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
 ; for more formal camping areas, a central core area may be 

required, which typically includes an administration building, 
a service area/maintenance shed, central communal kitchen, 
dining spaces (barbecues, tables and chairs, shelters, rubbish 
bins, etc.) and amenities (showers and toilets).

 ; signage
REFERENCE MATERIAL 
Local Government (Manufactured Home Estates, Caravan Parks, 
Camping Grounds and Moveable Dwellings) Regulation 2005

NSW Department of Planning, Regulation of camping density in 
primitive camping grounds, PS 06-001, 10 January 06

KEY REQUIREMENTS FOR CAMPING AREAS
The following information provides guidance for the design and 
delivery of Camping Areas.

Table 18. Guide for provision of camping areas

Recommended Infrastructure Minimum 
Provisions

Amenities (toilet/public convenience) Optional

Bins Where needed

Boardwalks Optional

Bollards Where needed

Bridges and culverts Where needed

Car parks Yes

Lookouts / Decks Desirable

Gates Yes

Maintenance/management tracks Yes

Pathway connections Optional

Primary access points – vehicular Yes

Public art/adornment (Council approval essential) No

Signage – entrance Yes

Signage – information, directional/distance Yes

Steps and stairways Where needed

Tracks and trails Optional

Trail head (signage – interpretive, education, 
regulatory) Optional



Main street of Mallanganee village
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04>
PLACE IDENTITY 
& CHARACTER

WHAT IS PLACE MAKING?

“It is a simple concept—people choose to live in walkable, 
mixed-use places that offer the amenities, resources, social 
and professional networks, and opportunities to support 
thriving lifestyles. Place making is the value-added process 
that turns a service into an amenity and a place into an 
attraction.” - MIplace™ Partnership Initiative

WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF PUBLIC SPACE
Place making is a multifaceted process of planning, implementing 
and creating place-appropriate outcomes for both private 
and public realm. This is said to be best achieved through a 
collaborative effort involving all stakeholders (government, 
business, organisations and the community) to deliberately shape 
our communities with a common vision. 

On the ground, place making takes physical, cultural and social 
influences	and	translates	them	into	urban	design	outcomes	that	
link	history,	nature	and	built-form	elements	to	distinctively	reflect	
and celebrate the unique characteristics of a place. 

Combined, there is an effective place making outcome that 
invokes sense of place, community ownership and personal pride.

HOW IS ‘PLACE CHARACTER’ ESTABLISHED?
Place making is initiated from an in-depth understanding of 
what a place is, how it came to be and why it is valued by the 
community - otherwise known as ‘place identity’. These attributes 
and how a space evolves over time by the people who live, 
work and recreate there are key to establishing the distinctive 
character of a place.

A	place	can	be	defined	by	its	geographic	location,	its	natural	
context (ecology and landscape setting), its origins and history, 
and personal connections or expressions (such as founders or 
well-known members of that community). 

All these features contribute to an often unspoken ‘design 
language’	that	defines	a	place	and	its	character.	These	influences	
often drive the evolution of town planning outcomes, the 
look and feel of architecture, the types of materials used, 
the inspiration behind public art, and our proximity to and 
relationship with nature and open space.

VALUE OF PLACE MAKING
ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY REINVIGORATION
In recent years, place making has been linked to encouraging 
two distinctive changes - stimulating community involvement 
in revitalising the places they live and, in turn, stimulating 
development of the economy.

In 2017, the International Economic Development Council 
(IEDC) studied the connection between place making and 
economic development. Rapid growth in technology and creative 
and knowledge-sector jobs has changed how communities 
now approach economic development and are driven by a 
desire to make their communities more vibrant and inviting. 
Offering quality of life is key to attracting and retaining talent, 
enterpreneurs and local businesses.1

“Communities with a large number of quality places 
provide a wide variety of choices for individuals and 
families, and that is what makes them attractive places 
where people want to live, work, play, shop, learn and visit.”  
- MIplace™ Partnership Initiative

WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH-
QUALITY PLACES?
•	 natural and built environments that complement and enhance 

one another
•	 places, functions and programs that provide opportunities for 

social interaction
•	 quality roads and utility services (sewer, water, storm drains, 

natural gas, electricity, telephone, cable TV, internet, etc.) 
•	 quality public spaces and networks (pathways, parks and 

recreation) that are easily accessed by all individuals
•	 public health services, safety and general welfare with 

investment in mechanisms that keep a place clean and healthy 
(emergency service provisions, street lighting, sight lines, 
rigorous maintanence regimes, etc.)

•	 access to public transport (bus systems, bike paths, recreation 
trails,	and	related	connections)	that	efficiently	provides	access	
to important nearby amenities

•	 a thriving local economy with active streets and a diversity of 
businesses, employment options, and education opportunities.

To	achieve	these	outcomes	and	maintain	quality,	in	an	efficient	
and feasible way, all stakeholders (public and private) need to 
work in a positive and mutually supportive way.2

1 Welch, C and Anderson, L 2017, Place Matters: The Role of Place making in Economic 
Development 
International Economic Development Council, Washington DC.
2 Board of Trustees of Michigan State University, 2017, Place making as an Economic 
Development Tool, Michigan
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QUALITIES OF GOOD DESIGN

“The quality of our neighbourhoods, towns and cities has a significant impact on our daily lives. Quality urban design makes 
a valuable contribution to our economy, our natural and built environments, and the liveability of our cities. It helps local 
businesses thrive. It attracts people to visit, live and work in a location. It considers the landscape, encourages biodiversity 
and incorporates natural ecosystems. It has an important influence on our physical and mental health and wellbeing. It 
provides opportunities for healthy lifestyles and community interaction. It is a reputable reference in the design industry for 
benchmarking place making processes.” - Creating Places for People: An Urban Design Protocol for Australian Cities, 2011

Creating Places for People An Urban Design Protocol for Australian Cities is a national design protocol for decision makers, design 
professionals and the general public that provides overarching principles to promote good design outcomes. It describes the processes 
necessary for creating high quality urban environments. The Protocol is related to several other national and state government 
policies and guides for urban design including Our Cities, Our Future: a national urban policy for a productive, sustainable and livable 
future (a national urban policy) and Healthy Spaces and Places - a national guide to designing places for healthy living. 

The Protocol outlines 12 design principles to be applied to any project in any location in Australia, particularly public realm projects. 
The	following	principles	and	associated	features/attributes/traits	reflect	the	recommendations	of	the	Protocol	and	should	be	
considered holistically to achieve good design outcomes.

UNIVERSAL URBAN DESIGN PRINCIPLES

1. Enhance the local economy, environment and community
•	 respect the voice of the community
•	 create opportunities for individuals and groups to prosper
•	 prioritise sustaining and enhancing the natural environment
•	 celebrate the uniqueness of a place.

2. Connect physically and socially
•	 well-connected with surrounding areas, schools and services
•	 provides a range of transport options
•	 reflects	the	past	
•	 provides connection with nature.

3. Provide a diversity of options and experiences
•	 each place has its own character
•	 each place offers a range of experiences, facilities and services
•	 each place promotes harmony, encourages exploration and 

preserves biodiversity.

4. Be sustainable, enduring and resilient
•	 resilient to severe weather events and climate change
•	 robust in terms of design and materiality
•	 aesthetically pleasing yet functional
•	 well-maintained, respects low-resource use, minimises impact 

on the environment, and is versatile for future growth and 
change.

5. Feels comfortable and welcoming
•	 encourages movement, play, joy, relaxation and learning
•	 is sheltered and shaded
•	 is free to use and is accessible and inclusive to all.

6. Be vibrant and encourage activity
•	 it is a hive of activity, people are drawn to the space and enjoy 

using it
•	 it encourages meeting, interacting, exploring and relaxing
•	 it is adaptable to cater to a range of users and event 

opportunities

•	 it is alluring to locals and visitors alike.

7. Safe to use
•	 it feels safe and secure by day and by night
•	 there are few (or no) recorded incidents
•	 features are well-maintained and show no signs of neglect
•	 roads and paths are well-located and maintained for safe use 

by children and adults alike (and cater to walking and cycling).

8. Be enjoyable and easy to walk and cycle
•	 prioritises pedestrians before vehicles
•	 it is easy to navigate and access
•	 built form is appropriately scaled and of suitable character for 

the place and adjacent interfaces
•	 it encourages healthy, active lifestyle choices.

9. Aligns with the planning, physical and social context
•	 it is compatible with strategic planning frameworks
•	 it sensitively responds to site topography, environmental 

features and surrounding context
•	 it incorporates heritage and cultural values
•	 it is considerate of the social and economic environment. 

10. Engage with stakeholders
•	 the primary objective is to create places for people
•	 engage residents in developing outcomes within their 

community
•	 collaborate across disciplines with a common vision and goal.

11. Foster excellence, innovation and leadership
•	 prioritise a best practice approach - from planning to delivery 

and ongoing maintenance
•	 priortise universal design and accessibility
•	 consider engaging experts (where necessary) at the 

appropriate stage to design and/or deliver high-quality 
outcomes.

12. Considers custodianship and long-term maintenance
•	 be adaptable
•	 consider	the	‘triple	bottom	line’	effect	on	and	benefit	to	

development, operations, maintenance and disposal, design 
and build elements that are practical, functional and 
maintainable 

•	 strategically plan for the potential effects of climate change.
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ENABLE ENVIRONMENTAL & CULTURAL 
STEWARDSHIP

KYOGLE’S DESIGN PRINCIPLES

•	 protect and enhance areas of remnant 
vegetation, habitat and cultural value 
thereby maximising	ecological	benefits	
through protecting wildlife habitat, soil 
conservation and enhancing biodiversity. 

•	 enhance biodiversity by using indigenous 
vegetation

•	 maximise visual amenity and enhance views 
into and out of each space.

RESPECT COMMUNITY NEEDS & EXPECTATIONS

•	 create aesthetically pleasing environments 
that	benefit	community	enjoyment	of	
outdoor recreation and a greater sense of 
meaningful connection (both socially and 
environmentally)

•	 fulfill	the	recreation	and	social	needs	of	the	
wider	and	evolving	community	by	reflecting	
the values of the surrounding regional 
community

•	 contribute to a stronger sense of 
community through a commitment to public 
space improvements and promotion of 
environmental responsibility and ethics.

ELEVATE RECREATION & TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES

•	 connect people with heritage and 
environmental values through the 
protection	and	interpretation	of	significant	
landscape features

•	 maximise activity in public places by 
encouraging multi-purpose uses and 
flexible	design	outcomes

•	 contribute to the economic vitality of the 
municipality and its attraction to tourists, 
particularly eco-tourism.

IMPROVE PROVISION AND OPTIMISE ACCESS

•	 ensure open space reserves contribute to 
the health of the community by providing 
experiences and environments that 
create opportunity for active and passive 
recreation

•	 maximise visibility and surveillance of the 
public environment

•	 provide safe movement, good connections 
and accessibility

•	 clearly delineate between private and 
public space.

SITE RESPONSIVE & PLACE-APPROPRIATE

•	 integrate engineering infrastructure and 
buildings using appropriate character and 
features	to	create	a	unified	and	visually	
appealing design

•	 respond to the existing, inherent character 
of a place

•	 develop desirable recreation environments 
through CPTED, shade provision, landscape 
improvements, noise attenuation, and 
providing amenities commensurate with the 
type of open space reserve.

BE SUSTAINABLE & RESPONSIVE 
TO CLIMATE CHANGE

•	 deliver design outcomes that apply WSUD 
principles to improve stormwater quality

•	 encourage the use of local materials 
and labour (where possible) that are 
sustainable, robust and easily sourced

•	 respond to user needs by meeting 
functional requirements yet adaptive to 
environmental conditions

•	 encourage the use of low energy 
consumption and low carbon-emitting 
products

•	 reuse and recycle where opportunities are 
present

•	 minimise earthworks by working with 
natural topography.

EXPAND THE OPEN SPACE NETWORK 
THROUGH LINKAGES

•	 safe and accessible pedestrian/cycle 
circulation networks are an integral part of 
a community

•	 functionality is critical - provisions must be 
convenient and appealing

•	 connect all points of origin to destinations 
with walkways that are of adequate width 
and provide supportive amenities (i.e. 
seating, signage, access to drinking water, 
shade, etc.)

•	 orient paths to respond appropriately to 
geography, landmark features, visual cues 
and expected user needs/behaviours.

CONSIDER WHOLE-OF-LIFE COST 
AND MAINTENANCE

•	 employ sustainable solutions that are 
drought tolerant and minimise maintenance 
requirements 

•	 ensure that open space reserves can be 
easily maintained to ensure ongoing 
attractiveness and use

•	 consider long-term maintenance needs 
from inception of a project, with a 
preference for low-impact and low-resource 
needs.

PROVIDE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

•	 elements are provided to meet the 
comfort, convenience, information, 
circulation, protection and enjoyment of 
the collective, not just a few

•	 universal design principles apply to all 
open space reserves and networks

•	 there is a broad spectrum of impairments 
so it is important to consider all visual, 
mobility, hearing, manual and learning 
needs of users when designing and 
delivering built outcomes. 
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PEOPLE

PLACE-IDENTITY OF KYOGLE
Kyogle is known for its environment, rich culture and village-life 
where the original Northern Rivers still exists. It is referred to as: 

“the Gateway to the rainforests.”

As previously explained, there are a number of elements and 
factors	that	contribute	to	and	help	define	the	identity	of	a	place.	
Below	is	a	snapshot	of	some	of	Kyogle’s	influencing	place	making	
factors - be it geographical features, community interests and 
background,	local	icons	of	historical	and	cultural	significance,	or	
other	locally-specific	attributes.

PLACE

HISTORY

VALUES

LIFESTYLE

EXPERIENCE

•	 Border Ranges were formed 
20-23 million years ago with 
the remnants of an ancient 
volcano at Wollumbin-
Mount Warningrich

•	 the Githabul people trace 
their identity and spirituality 
to this land and it is central 
to their Dreaming

•	 European settlement was 
founded in 1830s as a 
lumber camp and has a long 
history of pastoral industries 
and railway.

•	 authentic rural Australian 
character

•	 picturesque rolling hillsides 
and pastoral landscape

•	 surrounded by spectacular 
UNESCO World Heritage 
National Parks (85kms 
along the Queensland/New 
South Wales border) within 
Australia’s Green Cauldron

•	 cultural heritage showcases 
the creative indigenous arts 
and an old world charm with 
beautiful Art Deco buildings.

•	 amazing	scenic	drives	with	
scatterings of picnic and 
camping areas 

•	 stunning natural beauty 
within the 31,000 hectares 
of National Park

•	 hike through rainforests and 
see crystal clear waterfalls, 
gorges, rivers and creeks

•	 visit sites of cultural and 
historical interest

•	 enjoy locally-grown produce 
and handmade products

•	 fossick for crystals, gems 
and	quartz.

•	 Kyogle Council area is 3,589 
square kilometres 

•	 Kyogle township has the 
largest population of 3,000

•	 culturally diverse villages
•	 median age is 44 years
•	 approximately 65% of 

dwellings are family 
households

•	 primary employer is beef 
cattle farming industry 
(10%).

•	 quiet, relaxed and friendly 
‘country-town’ feel

•	 close-knit communities
•	 farm gate stalls located on 

the side of the roads offer 
opportunities to purchase 
seasonal local produce from 
local farmers

•	 enjoy the variety of sporting 
and leisure recreation 
activities available in this 
spectacular corner of the 
Northern Rivers.

•	 locals and visitors love their 
experience of Kyogle and 
the surrounding villages and 
are drawn by the spectacular 
natural beauty of the area

•	 surrounded by World 
Heritage Listed rainforests 
and national parks 

•	 Art Deco architecture
•	 recognised as the gem of 

the Northern Rivers of NSW. 
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EMERGING THEMES
The	review	of	place	identity	attributes	of	Kyogle	and	Villages	has	unveiled	several	strong	place	themes	that	reflect	the	character,	
identity	and	unique	features	of	each	Village.	These	themes	will	be	used	as	inspiration	for	open	space	design	treatments,	finishes,	
furniture design and colour palettes prescribed by this Guide. 

Place making themes include farming, timber, dairy and railway heritage, the Art Deco architecture of many Village-centres, the raw 
materials of the natural surrounds (i.e. timber, rock escarpments, corrugated iron, and weathered steel), heritage shade and natural 
tones from the diversity of landscape settings (pastoral land, rainforests, creeks and expansive blue sky), as well as, the unique ‘place-
identifier’	motifs of wildlife, flora and cultural icons	that	are	significant	to	each	of	the	Villages	(as	represented	on	the	new	Village	
‘town entry’ welcome signs). 

A	standardised	suite	of	materials	and	colours	is	proposed	to	ensure	a	cohesive	palette	of	furniture	and	finishes	is	delivered	across	
all of Kyogle’s open space reserves. This helps to distinguish Kyogle from other local government areas by having a strong design 
language that is distinct to the municipality. It also ensures that Council’s infrastructure is easily maintained. There are opportunities, 
however, to personalise these components and bring uniqueness to each of the Villages, which is explained in the following section.

Below	are	the	key	drivers	that	have	influenced	the	‘look	and	feel’	of	the	core	range	of	open	space	embellishments	and	treatments.

KEY DRIVERS 

A modern twist on heritage architecture

There is ample inspiration to take from Kyogle’s early to mid twentieth century architecture. Those 
buildings are typically characterised by hipped, skillion or stepped gable roofs made of corrugated 
iron,	weatherboard	or	brick	facades,	verandah’s	with	timber	friezes,	decorative	wrought	iron,	timber	
picket fences, post and rail fences, and dry stone walls. Referencing these details in the articulation, 
design and materiality of contemporary shelters and structures will balance the old with the new, 
and look attractive within the predominantly natural settings of each Village.

Subtle Art deco references

There	is	a	definite	’time	stamp’	on	the	Villages	of	Kyogle	that	is	distinctly	from	the	Art	Deco	era.	
This is not an architectural style that is easily replicated but can be tastefully incorporated in a 
complementary and contemporary way, such as subtly expressed through patterning applied to a 
range of materials - paving patterns, spraycrete surface treatments or articulated on furniture and 
signs.

Prioritising the use of timber

The aim is to conserve heritage values by ensuring that physical and visual connections to Kyogle’s 
surrounding natural beauty and timber-felling history is maintained over time. Much of Kyogle’s 
character is enshrined in this natural resource. It is important to ensure that the use and reuse 
of this material is prioritised and is not compromised by decisions to use materials that may be 
cheaper to buy or less maintenance intensive. Timber’s soft aesthetic and connection to nature is 
invaluable.	These	principles	reflect	Council's	adopted	Wood Appreciation Policy. 

Use of natural materials

Using natural materials reinforces the authenticity of a place such as Kyogle, which is known for 
its natural beauty. Continuing the use of these same materials found in the surrounding landscape 
helps to seamlessly integrate man-made elements within the open space context. The use of timber 
is preferred for furniture and structures (wherever possible) and vertical walls should typically 
be made from locally sourced quarry rock. Replicate natural forms and patterns and plant native 
vegetation to harmoniously transition into natural grades and vegetation.

Embrace the heritage colour palette

With many of the Villages established in the early twentieth century (1900 to 1920) and inter-
war (1920 to 1940) periods, exterior wall colours were invariably painted in stone colours of 
naturally occurring mineral pigments, with trims in complementary colours ranging from cream to 
deep shades of brown, red or green.3 These colours complement natural tones found within the 
surrounding landscape and are therefore appropriate as a base colour scheme. Avoid using trendy, 
inappropriate colour schemes as these can date quickly. Limit schemes to three colours.

‘Place-identity’ treatments

Any	of	the	place	making	themes	and	colours	identified	can	be	used	to	reinforce	the	unique	‘place-
identity’ for each Village. It is important to use character references that hold meaning to that 
community in order for it to be respected and appreciated. Place making references should be 
integrated into open space features in a considerate way to avoid feeling forced or distasteful. 
Motifs,	patterns	and	Village-specific	highlight	colour/s	are	the	preferred	methods	of	overlaying	a	
place-identity	theme	or	character	reference	into	furniture,	signs	or	finishes.	Artwork	is	also	a	good	
opportunity to create place inspired pieces, particularly by commissioning local artists.

3	 NSW	Heritage	Office	-	The	maintenance	series:	Paint	Finishes
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Figure 10. Kyogle and Villages locations and green space including National and State Parks
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VILLAGES OF KYOGLE:  
STATISTICS & OPEN SPACE PROVISION
These Village descriptions provide a snapshot of current open space provisions in Kyogle and each of the Villages. Recent 
demographic	profiles	are	also	described	in	order	to	demonstrate	how	much	demand	there	is	on	these	provisions.	Population	and	
median age typically determine the demands and needs for certain sport and recreation facility provisions.

Following this, a detailed analysis of Village character and history is described to inform an overarching place making theme for each 
Village. Typical attributes (history, culture, natural and built environmental features) have been reviewed to establish the place making 
themes to be applied for each Village. Design and constructed outcomes will use the feature colours, patterns or other character 
elements to create uniqueness for each Village.

From	undertaking	this	place	making	assessment,	an	opportunity	has	been	identified.	Council	should	consider	introducing	a	‘Public	
Place Naming Policy’ for the future that provides appropriate recognition of Aboriginal cultural heritage and history, as prominently as 
current European cultural heritage. This could contribute to Kyogle Council’s commitment to reconciliation and building a connected 
community through increased awareness and education. If adopted, this could also contribute to emerging cultural and natural 
tourism	markets	seeking	experiences	that	provide	learning	and	education	opportunities	significant	to	the	locations	visited.

Classification framework 

Open	space	classified	as	passive	or	active	recreation	parks	provide	core	services	to	the	community	and	are	considered	essential	
elements contributing to the liveability and amenity of towns and villages in Kyogle. There are other types of open space that are 
not considered essential and are referred to as non-core to distinguish their place in the open space hierarchy. An open space area or 
parcel	of	land	can	contain	several	classifications	of	open	space	(i.e.	passive,	active,	environmental).	

The Guide does not provide a comprehensive investigation or recommendations regarding open space provision across the Kyogle 
local government area. However, it does suggest a framework to guide treatment and development of existing open space community 
land. The Guide recognises several park typologies that further describe the purpose, use and development of passive, active and 
environmental	open	space.	The	following	table	sets	out	how	the	proposed	park	typologies	included	in	the	Guide	fit	within	the	
proposed open space framework. The open space hierarchy has been used to classify existing open space in towns and villages within 
the Kyogle LGA. 

Table 1. How park typologies (OS Design Guide) align with open space community land classifications and hierarchy 

Core function and 
purpose

Classification Hierarchy Park Typology Description

Passive            
recreation
Provides a setting 
for informal play 
and physical 
activity, relaxation 
and social 
interaction
 

Passive recreation 
open space 

Local (core)
Town (core)

Civic spaces
Destination parks
Town parks
Local parks
Play spaces 

Provide a range of passive recreation activities in a 
predominantly informal setting. The sites can also contribute 
to the amenity and environmental values of towns and 
villages

Linear             
(non-core)

Green links
Natural areas

Long and narrow interconnected open space that can contain 
natural creek lines and associated riparian vegetation. Linear 
reserves can also play an important secondary role providing 
cycle and pedestrian pathways, and values consistent with 
other open space categories

Encumbered    
(non-core)

Rest areas
Green links
Civic spaces

Encumbered open space is often associated with areas for 
stormwater, drainage and utility infrastructure. However, it 
can also add value to the core open space network through 
provision of pedestrian connections and enhancing visual 
amenity

Active recreation
Provides a 
setting for formal 
structured sporting 
activities

Active recreation 
open space 

Local (core)
Town (core)

Sporting parks and 
reserves

Site predominantly used for active or competitive recreation 
including	grassed	or	synthetic	playing	fields	and	courts

Specialised      
(non-core)

Sporting parks and 
reserves
Aquatic facilities
Showgrounds

Open space provided for sporting activities where the 
nature of the sport precludes the easy transfer of use to an 
alternative sport, or the nature of the activity precludes free, 
unrestricted access to members of the public, or where the 
land and facility requirements result in provision of high 
level provision or sport (e.g. large stadia)

Environmental 
protection
Provides a setting 
where biodiversity 
is the primary 
purpose of the 
reserve 

Environmental 
open space 

Natural areas   
(non-core)

Green links
Natural areas
Camping areas 
Destination parks

Reserves that contain biodiversity features of local, regional, 
state	or	federal	significance.	As	the	primary	use	of	the	open	
space is for environmental protection, the area is likely to 
be	significantly	encumbered	and	may	preclude	unrestricted	
public access.

The reserve may provide a natural backdrop to a 
neighbourhood and/or recreation opportunities as a 
secondary function

The	development	(or	preservation)	of	environmental	and	linear	open	space	is	generally	not	a	planned	approach.	Rather,	the	specific	
land characteristics dictate that open space parcels should be developed or preserved in a particular manner. It is noted that whilst 
encumbered	land	is	required	for	other	purposes	(i.e.	drainage),	it	can	have	a	significant	recreation	and	amenity	benefit	to	the	
community and should be recognised as such (yet not substituted for unencumbered open space).

Specialised active sport is not considered core open space as the nature of the sport precludes the easy transfer of use to an 
alternative sport; or the nature of the activity precludes free, unrestricted access to members of the public; or where the land and 
facility requirements result in high level provision of sport (e.g. stadia).
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OPEN SPACE PROVISION SNAPSHOT
The	following	snapshot	of	open	space	provision	identifies	the	Council-managed	open	space	community	land	in	Kyogle	and	Villages	
and	identifies	their	classification	(passive	recreation,	active	recreation,	environmental)	and	hierarchy	(local,	town,	encumbered,	

specialised	or	natural	area).	Park	typologies	can	be	found	across	several	open	space	classifications	and	hierarchies.	

Bonalbo

Approximately 370 people lived in Bonalbo at the last Census collected in 2016. The median age was 56 years compared with 50 
years for Kyogle and 38 years for NSW. Bonalbo Central School is a K-12 school with 137 students enrolled in 2018; 25% are of ATSI 
descent. There are a range of parks and open spaces available in and around Bonalbo for diverse recreation pursuits. 

A Plan of Management including a visual Master Plan is being developed over Norman Johnston Oval in 2019/2020.

Table 2. Park reserves within Bonalbo by type and hierarchy

Map 
ref. 

Park/Reserve name Hierarchy Park typology 

1 Norman Johnston 
Oval 

Local Sport parks and reserves 
Play spaces
Green links

2 Bonalbo Bowling 
Club 

Specialised Sport parks and reserves 

3 Bonalbo Golf Club Specialised Sport parks and reserves 

4 Bonalbo Pool Specialised Aquatic facilities 

5 Bonalbo Caravan 
Park

Encumbered Camping areas

6 Patrick McNamee 
ANZAC Memorial 
Park 

Local Local park 
Civic space

7 Cook Park Local Local park
Play spaces

8 Bonalbo 
Showgrounds 

Specialised Showgrounds

9 Bonalbo Heritage 
Gardens Reserve

Natural area Natural area
Green links

10 Bonalbo Common Natural area Natural area
Green links

11 Bonalbo Native 
Gardens

Natural area Natural area
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Cawongla

192 people were recorded as living in Cawongla in 2016 (Census). 
The median age was 54; slightly older than Kyogle (50 years) 
and 16 years older than the NSW median age (38). Barkers Vale 
Public School (48 students), Rainbow Ridge Steiner School 
(110 students) and a community preschool at the old Cawongla 
School (enrolment unknown) provide education for children from 
the surrounding district. The general store provides extended 
services including post distribution, food and beverages and acts 
as a social hub for the small community. 

There are no public parks in Cawongla however there is ample 
green space in the locality and the local schools have well 
developed playspaces and sport facilities. Cawongla is located on 
the eastern edge of the municipality about 20 minutes drive from 
the town of Kyogle.

Grevillia

Grevillia is a small rural community in the northern part of the 
municipality bordered by Summerland Way, the main road on one 
side and the Richmond River on the other. Population statistics 
for Old Grevillia are not available from the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS). The Grevillia Public School closed in 2010 due to 
insufficient	enrolments.		

As with many rural and rural-residential areas, residents of 
Old Grevillia have access to ample open space, however would 
need to travel to larger villages or towns to access developed 
recreation parks or sport facilities. Grevillia is about 25-30 
minutes drive from Kyogle and Woodenbong. 

Kyogle

Kyogle is the main population centre in 
the Municipality and 2,197 people were 
recorded as living in the town and immediate 
surrounds in 2016 (Census). The median 
age for the town of Kyogle was 48 years, 
compared with 50 years for the Kyogle 
municipality and 38 years for NSW. 

There are three schools in Kyogle with total 
enrolments of 770 children and youth in 
2018 - Kyogle Public School (320); Kyogle 
High School (330); and St Brigid’s Primary 
School (120). 

Residents in Kyogle are able to access a 
range of sport parks and recreation facilities 
with diverse settings from urban to natural 
areas. 

The 18 hole golf course, rugby league 
grounds, showground and recreation reserve 
(field	sports	and	tennis,	caravan	park,	
extensive nature walk) form a green entry to 
the town of Kyogle just before vehicles travel 
under the rail overpass and over the Fawcetts 
Creek bridge into town. 

The Visitor Information Centre and 
community event space with amphitheatre 
and picnic facilities is located Immediately to 
the right after crossing the bridge. The green 
space continues from this park wrapping 
alongside the Richmond River to ANZAC 
Park with sport courts, a large children’s 
playground,	fitness	equipment,	walking	paths,	
skate park, pump track and picnic facilities 
around a man-made pond. The Kyogle 
swimming pool is located centrally within the 
town and nearby Memorial Park includes a 
small	playground.	An	additional	cricket	field	
is nearby. 

Dr David Reid Park is an open park with 
limited facilities adjacent to the rail line. 
The Captain Cook Memorial Lookout is 
on the south-eastern side of town and 
provides views looking north across the 
town and surrounding hills. Another lookout 
opportunity	is	located	on	Highfield	Road	
where a small children’s playground is also 
provided. 

The foothills of Borabee State Forest can be 
accessed from a number of streets and roads 
on the eastern side of Kyogle. A privately 
operated mountain bike facility nearby has 
become a destination. 

Plans of Management including visual Master 
Plans are being developed over ANZAC Park 
and Kyogle Recreation Reserve in 2019/2020.  
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Table 19. Park reserves within Kyogle by type and hierarchy

Map 
ref. 

Park/Reserve name Hierarchy Park typologies

Kyogle Golf Club Specialised Sport parks and 
reserves 

Kyogle Rugby League 
grounds Specialised  Sport parks and 

reserves 

Kyogle Recreation 
Reserve Town 

Sport parks and 
reserves
Town park
Destination 
Green links
Camping areas

Kyogle Showground Specialised Sport parks and 
reserves

Kyogle APEX and 
Amphitheatre Park  Town

Town
Destination
Rest area 

Kyogle ANZAC Park Town 

Town park
Sport parks and 
reserves
Destination park
Play spaces

Cenotaph Park Local 
Local park
Play spaces
Civic spaces

Kyogle swimming 
pool Specialised Aquatic facility 

Don Gulley Oval Local Sport parks and 
reserves 

Dr David Reid Park Local Rest area

Captain Cook 
Memorial  Lookout Local Destination park 

Roseberry Street 
Quarry Natural area Destination park

Stratheden Street 
Mall Encumbered Civic spaces

Highfield	Park Local Local park
Play spaces

Kyogle	Rifle	Range	 Specialised Sport parks and 
reserves

Harrison Park Local Local park 

Cedar Point Reserve Natural area Natural area

Rosewood Estate 
Park Linear Natural area

Green links 

Bloore Street Park Local Local park 
Rest area

DEMOGRAPHIC SNAPSHOT

Current population (2016)   2,197

 0 - 14 years  17.3%

 15 - 24 years  10.4%

 25 - 34 years  9.3%

 35 - 44 years  8.6%

 45 - 54 years  12.2%

 55 - 64 years  15.1%

 65 years and over  27.3%

ATSI descent    4.5%

Median age (2016)   48

Households with children  55.6%

One parent family    27.2%

Households without vehicle  76

Households with internet   67.6%

Mummulgum

95 people lived in Mummulgum in 2016 (Census). The median age was 43 years, which is younger than Kyogle (50 years) and older 
than NSW (38 years) median ages.. In 2018 there were 22 children enrolled at the Mummulgum Public School in years K-6. There are 
no public parks in Mummulgum however the school has a shaded, modern playground and a single asphalt tennis court. 

As with many rural and rural-residential areas, residents of Mummulgum have access to ample open space, however would need to 
travel to larger villages or towns to access developed recreation parks or sport facilities. Mummulgum is located on the south-eastern 
edge of the municipality about 30 minutes drive from Casino (in neighbouring Lismore municipality). 
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Mallanganee

Approximately 148 people lived in Mallanganee at the last 
Census collected in 2016. The median age was 52 compared with 
50 years for Kyogle and 38 years for NSW. Mallanganee Primary 
School	closed	in	2009	due	to	insufficient	enrolments.	

Mallanganee residents have access to a local recreation park, 
playground and sports ground. The community hall is used for 
recreation activities and exercise classes. 

A Plan of Management including a visual Master Plan is being 
developed over the Mallanganee Sports Ground in 2019/2020. 

Table 20. Park reserves within Mallanganee by type and hierarchy

Map 
ref. 

Park/Reserve name Hierarchy Park typologies 

1 Mallanganee 
Sports Ground  

Local Sport parks and 
reserves
Camping area

2 Everson Park Local Local park
Rest area

3 Memorial Park  Local Local park
Play spaces

4 Mallanganee 
Tennis courts 

Specialised Sport parks and 
reserves

5 Mallanganee 
Lookout

Natural area Destination park 

6 Mallanganee 
Showgrounds 

Local Showgrounds
Sports parks and 
reserves
Camping areas

7 Sandilands Park ??? Rest area

Old Bonalbo

Approximately 77 people called Old Bonalbo home in 2016 
(Census). In 2018, there were 17 students enrolled at the Old 
Bonalbo Public School (a K-6 school). 

The median age of the Village was 52 years in 2016, slightly 
older than Kyogle (50 years) and much older than the NSW 
median age (38 years). 

Due to the Richmond Range extending north-south through the 
municipality, it is (anecdotally) easier for residents to travel to 
Casino (and sometimes Lismore) rather than Kyogle for services 
found in larger centres. This apparently has the affect of making 
some residents feel disconnected to Kyogle. 

There is ample open space available on surrounding rural 
properties, however within the town public parks are limited to 
ageing tennis courts adjoining a community run hall. The tennis 
courts are accessed via the public hall grounds and do not 

A Plan of Management including a visual Master Plan is being 
developed over the Old Bonalbo tennis courts in 2019/2020. 

Table 21. Park reserves within Old Bonalbo by type and hierarchy

Map 
ref. 

Park/Reserve name Hierarchy Park typology 

1 Old Bonalbo Tennis 
Courts Local Sport parks and 

reserves

2 Pioneer Park Encumbered Rest areas
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Tabulam

470 people lived in Tabulam in 2016 (Census). The median age 
was 49 years, which is younger than Kyogle (50 years) and older 
than NSW (38 years) median ages. 

In 2018 there were 46 children enrolled at the Tabulam Public 
School,	80%	of	whom	were	ATSI	descent	(idprofile).	

The	Tabulam	Sports	Oval	includes	a	full	size	cricket/Australian	
football oval, a young children’s playground, cricket practice nets 
and ageing tennis courts - one of which has been redeveloped 
as a rudimentary skate park. A clubhouse with toilets, kitchen, 
storage and social rooms is adjacent to the tennis court/skate 
park, however is some distance from the children’s playground. 

A Plan of Management including a visual Master Plan is being 
developed over the Tabulam Sports Oval in 2019/2020.

Table 3. Park reserves within Tabulam by type and hierarchy

Map 
ref. Park/Reserve name Park typologies

1 Tabulam sports 
oval Local Sport parks and 

reserves 

2 Tabulum 
Racecourse Specialised 

Showgrounds
Sport parks and 
reserves

3 Tabulum Caravan 
Park Specialised Camping area

4 Tabulum Golf 
Course Specialised 

Sport parks and 
reserves

Wiangaree

Approximately 130 people called Wiangaree home in 2016 
(Census). In 2018, there were 15 students enrolled at the 
Wiangaree Public School in years K-6. The median age of the 

Old Grevillia

Old Grevillia is a small rural community in the northern part of the municipality located on Summerland Way, the main road (B91) 
extending north-south through the municipality. Population statistics for Old Grevillia are not available from the ABS. There is a pre-
school at Old Grevillia for young children, however no primary or high school. 

Moore Park is a large reserve on the eastern edge of Old Grevillia, bordered by Flindon Creek Road on one side and the Richmond 
River on the other. The park is best described as a natural area with vegetation covering the entire site. 

As with many rural and rural-residential areas, residents of Old Grevillia have access to ample open space, however would need to 
travel to larger villages or towns to access developed recreation parks or sport facilities. 
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Village	was	40,	closer	to	the	NSW	median	age	and	significantly	
younger than the median age for Kyogle (50 years). and other 
villages across the municipality. 

Wiangaree is located about 10 minutes drive north of Kyogle. 
Wiangaree residents have access to rural open spaces, the 
Richmond River, Wiangaree Rodeo Grounds (Showgrounds) and 
Aboody Park. 

Aboody Park is well designed and acts as an informal entrance 
statement to the village and the larger town and municipality of 
Kyogle and includes a playground, toilets and shelters. It is near a 
general store and sealed car parking. 

Plans of Management including visual Master Plans are being 
developed over the Wiangaree Rodeo Grounds and Aboody Park 
in 2019/2020. 

Table 4. Park reserves within Wiangaree by type and hierarchy

Map 
ref. Park/Reserve name Hierarchy Park typologies 

1 Wiangaree Rodeo 
Grounds Specialised Showgrounds

2 Aboody Park Local 
Local park 
Play spaces
Rest area 

3 Road Reserve Encumbered Green links

4 Wiangaree Lagoon Natural area 
Natural area
Green links
Rest area

Woodenbong

381 people lived in Woodenbong in 2016 (Census). The median 
age was 52, consistent with many villages across the municipality, 
however slightly older than Kyogle’s median age of 50 years and 
14 years older than the NSW median of 38 years.

In 2018 there were 185 students enrolled at the Woodenbong 
Central School in years K-12. Woodenbong has ample parks and 
reserves available for public use including the Woodenbong 
Recreation Reserve, Showgrounds, public pool and playground at 
the community hall.  

A Plan of Management including a visual Master Plan is 
being developed over the Woodenbong Recreation Reserve in 
2019/2020.

Table 5. Park reserves within Woodenbong by type and hierarchy

Map 
ref. 

Park/Reserve 
name Hierarchy Park typologies 

1
Woodenbong 
Recreation 
Reserve 

Local 

Sport parks and 
reserves
Camping areas
Aquatic facilities  
Green links

2 Woodenbong 
Showground Specialised Showgrounds

Camping areas  

3 Woodenbong 
Golf Club Specialised 

Sport parks and 
reserves
Green links 

4 Community Hall 
playground Local Local parks

Play spaces

5 Woodenbong 
Common Natural area Natural areas



BONALBO

VILLAGE CHARACTER 

Village and landscape setting

Bonalbo is a small rural village in the heart of the Upper Clarence 
River area and Nothern Rivers region. The name Bonalbo comes 
from an Aboriginal word for the local bloodwood tree. The village 
was established in 1910 on the banks of Peacock Creek to service 
the timber, dairying and beef industries, with blueberries, seed 
production	and	agricultural	research	now	leading	diversification	
and providing employment for locals and backpackers.

Visitors will experience stunning scenery on the drive into 
Bonalbo from the coast or southern Queensland with much of the 
surrounding landscape being unspoilt bushland. Upon entering 
the town from the north, visitors meander down Clarence Way 
over rolling hillsides taking in glimpses of Richmond Range 
National Park and Cambridge Plateau in the distance. Entering 
from the south, visitors pass over Peacock Creek and its notable 
densely vegetated creekline, which is the backdrop to the caravan 
park and Norman Johnston Oval sporting precinct. 

Bonalbo is also known for its remarkable diversity of wildlife. 
Bird watchers can expect to see bowerbirds, brush turkeys, 
honeyeaters, lorikeets, owls, wedge-tail eagles and white 
breasted sea eagles, and waterbirds including the jabiru, black 
swan, pelican and spoonbill. In autumn there are black cockatoos; 
in spring dollar birds, channel-billed cuckoos and spangled 
drongos; and, in summer, king parrots. It is also a very popular 
fishing	spot.	

History

Before European settlement, the Gidabal people, a dialect group 
of the Bundajalung, lived for tens of thousands of years in the 
district.	The	first	European	settler	in	the	area	was	John	Donald	
McLean, a Scots settler from the Isle of Skye who, in 1841 only 
four years after arriving in Sydney, drove sheep from the Hunter 
Valley to the Bonalbo district where he established the ‘Bunalbo’ 
or ‘Duck Creek’ run. In 1848, he moved to the Darling Downs 
where he became a prosperous pastoralist. In 1853, he sold 
Bunalbo to the Robertson family who built Bonalbo homestead 
(c.1862).	By	1868,	he	had	interests	in	more	than	fifty	properties	
and in 1866 he became treasurer of Queensland.

The town of Bonalbo slowly grew on the banks of Peacock Creek, 
and in 1911 land was purchased from Paddy McNamee. 

By the 1880s, cedar cutters had moved into the valley. By 1910, 
there were about 100 selectors in the district. The land was 
difficult	being	densely	timbered	and	with	no	proper	roads.	The	
selectors tended to engage in mixed farming with a mixture of 
beef cattle, dairying and pig-raising.4

4 https://www.aussietowns.com.au/town/bonalbo-nsw

Community Vision:

"For Bonalbo to be a safe, diverse, economically viable 
village where people can access health, education and 
recreation facilities and enjoy culture and events."

The Old Bank, corner of Sandilands Street and Koreelah Street
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Role and community culture

Today the village is a service centre for the surrounding beef 
cattle, hardwood timber, soybean and olive growers and farmers. 
These industries lead to Bonalbo having cyclical population 
peaks due to seasonal workers. The Bonalbo - Woodenbong 
District has a population of approximately 1,151 people and has 
an aging population with a median age of 55, predominantly 
comprised of lone person households (31%).5

Bonalbo is well supported by a range of community facilities and 
infrastructure including a swimming pool, golf course, pub and 
hotel, bowls club, caravan park, state-of- the-art health facilities, 
sporting precinct, showgrounds, BBQ areas, bushwalking and all 
major services. These amenities are all within walking distance of 
the town centre, making Bonalbo an ideal place to visit or live.

Architecture, form and character

This attractive little town is rich with heritage Art Deco 
buildings	including	several	locally	significant	heritage-listed	
properties, predominantly dating from the 1930s. A number of 
these buildings formed the basis of the town. These included 
a	butcher’s	shop,	hotel,	billiard	hall,	post	office,	St	Andrew’s	
Presbyterian Church, a school, a boarding house, a blacksmith’s, 
a bank, a general store and a butter factory - many of which now 
form the heritage character of the Village.

Travelling along the main road through Bonalbo are 10+ tall 
Hoop Pines lining both sides of Clarence Way. They enhance the 
streetscape visually, creating a sense of granduer for the entry to 
the town, and provide shade and amenity.

Existing artwork and cultural themes

At	the	centre	of	Bonalbo	is	a	bronze	dog	statue,	marking	Bonalbo	
as the birthplace of working cattle dog trials. The statue stands 
in an RSL Memorial rose park in the centre of the village and a 
cattle dog motif is represented on the Village ‘town entry’ sign.

Outside	Bonalbo	Post	Office	is	the	original	Bonalbo	Gaol	Door	
donated by the Tordoff family, which features heavy black steel 
and chunky timber elements.

Coloured planter boxes (in primary colours) line the main streets 
of the Village, creating ‘pops’ of colour and visual interest.

Planting themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Corymbia opaca (Desert Bloodwood) 
•	 Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Pine)
•	 Araucaria cunninghamii (Hoop Pine)
•	 Phoenix canariensis (Canary Date Palm).

5	 https://profile.id.com.au/kyogle/highlights-2016?WebID=100
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Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by Bonalbo’s namesake, the Desert Bloodwood tree, well 
known for its distinctive red kino.

Standard colours

Influenced	by	the	heritage	colour	palette	of	historic	buildings	and	
other art deco built elements throughout the town centre (i.e. 
fences, gates, gaol artwork, bridges, etc.)

COLOUR PALETTE - BONALBO



CAWONGLA

VILLAGE CHARACTER 

Village and landscape setting

Cawongla is an unusual name which combines ‘Campbell’, the 
name	of	the	area’s	first	white	settler,	and	‘wonga’	an	Aboriginal	
word for hill. There is some debate, however, that the origin may 
be from the Bundjalung word “gahwangal” meaning temporary 
swamp and may refer to the lagoon on Oxbow Road.6

Cawongla is about a 15 minute drive along Kyogle Road, over the 
Cawongla Range east of Kyogle. It is situated on Leycester Creek, 
approximately halfway between Kyogle and Nimbin. 

The World Heritage listed Border Ranges National Park is 
close by. Wollumbim (Mount Warning) National Park is also 
accessible further along Kyogle Road making a wonderful day trip 
destination from town.

History

The Village was originally a small part of the 48,000 acre Ellerby 
or Bungabee pastoral lease held by John Lord in 1842. The Ellerby 
lease was reduced by the late 1840s and eventually incorporated 
into the Ward Stevens holdings in the 1850s.

Small land holdings were avoided in this area until the 1880s, 
partly	due	to	the	steep	hillsides	and	the	flood	prone	waterways	
in the Cawongla area. By 1882, however, John Campbell (the son 
of the then manager of Tunstall Station nearby) purchased 300 
acres, which today comprises the Village. Alfred Olley later chose 
land on the northern boundary and by 1885, both Campbell and 
Olley had acquired even more land holdings in the area. It wasn’t 
until the economic depression in the 1890s that both landholders 
lost their land to the banks. In the early 1900s, a decedent of 
Olley bought back land previously held by the family. 

A sawmiller purchased over 4,000 acres for the timber on this 
land and moved a mill in The Channon to Cawongla. At the same 
time, dairying commenced in the area and a butter factory was 
built. The need for labour for these industries brought families 
into the Village. Railway workers later boosted the population 
of Cawongla, however, the mill and factory were both closed by 
1940. Farming continued and better access helped to keep the 
Village going after the loss of those industries.

Role and community culture

This traditional farming community has been boosted by the 
arrival of new settlers buying into multiple occupancies with 
many residents forming alternative lifestyle communities. It is 
popular with retirees wanting small rural properties. 

6 https://www.northernstar.com.au/news/debate-remains-about-origin-of-cawongla/2945872/

Cawongla Store and Gallery
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A number of artisans call this culturally creative community 
home. Cawongla General Store and Gallery Restaurant proudly 
display local works. 

Architecture, form and character

A small collection of historical buildings remain in Cawongla. 
Among these are the Cawongla Homestead, the former residence 
of Edwin Roach, a respected councilor in the region. It is also 
a rare example of a Queensland Federation style bungalow, 
showcasing use local timber in a domestic building. The building 
demonstrates evolution from simple half hipped form to an 
Italianate bungalow form. 

Other examples of architecture feature hip roofed cottages 
including the Cawongla Cottage and former Cawongla Teachers 
Residence. 

The Cawongla store remains the only surviving retail premise in 
the diminishing town, and as an example of pre 1910 architecture 
the importance of this building to the history of Cawongla cannot 
be understated.

Existing artwork and cultural themes

•	 architecture on Kyogle Road highlights the settlement era of 
the early twentieth century and the growth of the township 
around sawmilling and dairying

Planting themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Pine)
•	 Doryanthes palmeri (Giant spear lily)
•	 Eucalyptus biturbinata (Grey gum)
•	 Xanthorrhoea australis (Grass tree)

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by Cawongla’s farming history and cattle industry.

Standard colours

This	colour	palette	is	influenced	by	the	General	Store,	the	diverse	
landscape features of the national parks, expansive blue skies 
and pastoral landscape surrounding this Village.

COLOUR PALETTE - CAWONGLA

RGB: 235, 221, 158
CMYK: 8, 9, 45, 0
Dulux: Curd (A159)

RGB: 172, 217, 250
CMYK: 29, 4, 0, 0
Dulux:	Breezy	Half	
Strength (A375)

RGB: 149, 162, 72
CMYK: 46, 24, 91, 3
Dulux: Pretty Maiden 
(A233)

RGB: 122, 105, 89
CMYK: 48, 51, 62, 21
Dulux: Braid (A155)

RGB: 71, 75, 42
CMYK: 63, 50, 87, 46
Dulux: Shallot Leaf 
(A259)

RGB: 219, 167, 117
CMYK: 14, 36, 59, 0
Dulux: Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)



GREVILLIA

VILLAGE CHARACTER 

Village and landscape setting

The village is 30 kilometres north of Kyogle where residents 
and visitors enjoy a peaceful existence with remnants of a busy 
timber industry evident in the buildings remaining from the 
‘Munro & Lever Sawmill’ which dominated village life for many 
years.

It is nestled into the hills surrounded by the backdrops of the  
Border Ranges and Toonumbar National Parks. The headwaters 
section of the Richmond River is located in the area and runs just 
on the north side of the village.

Grevillia has a strong sense of community with the focal point 
being the Gallery.

History

Grevillia was named by early surveyors because of the many Silky 
Oak trees (Grevillea robusta) in the area. 

Originally famous for the Roseberry cattle station, the area 
quickly developed into an important agricultural district due to 
its centrality to the timber belts (an abundance of thick woods in 
the surrounding hills) and its fertile soils. This area was once the 
Commonwealth’s most productive forest felling cedar, rosewood, 
teak and hardwoods of immense value. 

Mr W. Lever acquired the sawmills in pre-war days and extended 
operations into Grevillia. The Lever family was instrumental in the 
development and success of Grevillia, whom for decades drove 
the local commerce, enterprise and progress of the Village. The 
Lever family business activities also extended interstate, overseas 
and to New Zealand including Long Creek sawmill, Dalmorton 
sawmill, and Kyogle Veneer Factory (one of the largest plywood 
factories in the southern hemisphere at the time), making them 
one of Kyogle’s most successful founders.7

Once the local timber mill ‘Munro & Lever Sawmill’ opened, 
the mill became one of the biggest operations in the North 
and attracted and employed hundreds of people. This growth 
triggered	the	opening	of	the	public	school,	public	hall,	post	office,	
motor garage and a church.7

The thriving timber industry changed when forestry policy 
was introduced in the mid 1930s, which sought to address the 
rapid depletion of national forests through the introduction of 
restoration and protection measures.7

Grevillia remains the only privately owned timber village in New 
South Wales and is heritage listed.8

7 https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/94652650
8 http://www.abc.net.au/local/stories/2012/04/11/3475034.htm

St Peter's Church, Grevillia
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Role and community culture

With close proximity to the Border Ranges, residents and visitors 
enjoy spectacular mountain views. A number of residents are 
drawn to the rural lifestyle opportunities that are enhanced 
by the area having good volcanic to pug soils with sandy loam 
clay base ridges, suiting most hobby farmers. The area has also 
become a favourite for retirees seeking a quiet, relaxed pace 
within a picturesque landscape.

Nearby in Toonumbar National Park, are peaks from the eroded 
remains of a shield volcano that was active 23 million years ago. 
Bushwalk enthusiasts can take the Murray Scrub walking track to 
a towering stand of old growth red cedar and hear the tweeting 
of rare birds on this captivating 5.5km loop. Visitors can stay at 
the tranquil Iron Pot Creek campground (close to Grevillia), near 
the start of the Murray Scrub trail that winds past Bangalow 
palms	and	strangler	figs	to	the	red	cedar.	There	are	picnic	tables	
and other amenities, and the pristine creek with crystal-clear 
waterholes is ideal swimming. Toonumbar Dam is also a popular 
spot	for	fishing	and	boating,	and	visitors	can	walk	229m	along	
the dam wall sitting 44m high overlooking the lake. 9

Architecture, form and character

A number of old derelict buildings remain from the timber 
sawmill, which are notable architectural and historical features 
along the main drive through Grevillia. There is also a quaint and 
well-maintained church upon entering the town. St Peter’s Walter 
and	Elizabeth	Lever	Memorial	Church	and	many	other	homes	and	
buildings along Summerland Way are predominantly constructed 
in the mid-1930s - the inter-war housing era.

Existing artwork and cultural themes

Place-identity references are distinctly linked to the lumber and 
sawmilling history of the Village, and the namesake taken from 
the Silky Oak tree.

Planting themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Grevillea robusta (Silky Oak) 
•	 Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Pine)

9 https://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/north-coast/lismore-area/kyogle

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by the burgundy coloured steel drums that wrap the 
power poles down Grevillia’s main street.

Standard colours

Influenced	by	the	heritage	colour	palette	of	feature	buildings	and	
other built elements throughout the town centre (fences, gates, 
Gaol artwork, bridges, etc.)

COLOUR PALETTE - GREVILLEA

RGB: 250, 246, 223
CMYK: 21, 13, 0
Dulux: Pastry 
Quarter Strength 
(A147)

RGB: 137, 166, 108
CMYK: 51, 20, 71, 2
Dulux: Cressida 
(A257)

RGB: 49, 66, 82
CMYK: 82, 66, 48, 37
Dulux: Plunge 
(A316)

RGB: 203, 163, 31
CMYK: 22, 33, 100, 1
Dulux: Capital 
Yellow (A197)

RGB: 255, 255, 255
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 0
Dulux: Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB: 111, 47, 63
CMYK: 41, 85, 57, 38
Dulux: Misty Grape 
(A34)



KYOGLE

VILLAGE CHARACTER 
Village and landscape setting

Called the ‘Gateway to the Rainforests’, Kyogle is situated on the 
banks of the beautiful Richmond River in the Northern Rivers 
region, only 30 minutes drive west of Byron Bay. The charming 
hinterland town is a great base for exploring UNESCO World 
Heritage rainforest, railway history and scenic drives to villages 
nearby. Kyogle Council area is 3,589 square kilometres of rural 
lifestyle opportunities, with the Kyogle Township having the 
largest population of around 3,000 people.

Visitors love their experience of Kyogle and the surrounding 
Villages, drawn by the spectacular natural beauty of the area 
that	flows	with	the	essence	of	the	authentic	Australian	rural	
character. As the town is located on the Richmond River at the 
base of the Fairy Mountain, over the years it has promoted itself 
as “The Gateway to the Rainforests” and “Where the Sun Spends 
the Winter”.

It has an annual rainfall of 1,118mm, 250 days of sunshine, and 
is a suitable starting point for anyone wanting to explore the 
beauty of the Border Ranges and Toonumbar National Parks. 
Using Kyogle as a base, visitors can enjoy leisurely drives to 
magnificent	national	parks	in	the	Gondwana	Rainforests	of	
Australia World Heritage Area – Richmond Range, Toonumbar, 
Border Ranges, Wollumbin and Nightcap. These natural wonders 
afford one with the chance to wander through ancient rainforests 
along walking trails to discover colourful birds and other native 
wildlife.

Kyogle and Villages also offer unique shopping experiences. 
Cultural retail showcases the creative arts and the opportunity 
to purchase one of a kind collectables, antiques and items of old 
world charm housed in beautiful Art Deco buildings.

History

Kyogle is adapted from the Bundjalung word ‘kaiou-gal’ meaning 
‘egg of the bush turkey or bustard’ or “native companion” which is 
a fast long-legged running bird. 

In the 1840s, Kyogle became known as “a land of rich potential” 
when Oliver Fry, the NSW Commissioner for Crown Lands, 
acclaimed that “No country ever came from the hand of its creator 
more eminently qualified to be the abode of a thriving and numerous 
population than...” the area around Kyogle. A number of farmers 
heeded this advice and the area was settled throughout the 
1840s and 1850s.

Today, Kyogle is primarily a service centre for the rich surrounding 
lands	which	were	first	used	by	timber	cutters	to	extract	red	cedar	
and hoop pine and then, when the land was cleared, given over 
to	cattle	and	dairy	grazing.

Community Vision:

"Working together to balance environment, lifestyle and 
opportunity."

Main street of Kyogle village
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North of Kyogle is the Border Loop walk in the Border Ranges 
National Park. The 1.5km circuit from the lookout meanders 
through	rainforest	where	koalas	doze. About	400	metres	below	
the	lookout	is	the	historic	‘Border’	or	‘Spiral	Loop’,	the	first	
standard gauge railway that linked Sydney and Brisbane, opened 
in 1930.10

The town was connected by rail to Casino (since 1910) but 
the continuation of the line to Brisbane was hampered by the 
complexity of crossing the McPherson Range. Eventually Border 
Loop, with its circular viaduct, was completed. Kyogle was not 
connected to Brisbane until 1930.11

In 1935, the Summerland Way, connecting Coffs Harbour to 
Brisbane, was constructed between Mount Lindesay and Casino 
and	World	War	II	saw	the	road	improved	as	an	inland,	flood-free	
route which avoided the problems associated with the Clarence 
River and its two ferry crossings.11

Role and community culture

There are a number of professional athletes that came from 
Kyogle, and their achievements have been celebrated through 
interpretive installations in public spaces across the Village. This 
includes	two	large	boulders	with	plaques	opposite	Anzac	Park	(on	
the	rail	side	of	Anzac	Drive)	donated	by	Kyogle	Lions	Club	and	
Richmond Landcare as a combined Olympic project, honouring 
Leslie McKeand (who represented Australia in the Hop Step and 
Jump at the 1948 London Olympic Games) and Athol McQueen 
(who represented Australia in the Heavyweight Division of the 
Boxing Tournament at the 1964 Tokyo Olympic Games). 

There	are	also	two	commemorative	plaques	in	Anzac	Park	-	
one honoring Uncle Michael Walker (custodian, Bundjulung 
elder) from 2004 NAIDOC Week celebrations and the other 
acknowledging Patricia Ethel Nagas of Bundjulahm and her 
lifetime of dedication to the cause of Reconciliation.

Two kilometres from town centre is the very popular 300 acre 
Kyogle Mountain Bike Park, a recent recreation attraction within 
the Boorabee State Forest. 11

Architecture, form and character

Kyogle’s origins, like many pre-war development areas, was 
economically dependent on timber cutters and sawmills. By the 
1920s, the centre of Kyogle was established with numerous 
timber buildings - good use of the local product. Some of those 
original buildings, such as the Masonic Lodge and the Kyogle 
Post	Office,	are	still	standing	today,	providing	reminders	of	the	
towns humble beginnings. Further, a number of the residential 
streets of the town still have many of the original timber 
houses.	Unfortunately,	in	the	1920s	and	1930s	a	number	of	fires	
destroyed entire rows of buildings and the architecture of the 
town	changed	to	reflect	the	style	of	the	time,	which	was	Art	Deco.	
This style of architecture utilised more robust materials, seeing 
many of the important buildings in town rebuilt out of brick. 
Today,	Kyogle	has	possibly	one	of	the	finest	art	deco	main	streets	
in Australia. There is even an Art Deco Walk that showcases 14 
buildings along Summerland Way.11

Existing artwork and cultural themes

•	 Geneva Street mural showcases the rich traditional heritage 
based	on	cattle	grazing,	dairy	farming	and	forestry	timber

•	 Art Deco architecture of the town centre
•	 ‘Big Scrub’ rainforests and spectacular National Parks

Planting themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Pine)
•	 Araucaria cunninghamii (Hoop Pine)
•	 Eucalyptus tereticornis (Forest Red gum)
•	 Eucalyptus microcorys (Tallowood or Tallowwood)
•	 Angophora subvelutina (Broadleaved Apple)
•	 Eucalyptus spp. (Ironbark [several species])

10 https://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/north-coast/lismore-area/kyogle
11 http://www.aussietowns.com.au/town/kyogle-nsw

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by the Kyogle and Villages colour "Teal".

Standard colours

Influenced	by	the	heritage	and	art	deco	colours	of	the	towns’	
architecture and the earthy tones of the natural landscape. The 
more urban nature of Kyogle township can also incorporate greys.

COLOUR PALETTE - KYOGLE

RGB: 131, 79, 66
CMYK: 37, 69, 70, 28
Dulux: Henna Red 
(A64)

RGB: 232, 198, 134
CMYK: 9, 21, 55, 0
Dulux: Brasso (A134) 

RGB: 92, 93, 97
CMYK: 63, 55, 50, 24
Dulux: Teahouse 
(GR23)

RGB: 220, 152, 113
CMYK: 12, 45, 58, 0
Dulux: Mexican 
Standoff (A98)

RGB: 216, 216, 216
CMYK: 14, 11, 11, 0
Dulux: Shale Grey 
(C4)

RGB: 72, 90, 42
CMYK: 68, 43, 98, 36
Dulux: Plasticine 
(A271)

RGB: 0, 105, 128
CMYK: 100, 51, 38, 14
Dulux: Zuni (A302)



MALLANGANEE

VILLAGE CHARACTER 
Village and landscape setting

Mallanganee offers the visitor a range of facilities and 
experiences. The Koori place name of Mallanganee means “place 
of tall pines”. Located approximately 40 kilometres west from 
Casino, and just off the Bruxner Highway, Mallanganee is one of 
the Kyogle Municipality’s “Gateways to the Rainforest”.

The display of cattle brands in the general store is a clue to the 
farming history of the area, with this scenic area being the heart 
of “Beef Country”.  The Memorial Hall commemorates the timber 
days with a backdrop appliqué showing a bullock team hauling 
timber.

Life is not rushed here with a population of around 140. The 
general store/postal agency serves the community as it has for 
years and original old mailboxes are on display.

Views from the Mallanganee Lookout are spectacular, with Mt 
Warning	visible	on	the	eastern	horizon.	There	are	rainforests	and	
flora	reserves	close	by,	with	the	Mallanganee	National	Park	itself	
being a very rare example of a dry land rainforest.

History

Mallanganee evolved in the vicinity of the Sandilands Hotel on 
the bridle track from Casino. The hotel had been established prior 
to 1880 and was named after the local cattle station. 

Sandilands Station was owned by Mr. Bruxner, after whose son 
the Bruxner Highway is named. In approximately 1940 the route 
of the Bruxner Highway was realigned onto the ridge to the north 
of the village, with land was resumed to create access from the 
Bruxner Highway from the east, the plan of Mallanganee made in 
1940 shows these new alignments. The Village was now deviated 
and	the	previously	used	difficult	route	up	the	Range	fell	into	
disuse. 

At its peak Mallanganee had a population of 500, boasted two 
general	stores,	a	post	office,	E	S	&	A	Bank,	hotel,	three	churches,	
convent and a catholic and public school.12

More recently, Great Southern Plantations acquired land in the 
Mallanganee area for timber plantations, however, went bust.

Role and community culture

Half of the population of Mallanganee live in its charming 
village, at the centre of which lies the Mallanganee Memorial 
Hall. The Mallanganee Hall Committee has provided a special 
history	of	this	hall,	including	the	first	switching	on	of	electricity.	
The Mallanganee Hall is used every week for yoga and regular 

12 https://mallanganee.com/2019/04/28/mallanganee-place-of-tall-pines-history/

Community Vision:

"For Mallanganee to remain a beautiful, quiet, small village 
where people can enjoy nature, wildlife and the country 
town atmosphere."

Everson Park, Mallanganee
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morning teas for tourist bus trips. All fundraising and grants from 
Progress Association activities go towards maintaining the hall. 

Visitors	to	Mallanganee	will	find	the	Mallanganee	Pub,	the	Wild	
West	Store,	the	local	shop/post	office	and	of	course,	the	local	hall.	

Architecture, form and character

The 1912-39 Mallanganee Memorial Hall is unusual in the 
Council Area as an example of an Inter-War Functionalist 
Community Hall. It is an important public building in 
Mallanganee and is one of a set of community halls in the 
Council	Area	distinguished	by	their	generous	size	and	stylish	
facades. It presents a notable stepped parapet and corner window 
treatment. Enlarged three times, changes to the Hall demonstrate 
its association with the town’s pattern of growth. It is an 
important townscape element and makes an important aesthetic 
contribution to the streetscape. The interior of the hall is 
particularly	well	finished,	including	some	timber	interpretations	
of Art Deco motifs.

Local	architecture	is	characterized	by	timber	interpretations	of	
the Californian Bungalow style. Features of which include the 
sweeping barge boards, visually prominent low-pitched roof and 
verandah detailing.

Existing artwork and cultural themes

•	 the brick gated entrance to the Mallanganee Showgrounds 
features a memorial to those who served in both World Wars, 
highlighting the strong military presence in the area. There is 
also	a	sculpture	depicting	love	and	sacrifice	of	man	in	times	
of adversity showing Papua New Guinean Raphael Oembari 
leading Australian Private George Whittington from the front 
line at Buna on Christmas Day 1942 

•	 another	memorial	rock	with	a	bronze	plaque	in	appreciation	
of the pioneers of the Mallanganee District and their 
successors lies within the entry to Everson Park. The plaque 
lists individuals by date, name and brand or occupation with a 
number of persons displaying their associated stock brand

•	 other memorial plaques include one dedicated to Alicia Ina 
Hewetson near the Memorial Hall and another within the 
Showgrounds for Tom Furhmann (with jacaranda plantings)

•	 within Everson Park is an unmarked sculpture depicting 
Aboriginal people, settlers and shells

•	 power poles along the main street have been painted by local 
community	members	displaying	bright,	colourful	reflections	of	
place, community and life in Mallanganee

Planting themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Araucaria cunninghamii (Hoop pine)

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by juxtaposing the vibrant, warm hues of the sunset 
as observed from nearby Mallanganee lookout against the soft 
colour palette tones (above).

Standard colours

Influenced	by	the	soft,	earthy	tones	of	local	soils	and	geology,	
rural landscape and art deco heritage features.

COLOUR PALETTE - MALLANGANEE

RGB: 248, 229, 214
CMYK: 2, 10, 14, 0
Dulux: Ellen Quarter 
(A114)

RGB: 197, 164, 113
CMYK: 23, 33, 63, 1
Dulux: Raw Umber 
(A122)

RGB: 121, 73, 51
CMYK: 37, 69, 79, 34
Dulux: Apricot Mix 
(A110)

RGB: 68, 84, 58
CMYK: 68, 46, 78, 39
Dulux: Shallot Leaf 
(A259)

RGB: 191, 200, 133
CMYK: 28, 11, 59, 0
Dulux: Mountain 
Spring (A234)

RGB: 244, 149, 85
CMYK: 149, 73, 0
Dulux: Golden 
Orange Half 
Strength (A133.1)



OLD BONALBO

VILLAGE CHARACTER 
Village and landscape setting

Nestled at the base of ‘Nooloiga’, or Haystack Mountain, this ideal  
setting ignites the senses, providing an instant appreciation of 
the	story	telling	of	the	cultural	significance	and	history	of	the	
surrounding area.

Old	Bonalbo	is	located	against	the	magnificent	Richmond	
Ranges. The Village lies on the Clarence Way which connects the 
Mt Lindsay Highway in the north and the Bruxner Highway to the 
south at approximately the halfway point.

The	one	and	only	General	Store/Post	Office	will	supply	many	of	
life’s necessities and point you in the direction of local attractions 
and beauty spots, National Parks and forest drives.

History

Old Bonalbo was established to cater for the growing population 
of ‘cedar getters’ seeking the red gold from the surrounding 
forests	and	the	arrival	of	graziers	establishing	vast	land	holdings.	
It began life in the mid nineteenth century as the original site for 
the village of Bonalbo, later established 13 kilometres further 
south on the banks of Peacock Creek.

The	highly	prized	Australian	Red	Cedar	(Toona ciliata var. australis) 
was often referred to as ‘Red Gold’ during the early pioneering 
years of Australia. Red Cedar was undoubtedly the most valuable 
of the timbers found in the coastal brush lands of New South 
Wales.

Role and community culture

Situated between Yabbra National Park and Richmond Range 
National Park, residents and visitors of old bonalbo are treated to 
beautiful views and natural serenity. It is also the resting place 
for David Fraser, Corporal with the 5th Light Horse Regiment who 
fought in the First World War. 

Ten kilometres from the town centre is the popular Bean Creek 
Falls.	Important	for	its	geological	significance	highlighting	
the geological character of the area and the dry forests that 
characteristic of the Kyogle municipality. The site is aesthetically 
pleasing	and	holds	significance	to	the	local	community.	A	graded	
pedestrian track located off Clarence Way leads to the falls within 
a	short	five-minute	walk,	passing	through	sclerophyll	forest	that	
uncovers the plunge over volcanic rocks into a deep pool.

Architecture, form and character

The	MJI	Motor	Cycle	Garage	notifies	you	have	arrived	at	Old	
Bonalbo. This timber and iron garage addresses the corner in 
an unusual fashion, and is one of a suite of early twentieth 

Community Vision:

"For Old Bonalbo to become an attractive, vibrant village 
that is home to a united, inclusive community and offers a 
unique, small-town experience for residents and visitors."

Pioneer Park, Old Bonalbo
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century motor service stations in the Kyogle Municipality. While 
demolition of its original façade has removed some of its 
significance,	the	driveway	treatment	on	its	corner	site	remains	
unique. 

The	post	office	and	general	store	is	one	of	a	host	of	dual	
purpose businesses which serve the rural villages of The Kyogle 
Municipality. Due to its construction by community volunteer in 
1933	it	holds	a	strong	local	significance.	

Existing artwork and cultural themes

•	 weatherboard	clad	hall	reflective	of	the	local	area
•	 extensive use of timber for all building types highlights local 

abundance of timber and highlights the importance of the 
local forestry industry

Planting themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Pine)
•	 Araucaria cunninghamii (Hoop Pine)
•	 Argyrodendron actinophyllum (Black Booyong)
•	 Argyrodendron trifololatum (White Booyong)
•	 Eucalyptus saligna (Blue Gum)
•	 Ficus coronata	(Creek	sandpaper	fig)
•	 Lophostemon confertus (Brush Box)
•	 Toona ciliata var. australis (Red Cedar)

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by Old Bonalbo’s origins as a ‘cedar getter’ Village, the 
rich reddish hues of the Toona ciliata var. australis referred to as 
‘Red Gold’ in pioneering times.

Standard colours

Influenced	by	natural	tones	taken	from	the	rolling	agricultural	
land,	tall	eucalypt	forests	of	the	Border	Ranges,	and	significant	fig	
trees growing in the national park that surrounds the Village.

COLOUR PALETTE - OLD BONALBO

RGB: 143, 158, 89
CMYK: 47, 25, 80, 4
Dulux: Pretty Maiden 
(A233)

RGB: 222, 210, 188
CMYK: 13, 14, 25, 0
Dulux: Unbleached 
Calico (A123)

RGB: 178, 129, 135
CMYK: 31, 53, 37, 2
Dulux: Coyote 
Quarter Strength 
(A113)

RGB: 99, 95, 83
CMYK: 57, 51, 62, 28
Dulux: Jungle Cloak 
(A227)

RGB: 236, 238, 234
CMYK: 6, 3, 6, 0
Dulux: White on 
White (5W)

RGB: 121, 17, 14
CMYK: 30, 100, 100, 41
Dulux: Red Box (A61)



TABULAM

VILLAGE CHARACTER 
Village and landscape setting

Located	approximately	halfway	between	Tenterfield	and	Casino	
on the Bruxner Highway, beside the Clarence River, the village 
of Tabulam is the centre of a scenic day touring the area. Home 
of the Bundjalung Aboriginal people the region is extremely 
culturally	significant.	The	Koori	Place	name	of	Tabulam	means	
“the originals”.

History

Being the birthplace of Lieutenant General Sir Harry Chauvel of 
the famous Light Horse Brigade is only one of Tabulam’s claims 
to fame. It is also currently home to the longest single span truss 
timber bridge in Australia (an early example of a DeBurgh timber 
truss road bridge) which was completed in 1903 and the landing 
place for Dick Smith and John Wallington’s epic Trans-Australian 
Balloon	flight	in	1993.

Role and community culture

As traditional land of the Wahlabul people, popular pastimes 
include partaking in ancient traditions, such as turtle diving or 
‘binging’.13

A small town of just under 500 residents, connectedness is 
important to locals and creating meaningful experiences is part 
of the lure of Tabulam. This includes Keith Cameron’s Gallery, a 
renowned sculptor, Keith’s unique and inspired sculptures have 
become a tourist attraction for young and old.

A key event on the Tabulam Calendar is the annual race day held 
at Tabulam Racing Club. The day-long event draws hundreds of 
visitors to the town for the weekend to enjoy racing, food and 
camping facilities. These types of activities are essential to devel-
op connectedness and to instill a sense of pride in the Tabulam 
community.14

Architecture, form and character

Tabulam is the earliest township in the municipality. The street 
layout, relationship with the river and historic road system 
identify it as formerly important regional centre associated with 
early public services including the postal service and policing in 
the district. The town retains strong associations with the 1840s 
Tabulam Station and Chauvel’s establishment of a unit for the 
Light Horse Brigade.

Dating	back	to	the	19th	century,	the	1897	Post	Office	at	Tabulam	
is	historically	significant	as	the	oldest	surviving	Post	Office	in	
the Kyogle LGA and the longest operating. The timber Victorian 
Georgian	style	makes	a	significant	contribution	to	the	streets-
cape. This building demonstrates the importance of communi-

13 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-02-24/schoolboys-keep-indigenous-tradition-alive-turtle-
diving/7196190
14 http://www.keithcameronsculptures.com/index.html

Community Vision:

"To promote Tabulam as a friendly, riverside village which 
celebrates its connections to local agribusiness and invites 
visitors to discover its diverse culture and heritage."

Aboriginal mural on the facade of Tabulam Sports Ground clubhouse
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cations and postal facilities, playing a part in the spread of the 
postal system to regional New South Wales. It is associated with 
Tabulam’s role as an important mail distribution centre from the 
mid-1800s	to	this	century.	The	building	holds	social	significance	
to the Tabulam community who have used its services for over 
100 years.

Existing artwork and cultural themes

•	 indigenous artwork located on the facade of the Tabulam 
Sports Oval community facility that showcases the rich history 
of the Bundjalung people and their connection to the land, 
flora	and	fauna

•	 Sir Henry George (Harry) Chauvel interpretive sign
•	 Upper Clarence Light Horse memorial
•	 opportunities may exist to engage and collaborate with local 

artists including:
 > Lewis Walker, a renowned of the Walker family, known 
for their Aboriginal artwork depicting natural bush 
and fauna in the area (also teaches language classes, 
ceremonies and is representative elder from the 
Bunjulung culture)

 > Keith Cameron, known for his unique range of 
sculptures

Planting Themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Alphitonia excelsa (Red Ash)
•	 Callistemon viminalis (Weeping Bottlebrush)
•	 Delonix regia (Poinciana)
•	 Eucalyptus spp.

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by the Aboriginal artwork using vibrant ochre colours 
found on the Tabulam Sports Oval community building.

Standard colours

Influenced	by	the	heritage	of	the	area	celebrated	in	the	Post	
Office,	Paddy’s	Flat	tank	traps	and	the	weathered,	truss-style	
Tabulam Bridge juxtaposed against the vibrant splashes of 
colours used on the Aboriginal artwork as you enter town (i.e. 
naturally occurring pigments such as ochres and iron oxides).

COLOUR PALETTE - TABULAM

RGB: 216, 194, 181
CMYK: 15, 22, 26, 0
Dulux: Maiden's 
Blush Half Strength 
(A111)

RGB: 111, 102, 105
CMYK: 56, 54, 48, 18
Dulux: Purposeful 
(A431)

RGB: 85, 57, 35
CMYK: 47, 66, 82, 53
Dulux: Teak Wood 
(A106.1)

RGB: 134, 128, 63
CMYK: 47, 38, 89, 14
Dulux: Tambo Tank 
(A224)

RGB: 113, 36, 30
CMYK: 33, 90, 87, 44
Dulux: Red Terra 
(A85)

RGB: 249, 189, 85
CMYK: 2, 28, 77, 0
Dulux: Brasso (A134)



WIANGAREE

VILLAGE CHARACTER 
Village and landscape setting

Proclaimed on the 27th March 1907, this picturesque village 
13 kilometres north from Kyogle on the Summerland Way is a 
unique rural based community with a population of around 130.

Wiangaree once catered for the thriving dairy and timber 
industries,	both	of	which	declined	significantly	in	the	1970’s.	Now	
Wingaree enjoys a more peaceful lifestyle and is the western 
gateway of the World Heritage listed Border Ranges National 
Park. On the banks of the Richmond River, Wiangaree’s rural 
surrounds consist of beef production, dairying, and general 
horticulture activities.

Wiangaree General Store is where you treat yourself to a variety 
of refreshments and cooked meals and experience a big dose of 
country hospitality while gathering local tourist information. The 
store is licenced, sells orchids and displays relics of local history.

Wiangaree also boasts a Primary School, rodeo/recreation 
grounds, tennis court, Anglican Church and has a school bus 
service into Kyogle.

Picnic and toilet facilities are available at the newly developed 
park area in front of the Wiangaree Store where you can sit 
and relax. Alternatively, you can park your car by the lake at the 
southern end of the village and enjoy the tranquility and birdlife 
(no facilities here though).

History

In the early 20th century, Wiangaree was considered one of New 
South	Wales’	most	prolific	dairying	areas.	Norco	Dairy	Company	
opened a factory in 1914, with remodels occurring throughout 
the 1930s to keep pace with growing demand and to introduce 
the capacity to produce butter. By 1936, the factory was producing 
17 tons of butter per week. By the 1950’s, cost of production was 
too high to continue at Wiangaree, with operations moving to 
Kyogle. 

As is the case with most of the Kyogle Municipality, its early 
economy relied heavily on the timber industry, which continued 
to until the early 1970s. During this period land began to be 
occupied by the Richmond Range National Park. 

Reduction of timbering quotas to ensure sustainability, along 
with increased environmental awareness severely impacted the 
timber trade.

Community Vision:

"For Wiangaree to be a family and visitor friendly village 
that celebrates and shares its diverse culture, knowledge 
and history."

Wiangaree Rodeo and Sport Ground
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Role and community culture

While evidence of the former dairy farming and timber glory days 
remain at Wiangaree, the economic strength of its past does not. 
The small communitythat call it home, however, view Wiangaree 
as a family and visitor friendly village that celebrates diverse 
culture, knowledge and history.

Architecture, form and character

The Wiangaree Community Hall or Literary Institute is historically 
significant;	As	is	common	amongst	community	halls	within	the	
Municipality	it	is	distinguished	by	generous	size	and	stylish	
facade. This hall is a rare example in the Kyogle Municipality of a 
hall constructed with ripple iron and pressed metal, exhibiting an 
Inter-War Free style façade. 

Existing artwork and cultural themes

There are no known artworks present within the village, however, 
locals feel a strong connection to "the Helmet" or Helmet Range, 
which sits within the Aboriginal cultural landscape of the upper 
Richmond Valley and is part of the MacPherson Range, situated 
east of Wiangaree.15 

Planting themes

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Callistemon viminalis (Weeping bottlebrush)
•	 Cryptocarya spp. (Native laurels)
•	 Syzygium australe (Brush cherry, Scrub cherry)
•	 Waterhousea floribunda (Weeping Lilly Pilly)

15	 https://www.firesticks.org.au/reconnecting-with-the-helmet-range/

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by the vibrant canopies of the native laurel trees 
growing	along	the	Richmond	River	that	flows	behind	Wiangaree.

Standard colours

Influenced	by	the	railway	and	varying	tones	of	timber	around	
Wiangaree including the old and new within the Sports Grounds, 
existing Eucalypt trees and views of the deep vegetated shadows 
of Hermits Peak off in the distance.

COLOUR PALETTE - WIANGAREE

RGB: 216, 194, 181
CMYK: 15, 22, 26, 0
Dulux: Water Rock 
(SN3C5)

RGB: 147, 120, 103
CMYK: 40, 49, 57, 12
Dulux: Natural White 
(15W)

RGB: 112, 111, 109
CMYK: 56, 49, 50, 16
Dulux: Bright 
Delight (A97)

RGB: 134, 128, 63
CMYK: 47, 38, 89, 14
Dulux: Blue Dove 
(A404.1)

RGB: 113, 36, 30
CMYK: 33, 90, 87, 44
Dulux: Domino 
(GR10)

RGB: 249, 189, 85
CMYK: 2, 28, 77, 0
Dulux: Equatorial 
Forest (A245)



WOODENBONG

VILLAGE CHARACTER 
Village and landscape setting

Woodenbong is largely a timber and cattle town situated 
approximately 10 kilometres from the Queensland/New South 
Wales border. Woodenbong is a community 650 including Muli 
Muli residents. Almost 13% of the area’s population is Aboriginal, 
which is much higher than the state average of 2.2%.16

The Village is situated in a very picturesque area nestled among 
mountain peaks and valleys and surrounded by World Heritage 
rainforests and State Forest’s. Unsuprisingly, the area is not 
short of breathtaking views and scenery. These include the 
Border Ranges National Park, Koreelah National Park, Toonumbar 
National Park and Mount Warning National Park in NSW.  The 
Village also provides access to Lamington National Park and 
Mount Barney National Park.

Some of the most spectacular volcanic plugs and rocky outcrops, 
including Mt Lindesay are located nearby. The Woodenbong area 
is surrounded by a distinct natural environment with remnants 
of activity associated with the Focal Peak Volcano, which was 
active 24 million years ago. Nearby, the MacPherson Range boasts 
Mount Barney and the complex of surrounding peaks which are 
the underground roots of this large shield volcano. Mount Gillies, 
Mount Lindesay and Mount Glennie represent lavas erupted from 
the volcano. The prominent cliffs of Mount Lindesay,and of Mount 
Glennie	are	remnants	of	horizontal	rhyolite	lava	which	have	
subsequently been isolated by erosion.

The surrounding World Heritage rainforests are home to many 
species of birds and fauna and are reputed to be the home of the 
Yowie although sightings of these shy and gentle “creatures” are 
rare, numerous have been reported over many years.17

History

The Githabul Aboriginal people are the original inhabitants of 
the area and much of their cultural legacy remain today. They 
were granted native title rights over some national parks with 
the signing of the Githabul Treaty at the Woodenbong Common 
in 2007.12

The	first	European	record	of	the	MacPherson	Ranges	was	by	
Logan, Fraser and Cunningham, who saw the rugged mountainous 
area from Mount Barney’s peak in 1828. Francis Roberts, a 
surveyor marking the border between New South Wales and 
Queensland,	and	his	assistant	Isaiah	Rowland,	were	the	first	
Europeans to traverse the area.

Gold was found at Tooloom around 1858 and attracted many 
fossickers	to	the	gold	fields.	By	1876	the	gold	was	unattainable	
and many people drifted away, but some stayed and took 

16 Woodenbong Community Action Plan 2010
17 http://woodenbong.org/

Community Vision:

"For Woodenbong to be a prosperous, harmonious village 
where people of all ages can live well and contribute to the 
community."

Residence on Mount Lindesay Road, Woodenbong
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up parcels of land in the Urbenville and Woodenbong areas, 
conducting dairying and farming on the rich soils.12

In the late 1890s Woodenbong was a small settlement situated 
on	the	crossroads	as	a	thoroughfare	between	Tenterfield	and	
Kyogle, servicing the teams that were driving pigs and cattle to 
market. Timber also became a main player at this time. It was 
officially	declared	a	village	in	1908	and	celebrated	its	Centenary	
in 2008.12

Role and community culture

Woodenbong,	officially	declared	a	village	in	1908,	is	rich	
in natural and cultural history. On a map, Woodenbong is 
reasonably close to several major centres, including shopping and 
agricultural links to Warwick, Killarney and Beaudesert.

Modern times attract many bike riders, both road and trail bike 
riders.	Primarily,	due	to	the	significant	mountainous	roads	to	
travel, but also for the signature event of the Australian Dirt Bike 
Adventures held twice a year in Woodenbong.

Woodenbong is a peaceful village that has always had a strong 
sense of community and pride. With its country charm and many 
local businesses, services and a large number of community 
groups that more than caters for the local residents.

Woodenbong has very close ties with the nearby village of 
Urbenville and the local Muli Muli Aboriginal Community. 
The communities have strong links due to their location and 
proximity and shared community interests, for example the high 
school is located in Woodenbong and the hospital is located in 
Urbenville.

The surrounding rainforests are reputed to be the home of the 
Yowie and Woodenbong trades on the legend of this mythical 
creature and are known as “Yowie Country”. Since the 1890’s 
Yowie sightings have been a regular occurrence in the Upper 
Clarence Region of Northern NSW.12

Architecture & built form character

The relaxed country charm of this Village has a design language 
that references the communities strong links to the local Muli 
Muli Aboriginal Comunity, the distinctive Art Deco architecture of 
buildings, and the Village’s timber industry origins. 

The main street on Macpherson has a group of principally 
timber shops constructed in the period 1907 to 1940, which 
are distinguished by their simple gable roofed massing in a 
rectangular envelope, located longitudinally behind a variety 
of stepped parapets with suspended awnings to the street. This 
group makes a strong positive impact on the streetscape and 
character of Woodenbong.

Other dominant building styles in the Village are notably facades 
cladded	with	horizontal	timber	weatherboarding	and	corrugated	
iron sheeting above on a simple pitched roof.

Existing artwork and cultural themes

•	 Woodenbong Artists Group (WAG) are an active collective of 
creative artisans that may be an interested party in developing 
future public art outcomes in the village

•	 there are numerous references to the Yowie displayed on  
signage, a mural and a photostand opportunity located within 
Woodenbong Park

•	 coming into Woodenbong from the north on Mount Lindesay 
Road, there is a private property showcasing a range of rusted 
metal sculptures repurposed from farm machinery 

•	 there is an unmarked carving within a burnt out tree stump on 
Macpherson Street which has Aboriginal and settler references 
but no interpretive signage to explain the context of the 
sculptures.

Planting Theme

Feature species known to the area include:
•	 Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Pine)
•	 Eucalyptus spp.
•	 Grevillea robusta (Silky Oak)

Village-specific colour (highlights/trims/features)

Inspired by Yowie culture and references that are scattered 
around the Village.

Standard colours

Influenced	by	the	heritage	colour	palette	of	built	features	around	
the Village, the tall Bunya pines in the heart of the Village, as 
well as, the silver and burnt umber tones of the artwork on 
Macpherson Street.

COLOUR PALETTE - WOODENBONG

RGB: 207, 131, 118
CMYK: 17, 56, 49, 1
Dulux: Italian Clay 
(A101)

RGB: 228, 223, 220
CMYK: 9, 9, 10, 0
Dulux: Pink Polar 
Quarter Strength 
(A45)

RGB: 67, 58, 59
CMYK: 63, 65, 60, 50
Dulux: China Brown 
(A154.1)

RGB: 216, 176, 114
CMYK: 16, 30, 64, 0
Dulux: Brasso *A134)

RGB: 70, 92, 46
CMYK: 69, 42, 94, 35
Dulux: Plasticine 
(A271)

RGB: 94, 54, 46
CMYK: 43, 73, 72, 49
Dulux: Cajun Brown 
(A46)



Kyogle Recreation Reserve bushwalk
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05>
OPEN SPACE 
EMBELLISHMENTS

The following section outlines the collection of physical 
open space embellishments to be provided as community 
infrastructure and are assets to be used by the community. 
This infrastructure supports healthy lifestyle choices, personal 
wellbeing, promotes sense of place, and provides general areas 
for broad community use.

Kyogle Council provides this information with the expectation 
that open space embellishments (i.e. infrastructure assets 
installed)	be	of	high	quality	finish	and	construction,	and	can	be	
responsive to evolutions in community interests and use, yet able 
to be maintained within operational budgets.

The infrastructure descriptions and treatments provided seek to 
achieve a minimum standard of outcome that has been tiered 
by park type in order to encourage more creative and innovative 
outcomes within higher order destinations, where custom or 
higher-quality features are warranted.

This Guide has been prepared using the most relevant 
information available at the time of writing. It is acknowledged 
that it does not include everything that will be required for open 
space reserves, but establishes the basic principles as a starting 
point and guide for planning and construction.

The standards and technical guidance referenced in this 
document are current at the time of publication. It is the 
responsibility of the individual to follow all the required codes 
and	legislation,	and	to	seek	clarification	about	all	references	to	
clarify its relevance and accuracy in the future.

HOW TO APPLY PLACE MAKING 
THEMES TO EMBELLISHMENTS
A standardised range of embellishments provides Council with a 
basis	from	which	to	select	materials,	finishes	and	furniture	when	
undergoing open space infrastructure replacements or upgrades 
across the municipality. This range ensures that a cohesive and 
consistent	look	is	maintained.	It	also	has	the	flexibility	to	be	
adapted	to	introduce	unique,	place-specific	outcomes	for	each	of	
the Villages.

To apply a place making theme to any of the open space 
embellishments described herein, the following steps are 
recommended.

STEP 1 - What type of open space reserve is applies to the situation, 
i.e. what types of embellishments are needed and how many? 

Section 2 of the Guide provides a list of all open space 
typologies and typical design criteria and outcomes. It also 
provides a checklist of open space provisions, listing quantity 
of embellishments within that type of reserve. These details 

provide  direction on what level of service is required, what 
type of surface treatments are necessary, what types of furniture 
are to be provided, and what level of amenity the landscaping 
treatments should create.

STEP 2 - In which Village is the embellishment going?
Section 4 provides Village place making descriptions and an 
overview of the key characteristics that are unique to that Village.  
Place themes are described and an associated colour palette 
(inspired by local character) provided to be applied to hardscape 
and furniture embellishments within that Village.

There is also a list of known feature tree/plant species that 
should be incorporated into soft landscaping outcomes.

STEP 3 - How is the place-making overlay or treatment 
applied to the embellishments?
The place making themes provided can be applied to a variety 
of opportunities, however, are best limited to a select, subtle and 
suitable range of treatments to avoid becoming inappropriate or 
exagerrated. 

For a consistent approach, use the standard range of furniture 
in most, if not all, situations and apply the place making theme 
to custom elements, such as signage, ground surface treatments, 
interpretive elements and artwork. 

For example, the base colours of the Village colour palette 
could be used to inform coloured, exposed aggregate paving 
with a supergraphic pattern sandblasted into the concrete (e.g. a 
grevillea	flower	in	Old	Grevillia).	The	feature	colour	could	be	used	
for reserve signage.

STEP 4 - Will the proposed design and outcome achieve the 
principles and objectives of this Guide?
As	a	final	quality	assurance	measure,	cross-check	the	design	or	
project needs against the design principles and objectives of this 
Guide to ensure that they are being upheld, wherever possible. 

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Other place making opportunitiesto consider, but are not 
necessarily addressed in full detail by this Guide, include:

•	 place naming (respecting Indigenous names for places)
•	 wayfinding	signage	(a	custom,	Council	specific	range	to	be	

developed separate to this Guide)
•	 artwork (engage local artisans wherever possible)
•	 technology (use the good quality telecommunication coverage 

across the municipality to explore new technologies that will 
enhance visitor/user experiences and smart city infrastructure 
that can improve maintenance regimes).
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Car parking, vegetation and WSUD

Shade is preferred for all hard surfaced/paved car parking areas 
to reduce urban heat island effect. Use of shade canopy trees 
(with clear trunks) located within planting islands at regular 
intervals will maximise shade coverage and potentially reduce 
ambient temperatures by an average of 25-30 0C. Ideally, plant 
one (1) tree for every four (4) car parking spaces.

Car park landscaping also improves the aesthetic and amenity of 
a place, however, must be appropriate (in terms of mature heights 
and density) to maintain safety for users. Select hardy plant 
species that have a mature growth form (height and habit) to a 
maximum 500mm high, or have clear trunks, in order to maintain 
clear sightlines.

The integration of water sensitive urban design (WSUD) is a 
desirable for both aesthetic and functional outcomes. Consider 
using	pervious	paving,	flood-tolerant	landscaping	within	
infiltration	systems,	stormwater	harvesting,	and	other	innovative	
techniques that will reduce stormwater runoff volumes and 
velocities. This will help to reduce the quantity of stormwater 
within the local drainage network and can also be captured for 
reuse within the reserve.

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
Enhance pedestrian safety to community facilities by locating 
open space infrastructure at an appropriate distance away from 
major	roads	with	high	traffic	volumes.	Ensure	that	walking	
distances to public transport, retail and other community 
facilities avoid crossing over major roads except where safe 
crossings are provided. Giving pedestrians priority over vehicles is 
critical to the safe and successful use of an open space network.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
All road and car parking designs must comply with the standards 
set by Kyogle Council Planning Scheme and relevant Australian 
Standards.

Innovative road and car park solutions should seek to 
efficiently	and	effectively	manage	all	forms	of	transport	whilst	
incorporating best practice design principles, including:
•	 incorporation of water sensitive urban design
•	 facilitating active and public transport options
•	 incorporating landscaping and street trees whilst minimising 

risk to pedestrians, cyclists and motorists by meeting relevant  
safety in design legislation and engineering expectations

•	 ensuring the facilities are easy to maintain and cognisant of 
ongoing maintenance costs.

VEHICLE ACCESS
Many areas will contain paths for use by both pedestrians and 
cyclists. Wherever possible, pedestrian and cyclist routes should 
be physically delineated from vehicular movements, and clear 
sight lines should be maintained at vehicular crossovers.

Designs should limit vehicular points of entry into open spaces 
and reserves to as few entries/exits as possible, and wherever 
possible designed to minimise the risk of vehicle and pedestrian 
conflicts.	Prioritise	pedestrian	and	cycle	movements	over	vehicles.

Car park designs must consider site drainage, sewer mains, 
water	pipes,	easements	and	other	potential	conflicts	with	other	
infrastructure. They must be sympathetic of the natural landscape 
setting and adjacent properties (particularly residential). Links 
from car parks should consider providing direct access into 
surrounding pedestrian and cycle networks and to destinations 
or key features within the open space/reserve. Kerb crossings 
shall be provided in accordance with Australian Standard AS1428 
Design for Access and Mobility at all intersections that interface 
with an open space reserve.

Service access

Car parking design and the provision of site accesses are to 
consider the types of service vehicles that may need to maintain 
infrastructure or service the park/reserve. Design considerations 
include service vehicle turning-radii, frequency of service, and the 
need	for	loading	zones	or	service	vehicle	tracks.

TRAFFIC CALMING
The	use	of	traffic	calming	measures	may	be	introduced	to	protect	
pedestrians	and	slow	traffic	within	proximity	to	or	within	an	open	
space	reserve.	Traffic	calming	methods	may	include	speed	bumps	
or raised crossings, provision of vehicle safety barriers such as 
bollards or fencing adjacent to car parks and for emergency and 
maintenance access gates, use of slight bends in roadways with 
landscaping in build outs, or the use of rumble strips or cobbled/
textured road surface treatment.

CAR PARKING
Efficient	car	parking	and	vehicle	circulation	are	key	design	
considerations for all open spaces and reserves. Car parking 
provisions should be commensurate with the hierarchy of park 
type and anticipated visitor numbers (an average for the type 
of sport and recreation activities provided within the park). The 
provision of car parking spaces for people with disabilities should 
be provided and conform to Australian Standards.

Sealed car parks are preferred over gravel surfaces. Consider 
pervious	pavements	to	reflect	best	practice	Water	Sensitive	Urban	
Design (WSUD) principles.

Consider providing lighting where car parking and the open 
space/reserve will be regularly used after dusk.

A thermal image demonstrates the temperature variance between explosed and shaded 
areas during a January 2017 heatwave in Melbourne (source: City of Melbourne)
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The mature row of pines at Pioneer Park demonstrates how trees can mark an entry and 
the edge of an open space reserve.

WAYFINDING
WHAT IS WAYFINDING?
Wayfinding	systems	are	spatial	and	physical	tools	provided	as	
visual cues to assist with navigation to a destination.

Within any urban environment an individual will experience 
an	array	of	wayfinding	cues	to	improve	decision-making	at	key	
points along a journey and to provide a sense of arrival upon 
reaching a destination. These cues are typically separated into 
vehicular	or	pedestrian	wayfinding	devices,	which	are	scaled	
appropriately for legibility (i.e. expected speed of travel when 
passing-by and the average eye-height of the viewer).

WAYFINDING THROUGH SIGNAGE
The	most	common	wayfinding	device	is	signage	and	there	are	
various	sizes/types	of	signs	targeted	at	different	audiences	and	
the type of information to be displayed. For further information 
regarding the Kyogle signage family and design and installation 
requirements, refer to the Signage section of this Guide.

WAYFINDING THROUGH LANDSCAPING
There are other landscape treatments that can be used to assist 
with	wayfinding,	such	as	planting	feature	specimen	trees.	This	
option	is	a	useful	a	visual	cue	as	it	can	define	a	destination	or	an	
entry point that is visible from some distance as one approaches.
In Kyogle, Araucaria bidwillii (the bunya pine) and Araucaria 
cunninghamii	(the	hoop	pine)	have	been	used	as	a	wayfinding 
tool and is an established visual cue across the municipality. 
These tall stately trees have been planted frequently, in formal 
rows, along the edges of many open space reserves. Other 
landscape	or	urban	design	treatments	that	can	act	as	wayfinding	
cues include ornate gates and fences, large boulders, artwork and 
manmade alterions to terrain.

ENTRY STATEMENTS
Entry statements mark the main vehicular or pedestrian point 
of	entry	to	an	open	space	reserve	or	trail.	As	significant	features	
within	the	landscape,	they	give	the	first	impression	of	a	place	to	
a visitor, quickly establishing the park’s role, function and identity. 
There is a hiearchy of signs depending on the viewer and the 
type	or	classification	of	the	reserve.

Table 22. Defining each of the entry statement classifications

Hierarchy Key Characteristics Example

Vehicular entry 
statement

•	 typically use of a landscape wall or structure to display the place name sign
•	 scale	and	orientation	must	be	legible	to	vehicular	traffic
•	 may incorporate lighting and other security measures (where applicable) such as a 

gate to restrict access after hours

Precinct entry 
statement

•	 often integrates elements (soft or hard) from the vehicle entry statement as a 
sequence expressed along the approaches to a reserve

•	 may use landform and vegetation characteristics to build up to an entry point
•	 may incorporate lighting or artistic elements

Major pedestrian 
point

•	 use of place name signage (may incorporate interpretive information) provided at 
major nodes/entry points

•	 signage provides visitors with orientation and direction through graphics and text
•	 may incorporate a small landscape wall or threshold treatment (that complements the 

vehicle or precinct entry statement)
•	 scale and orientation legible to pedestrians  

Minor pedestrian 
entry point

•	 provides place name signage at entries to small reserves or tracks
•	 generally only place name or a directional type sign needed
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SIGNAGE
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Signage must be provided in appropriate locations to enable 
individuals to easily navigate their surrounding environment. 
Signs	must	be	appropriately	scaled	(size	of	sign	and	font/graphic	
size	used)	to	meet	the	viewing	criteria	of	the	target	group	(i.e.	
drivers versus cyclists versus pedestrians). 

Language is to be in English. Pictograms/symbols can be used 
on appropriate sign types where communication needs to meet 
the needs of a broader audience. Pictograms are typically used 
to identify common services and facilities. Typical destinations 
include National Parks, caravan parks, rest areas, pathways or 
trails, playgrounds and parks, public amenities, facilities and 
services, Information Centres, public transport nodes, village 
centres or main street, Police station, Hospital and Post	office.

In order for the signs to be clear and legible, graphic and text 
standards apply. This includes a high contrast between text and 
background	colour/image,	use	of	maximum	text	size	to	meet	the	
estimated viewing distance and speed, and use of legible fonts in 
upper and lower case lettering, preferably in a sans serif font.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
•	 avoid installing signs facing due north to minimise the affect 

of UV bleaching from sun exposure
•	 for custom signs, use contemporary forms and incorporate a 

mix of materials (e.g. timber and powdercoated steel) with 
place-appropriate references to the Kyogle region

 > all custom signage designs will require the approval of 
Kyogle	Council’s	engineering	section	and	certification	is	
to be provided upon installation.

SIGNAGE FAMILY
A signage family provides a hierarchy of sign types and the 
context of which they are to be applied by Kyogle Council. In the 
absence	of	a	Regional	Wayfinding	Strategy,	the	following	signage	
descriptions are provided as a high-level guide to assist with the 
appropriate open space applications in the interim.

As new signage systems are developed and implemented, it is 
important to remove all previous signs at the same time to avoid 
confusion	or	compromise	to	wayfinding.

Relevant legislation/standards

•	 AS1742 – Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
•	 AS2899 – Public Information Symbol Signs
•	 AS2156.1 Walking Tracks Classification and Signage

Table 23. Application of the Kyogle signage family

Signage type Description of key features and uses Examples

Entry signs Standard entry signs are located at key entry point/s to a place and are 
often part of a standardised ‘family’ or suite of signs. Having a common 
suite	of	signs	helps	to	improve	wayfinding	and	legibility	for	users	as	
they provide recognisable features (i.e. colours, logos and fonts) that 
become a well-known design language.

Kyogle has two new standard sign types that are replacing superseded 
signs (typically black and white signs, as pictured):

1. ‘Village’ entry signs welcome motorists upon passing a town 
boundary on a main road/thoroughfare through each village. These 
signs feature: Council branded colours, Council logo, reference to 
the Aboriginal dialect spoken in this area, and a graphic of a village-
specific	place	identifier	(such	as	a	renowned	local	character,	historic	or	
cultural	reference,	animal,	flora,	etc.)

2. Park signs are used to mark the entry to public open spaces and 
community places of interest including memorials, cemeteries, 
showground and sport precincts.

Bespoke entry signs are used to mark the arrival to a feature 
destination or place that merits a unique type of sign. These locations 
often have environmental, cultural or historical importance that lends 
itself to a place making type of outcome.

Q R
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Signage type Description of key features and uses Examples

Directional signs Directional signage is provided to enable individuals to easily navigate 
the surrounding environment and provide direction to local places 
of interest. These signs should indicate key destinations by name, 
direction of travel, and an approximate distance and travel time 
(by foot and/or cycle). Directional signs may also direct to nearby 
community facilities using commonly known infographics, such as 
toilet, park or camping symbols.

Pedestrian directional signage can include directional maps to key 
places of interest (such as public transport, town centre, parklands, 
schools and other amenities) and show links to surrounding walking 
and cycling networks. 

Vehicular directional signage is typically provided at key junctions 
on highways and some local area roads (mostly main streets and 
intersections of villages). These directional signs must meet the 
requirements of the relevant road transport authority.

Pedestrian 
information signs

Information signs are to be located at gathering points and pedestrian 
arrival points within each site. These signs are provided to identify the 
location of the site and provide a ‘You are here’ site map. These signs 
should also contain directions and regulations.

All	pedestrian-type	signs	must	be	fixed	at	a	reasonable	height	to	
ensure a seven year old child, or person in a wheelchair can read and 
see this information. Braille and or other acceptable indicators for 
visually impaired persons must also be included as part of the sign.

Interpretive signs Interpretive signs are primarily focused at pedestrians to provide 
a narrative that informs the reader with insights on topics of local 
significance	(history,	environmental	features,	culturally	significant	facts,	
tourist	destinations,	and	other	place-specific	attractions	or	content).	
These signs often include photographs, maps and other infographics.
With advances in technology and access to digital media more readily 
available in regional areas, interpretive signs have become more 
interactive tools that can link to digital, web or app-based media that 
provides users with an experience.

Interpretive signs can be standardised, however, are more often 
custom designs in order to suit the location and integrate within the 
landscape. Design features to consider include:

•	 providing high-quality graphics and photos
•	 creating a stylised design and structural frame that uses durable 

and aesthetic materials that are in-keeping with the surrounding 
context and setting

•	 positioned to align with, frame or clearly articulate the features 
beyond the sign (e.g. a mountainous or coastal outlook on the 
horizon)

•	 consider integrating interactive features that may include audio, 
visual or other sensory experiences

•	 consider connecting to digital portals through QR barcode scanners 
or	beacons	that	trigger	audio	and	visual	files	available	through	an	
application online.

Path markers Path markers are provided to permanently mark trails, paths and bike 
paths with numbers, distance and directions. They are often small 
blades or ground surface indicators.

•	 can	be	affixed	in	a	few	different	ways	-	using	screws,	nails,	or	tie-
wraps to posts, fences & trees 

•	 the markers must be robust, unobtrusive and highly visible
•	 select	an	appropriate	size	of	marker	to	place	all	necessary	

information,	identification	or	features
•	 can be applied directly on the path or trail.

Regulatory /advisory 
signs

A range of signs used to indicate or reinforce local laws, regulations 
or restrictions which apply to the reserve or the use of features within 
the reserve. These are typically standardised signs by Council (or other 
authority) that must provide clear, legible and concise messages, often 
using pictogram symbols. 

•	 provide with or within proximity to park entry sign
•	 warning signs should be installed adjacent to the site or 

infrastructure	that	poses	a	potential	risk	(e.g.	flooding)
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Exposed aggregates should use a rounded pebbles, nominally 
3	to	6mm	in	diameter	and	a	lightly	abraded	finish	(e.g.	light	
abrasive	blast	or	lightly	honed	finish)	to	comply	with	Australian	
Standards	for	slip	resistance,	which	must	be	certified	by	an	
accredited slip test provider.

PLAZAS
Thresholds,	entry	plazas	and	other	feature	areas	of	a	higher	
standard are acceptable if designed to complement reserve 
features or characteristics and the type of reserve calls for a 
higher	level	of	finish	(such	as	coloured	and	exposed	aggregate	or	
pavers). These areas are also opportunities to incorporate artistic, 
storytelling and interpretive elements in the form of imprints, 
stencilling, text, images, mosaics and other feature treatments 
that can be pressed, etched or formed into concrete. Example 
treatments provided below.

Civic squares are the top of the hiearchy in terms of open space 
provision, and as such, should use a high quality pavement. 
The Art Deco style applicable to most of the Villages are an 
opportunity	for	plaza	spaces	to	utilise	a	paving	pattern	that	is	
reflective	of	that	style	of	architecture	and	era.	Examples	of	that	
type of patterning are provided below.

SURFACE FINISHES
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Footpaths shall be designed and provided in accordance with 
AS1428 Design for Access and Mobility.

The principles for design of footpaths must comply with 
AS2156.1 Walking tracks, Classification and Signage, and Walking 
tracks and AS2156.2 -Infrastructure Design.

The principles for the design of cycle paths must comply with 
AS1742.9; AS2890.3; Austroads – AP-11.14/99; Austroads – AP 
R194/01; Austroads – AP R193/01.

PATHWAY DESIGN
Pathways must be a minimum of 1.2 metres wide and widened 
to 2.0 metres in proximity of schools or activity centres. Cycleway 
minimum width is 2.0m and dual use pathway 2.5m wide. These 
minimum widths are in accordance with the Northern Rivers  
Local Government Development Design Specification D9 Cycleway 
and Pathway Design.

Paths shall be constructed of either concrete (plain, coloured 
or aggregate) or asphalt and be constructed in accordance with 
relevant Standards.

The desirable maximum crossfall on all hard surfaced paths is 1 
in 50 and the minimum crossfall is 1 in 40.

Kerb/pram ramps shall be provided in accordance with AS1428 
Design for Access and Mobility.

FINISHES

Dirt, decomposed granite and gravel

Acceptable for informal trails/tracks and low use pathways in 
open spaces such as Green links or Local parks. Desirable path 
width is 600mm to 1200mm. 

Decomposed granite and gravel paths are to be 75mm thick, must 
use a garden edge treatment (avoid level changes that can cause 
a	trip	hazard)	and	have	a	maximum	crossfall	of	1:40	(drain	water	
across width, not length of path).

Concrete (plain, coloured and exposed aggregate)

The preferred pathway material in most open space reserve 
circumstances	is	concrete.	Whether	the	finish	is	in	plain	concrete,	
coloured or exposed aggregate is subject to the desired level of 
service and amenity associated with the type of reserve.

Plain	concrete	paths	should	be	finished	with	a	light	broom	with	
brush strokes in a consistent direction. Avoid large expanses of 
plain	concrete	pavement.	Preference	is	for	this	finish	to	be	used	
for pathways only.

Integrally	coloured	and/or	exposed	aggregate	finishes	are	the	
primary	method	of	applying	Village-specific	colours.	For	example,	
in Mallanganee, the base colour for the concrete could be in 
golden yellow with an aggregate mix consisting of pink, red and 
green tones.

 Base colour   Aggregate mix

Aggregates of the Northern Rivers area (refer to Holcim Geostone 
or equivalent for more information on aggregate mixes)
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POROUS PAVING
Porous pavements are fully porous or permeable material which 
allows	water	to	penetrate	the	surface	and	flow	through	to	the	
ground below. This is particularly important in aiding stormwater 
infiltration,	controlling	at	the	source	by	reducing	runoff	and	
improving	water	quality	as	it	filters	pollutants.

Use a permeable epoxy bound natural crushed rock set in a resin 
bound surface course that consists of aggregate particles and is 
then	fully	coated	with	chemically	curing,	UV	stable,	flexible,	clear	
resin.

Colour selection is optional. Ideal aggregate diameter is 6mm 
and applied to a depth of 40mm on a sub-base.

STAMPED OR STENCILLED FINISH
These	finishes	are	methods	of	creating	a	printed	or	paved	effect	
using concrete or asphalt to achieve a similar effect but does not 
not involve investing the time or cost that would typically apply 
by using the real material. 

Stamped concrete is typically a patternedd or embossed print 
that	resembles	brick,	slate,	flagstone,	stone,	tile,	wood,	and	
various other patterns and textures.

Stencil patterns, colours and designs can be applied to new and 
existing concrete to enhance or rejuvenate any concrete surface.

Neither	of	these	finishes	are	preferred	as	the	intent	of	this	Guide	
and	the	materials	and	finishes	recommended	are	to	utilise	
natural materials wherever possible. If this is not an option and 
either	stamped	or	stencilled	finishes	must	be	applied,	seek	out	
simple	patterns	that	reflect	an	Art	Deco	style	of	pattern	in	a	
neutral tone (such as dark recessive tone or natural hues).

BOARDWALKS, DECKING AND FOOTBRIDGES
Boardwalks, decking and small footbridges shall be provided in 
open space reserves to increase accessibility for pedestrians and 
cyclists to view, cross over or experience water-based elements, 
features or areas of activity. 

Preference is for these elements to be made from hardwoord 
timber construction. The structural framing may be made 
from steel or aluminium but must be concealled (if visible, the 
structure must be powdercoated). 

Another boardwalk material to consider using in natural areas 
requiring sensitivity is Fibre Reinforced Polymer (FRP), which is 
a composite material that is not susceptible to termite and rot 
damage. For best results, edge the FRP boards with a hardwood 
timber kick rail. Examples of this material are provided below.

Refer to ‘Structures’ for boardwalk and decking supplier details.

The workmanship and quality of all boardwalks and footbridges 
must be delivered to comply with AS2156.2 – Walking Tracks 
Infrastructure Design. See ‘Structures’ section for more information.

TACTILE GROUND SURFACE INDICATORS
Tactile Ground Surface Indicators (TGSI’s) shall be provided along 
pedestrian networks in accordance with Australian Standard 
AS1428.4 Design for Access and Mobility - Part 4: Tactile Indicators.

The type of warning and directional tactile indicators to be 
applied	should	reflect	the	expected	pedestrian	traffic	volumes	for	
that location (i.e. high use areas should use a more robust, hard-
wearing type of tactile for longevity purposes). 

Tactile indicators approved for use by Kyogle Council include:

•	 durable UV-stable and corrosion-resistant plastic strip cut 
(medium	traffic	volume	areas)

•	 precast	concrete	ceramic	tile	(high	traffic	volume	areas)
•	 stainless steel tactile indicators in 316 marine-grade stainless 

(within urban, higher order environments or locations subject 
to severe climatic conditions only that can justify this premium 
type of solution)

•	 rubber	with	contact	adhesive	(low	traffic	volume	areas).

Ensure that the colour selection for the TGSI’s contrast with the 
surrounding surface material so pedestrians with low vision can 
detect the modules visually.

Table 24. Application of surface finishes by type and location

Surface Finish Application Locations

Dirt Bushwalking trails - low use Green links
National 
parks

Gravel topping Bushwalking trails - moderate 
to high use

Local parks
Green links
Trails

Decomposed granite Pedestrian paths Local parks
Green links
Trails

Concrete - plain •	 Pedestrian paths
•	 Shared paths
•	 Pads beneath park furniture

Local parks
Green links

Concrete - coloured •	 Pedestrian paths
•	 Pads beneath park furniture 

(where adjacent to a 
coloured concrete path)

•	 Plaza	areas

Town park

Concrete - aggregate •	 Pedestrian paths
•	 Plaza	areas

Town park
Civic space

Mosaic features •	 Decorative treatments
•	 Feature areas

Local or town 
parks

Pavers •	 Plazas
•	 Civic space

Civic space

Porous paving •	 WSUD devices

•	 Car parks

•	 Trees in grates

Town park
Civic space
Car parks

Stamped or stencil 
concrete

Not desirable, however, can be 
used to create feature areas

Town park
Local park
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FURNITURE
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Park furniture is to be provided in all open space reserves in accordance with the typical provisions described in Section 3 ‘Open Space 
Hierarchy.’ 

All park furniture is to be designed, located and constructed in accordance with relevant Australian Standards, and the following 
principles:

•	 ensure furniture complements the recreation opportunities provided in the reserve
•	 ensure structures and nodes are accessible with a continuous path of travel
•	 ensure furniture is positioned with consideration for future maintenance needs
•	 consider the use of alternative technologies or materials as they become available (e.g. durable recycled materials or smart 

technologies that may streamline maintenance regimes).

SELECTION AND APPLICATION

Standard furniture range

The following schedule provides a list of typical park furniture items along with their production and supplier information, as well as, 
any	specific	design	information.	This	list	should	be	used	as	the	primary	resource	for	the	selection	and	installation	of	all	park	furniture	
into the future. This includes successional replacement of furniture over time. As products availability can change, the details provided 
in this schedule will need to be monitored and may require updating in future.

Bespoke furniture

In	most	circumstances,	the	below	palette	of	standard	furniture	shall	be	sufficient	for	open	space	reserve	embellishments.	There	may	
be a need for custom furniture in reserves such as Civic squares or Town parks, and these opportunities should seek to use the same 
design	principles	that	have	informed	the	standard	palette.	All	custom	furniture	must	be	designed	by	a	qualified	professional	and	meet	
relevant Australian Standards and be constructed using quality materials and workmanship.

Table 25. Furniture schedule (item, product information and supplier details are provided for reference information only. All furniture items are subject to Kyogle's procurement policy)

Item Product information Supplier Details Design Information

Backed seat (standard) Tamworth Seat OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: CPS18-T
•	 size:	1800mm	or	2100mm
•	 60 x 30mm Australian Hardwood slats 

(no.1 in durability rating) oiled with Qcoat, 
Fabricated 

•	 frame: pine or hot-dipped galvanised steel 
frame (choice of paint for pine or stained 
colour, as well as, powdercoat for steel frame)

•	 slats: pine or hardwood
•	 fixing:	bolt-below	or	in-ground
•	 painted	finish	optional

Landmark Products

Website:  
www.landmarkpro.com.au
Phone: 1300 768 230
Email:  
naomit@landmarkpro.com.
au

•	 provision of backed seats is 
preferred over bench seats 
wherever possible

•	 seats should be provided 
near activity areas (i.e. play 
spaces,	sports	fields,	skate	
parks, etc.) for parents and 
caregivers

•	 ideally locate under shade
•	 face seats toward views
•	 provide a concrete slab 

(connected to a pathway 
wherever possible)

•	 ensure a minimum 500mm 
clearance is provided when 
located beside a pathBacked seat (custom) Citistyle seat in timber (‘TimberImage’ 

aluminium option available) OR APPROVED 
EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: CPS18-T
•	 size:	2000mm
•	 60 x 30mm Australian Hardwood slats 

(no.1 in durability rating) oiled with Qcoat, 
Fabricated 

•	 aluminium frames powdercoated in choice of 
colour

•	 DDA	certified	(ensure	to	add-on	arm	rests)
•	 alloy frames with reinforced, fully enclosed 

alloy slats for super strong seating 
•	 all	stainless	steel	anti-theft	fixings	supplied
•	 surface and inground mounting options 

Grillex®

Website: www.grillex.com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

Backless / bench seat  
(park reserves)

Citistyle bench Surface mount timber OR 
APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: CBS18-T
•	 size:	60mm	x	30mm	x	2000mm
•	 FSC	Certified	Spotted	Gum	(no.1	in	durability	

rating) oiled with Cutek, fabricated aluminium 
frames powdercoated in choice of colour

Grillex®

Website: www.grillex.com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

•	 face seats toward views
•	 provide a concrete slab 

(connected to a pathway 
wherever possible)

•	 ensure a minimum 500mm 
clearance is provided when 
located beside a path

•	 position seats under shade 
wherever possible
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Item Product information Supplier Details Design Information

Barbecue  
(single or double plate)

Edge (Single or Double) BBQ in Deluxe OR 
APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 Single plate CODE: BBQS2S

•	 Double plate CODE: EDB-DC-STD-001
•	 size:	1900	x	800mm
•	 aluminium powdercoated cabinet in choice of 

colour with stainless steel top
•	 under and over voltage protection with 

automatic self-resetting
•	 20 Year Satisfaction Guarantee (conditions 

apply) for repair or replacement

Grillex®

Website: www.grillex.com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

•	 a shelter is typically 
required over a barbecue 
for maintenance and 
hygiene reasons

•	 provide a tap with 
universal access within 
vicinity of shelter

•	 co-locate with waste bin
•	 position with picnic table 

and seating

Bike rail Citistyle wide hoop OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: standard CBR-SM-SST-002
•	 heavy duty stainless steel construction
•	 double-sided access
•	 surface mount to concrete pad (inground 

mount available on request)
•	 stainless dynabolts supplied.

Grillex®

Website: www.grillex.com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

•	 in most circumstances, a 
single rail will be adequate 
(caters to 2 bicycles) to 
meet demand. Where 
multiple bike rails are 
needed, place a minimum 
1000mm apart

•	 ensure a minimum 500mm 
clearance is provided when 
located beside a path

Bin enclosure (standard)
 

Bayside Bin Enclosure OR APPROVED 
EQUIVALENT

•	 size	options:	80L,	120L,	240L	and	360L
•	 anodised	finish
•	 bolt down base
•	 stainless	steel	aperture	and	fixings
•	 extruded aluminium walls and hood
•	 colour options vary

Gossi Park

Website: www.gossipark.
com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

•	 siting rubbish bins in close 
proximity to road verges 
will minimise efforts to 
collect waste

•	 where waste collection 
vehicles are required 
to drive into an open 
space reserve for waste 
collections, minimum 
vehicle clearance and 
pavement gradients will 
apply.Bin enclosure (custom) 

120L or 240L
Citistyle Heritage Bin Enclosure OR APPROVED 
EQUIVALENT

•	 240L CODE: CBE-SC-TIM-001 
•	 alloy extrusion slats coated in ‘TimberImage’ 

colours for cabinet, fabricated aluminium lid 
and base powdercoated in choice of colour, 
316 Stainless Steel chute

•	 vandal resistant, heavy duty vandal resistant 
slam	latch	lock	-	Tri	key,	and	fire	retardant

Grillex®

Website: www.grillex.com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

Bin (recycle) enclosure (custom) 
120L or 240L120L or 240L

Citistyle Heritage Bin Enclosure OR APPROVED 
EQUIVALENT

•	 240L CODE: CBE-SC-TIM-001
•	 alloy extrusion slats coated in ‘TimberImage’ 

colours for cabinet, fabricated aluminium 
lid and base powdercoated (YELLOW), 316 
Stainless Steel chute

•	 only surface mounting available

Grillex®

Website: www.grillex.com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

Bollards - other (civic spaces) Sammy Bollard OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 size:	height	920mm
•	 cast iron, protected with cataphoretic treated 

(anti-rust protection) black paint
•	 hidden	pin	fixing
•	 extruded aluminium rail can be easily 

attached to create a handrail or border
•	 concrete	footing	to	engineers	specification

Landmark Products

Website:  
www.landmarkpro.com.au
Phone: 1300 768 230
Email:  
naomit@landmarkpro.com.
au

•	 minimise bollard use 
where possible through 
good design or alternative 
treatments (such as garden 
beds, tree or furniture 
positioning, etc.)

•	 can also be used to 
delineate areas

•	 typically located between 
car parks and park areas 
to prevent undesirable 
vehicle movements

•	 spacings: 1500mm centre 
to centre

•	 typically located between 
car parks and park areas 
to prevent undesirable 
vehicle movements

Bollards - recycled plastic 
(park reserves)

Moodie	Roocycle	ET	Hinze	Tall	Bollard	OR	
APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: SKU: 76854
•	 sizes:	75mm	x	150mm	OR	100mm	x	200mm	

OR 100mm x 125mm (length from 1200mm 
to 2400mm)

•	 colour: charcoal
•	 rectangular with tapered top
•	 recycled plastic, Roocycle

Moodie Outdoor Products

Website:  
www.moodie.com.au
Phone: 1300 666 343
Email: sales@moodie.com.au
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Item Product information Supplier Details Design Information

Drinking fountain / water refill 
station

 

Aquafil	Bold	water	drinking	fountain	plus	bottle	
refill	station	OR	APPROVED	EQUIVALENT

•	 durable stainless steel construction for 
external use

•	 850mm height
•	 one	anti-bacterial	bottle	refill	point
•	 one drinking fountain with protective mouth 

guard
•	 DDA-compliant wheelchair-accessible design
•	 drainage pit connection
•	 on-site water supply to be sourced and 

connected

Water and Energy Group

Website:
www.waterandenergygroup.
com
Phone: 0418 432 754
Email: info@
waterandenergygroup.com

•	 co-locate	refill	stations	
with major pathway nodes, 
shelter and barbecue 
facilities or playgrounds

Fencing - recycled plastic  
(park reserves)

Moodie	Roocycle	ET	Hinze	Barrier	OR	APPROVED	
EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: SKU: 73603
•	 size:	1000mm	x	200mm	x	1200mm
•	 colour: charcoal
•	 rectangular posts with tapered top, single rail
•	 recycled plastic, Roocycle

Moodie Outdoor Products

Website:  
www.moodie.com.au
Phone: 1300 666 343
Email: sales@moodie.com.au

•	 provide along boundaries 
(where necessary) or 
to control park user 
movements or demark 
activity	zones

•	 can be used as a visual 
barrier to separate areas 
of competing interest (e.g. 
revegetation or riparian 
zones	from	formal	sports	
areas and picnic areas)

Fencing - other balustrading 
(civic spaces)

Custom	design	to	reflect	the	art	deco	
architecture of the area

•	 aluminium powdercoated in a dark colour 
(black	or	charcoal)	with	matt	finish

•	 use slimline, vertical slats in square or 
rectangular hollow tubes (avoid round 
tubes - ovals preferred if a rounded shape is 
necessary)

•	 if art deco style is not suitable, use a simple 
balustrade design with single top and 
bottom	horizontal	rails	(top	rail	preferably	
in hardwood timber) and moderately spaced 
vertical slats (maximum 125mm spacings)

•	 fixing:	core	drill	posts	or	use	a	flanged	base	
plate (depending on ground surface)

•	 use hardwood timber handrails wherever 
possible	(conceal	fixings)

For proprietary, off-the-shelf 
balustrading contact

Oxworks

Website:  
www.oxworks.com.au
Phone: 1300 336 237

•	 civic space fencing should 
complement surrounding 
architectural features and 
may need to extend from 
existing lines of buildings 
or retaining walls 

•	 fencing can be used to 
frame and highlight a view 
or provide a backdrop to a 
setting

•	 type,	size	and	selection	
must	be	fit-for-purpose	
by considering whether 
the fence is needed for 
aesthetics or practicality, 
privacy or security, visibility 
and passive surveillance, 
and maintenance regimes

Picnic table setting Citistyle Table Setting  OR APPROVED 
EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: CTS18-T
•	 surface	mount	timber	(standard	size:	2m)
•	 highly durable fully enclosed timber slats and 

strong durable fabricated aluminium frames
•	 60	x	30mm	FSC	Certified	Spotted	Gum	slats	

(no.1 in durability rating) oiled with Qcoat, 
fabricated aluminium frames powdercoated 
in choice of colour

•	 wheelchair access option available for DDA 
certification

•	 all	stainless	steel	anti-theft	fixings	supplied
•	 surface and inground mounting

Grillex®

Website: www.grillex.com.au
Phone: 1300 552 102
Email: info@grillex.com.au

•	 a paved ground surface 
must be provided for the 
table	setting	to	be	fixed	
to, which must be level, 
free of obstructions, and 
appropriate for wheelchair 
access

•	 avoid the use of plain 
concrete as the base 
material. Rather, prioritise 
use of coloured or exposed 
aggregate	finish	to	blend	
with environment.

Tree grates  
(civic spaces)

Moodie Joinite Carriage Tree Grate OR 
APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 CODE: SKU: 29580
•	 size:	1800mm	x	1800mm	x	400mm
•	 cast aluminium
•	 mild steel galvanised frame with positioning 

lugs
•	 equal access compliant
•	 powdercoat	finish

Moodie Outdoor Products

Website:  
www.moodie.com.au
Phone: 1300 666 343
Email: sales@moodie.com.au

•	 tree grates protect the root 
system of trees positioned 
within areas of pavement 
(reducing	trip	hazards	for	
pedestrian movements)

•	 maximum	perforation	size	
of 8mm will avoid heel 
entrapment

•	 tree	grate	must	be	finished	
flush	with	surrounding	
levels to prevent trip 
hazards
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STRUCTURES
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Structures	need	to	be	fit-for-purpose	and	appropriately	
positioned to be oriented towards views and accessible. All 
structures must be durable, robust and safe to use by ensuring 
design and constructed outcomes comply with relevant standards, 
building	codes	and	legislation	with	engineering	certification.

When locating structures (particularly shelters), consider the 
direction of sun/rain/wind to avoid exposure to these elements.

SELECTION AND APPLICATION

Standard range

•	 shelters should be orientated with the high-side of the skillion 
roof facing toward desired views

•	 site	structures	to	integrate	with	site-specific	characteristics	
including	topography,	size	of	site,	orientation	to	views	
(preserve and enhance), accessibility, environmental conditions 
(e.g. prevailing winds), subsurface conditions, and relationship 
to other activities provided within the reserve.

Bespoke structures

Wherever possible, proprietary 'off-the-shelf' structures have 
been prescribed for consistency and ease of implementation. 
The most likely open space embellishment to require a custom 
outcome, however, is structures as they must be able to meet site 
conditions and user needs.

Table 26. Schedule of structures (item, product information and supplier details are provided for reference information only. All items are subject to Kyogle's procurement policy)

Item Construction / Product details Supplier Details Examples

Arbours

These decorative, freestanding 
structures are often used to 
create an entrance or portal that 
links two spaces, and may or 
may not support plants grown 
up and over the structure.

Bespoke design and construction with 
the following design considerations:
•	 select a style and scale that is in 

keeping with the architecture of the 
surrounding landscape or built form 
character (minimum 1800mm high)

•	 ensure the structure is wide 
enough for two wheelchairs to pass 
(minimum clear width of 1525mm)

•	 use sturdy (preferably timber) 
weatherproof materials and 
appropriate footings to support the 
weight of climbing plants

Custom design and 
construction by a 
qualified	professional

Amenities

The provision of amenities is 
an important function of open 
space reserves. They must be 
contemporary, attractive, safe 
and accessible. 

Ideally, the design of the 
structure will complement the 
surrounding landscape setting.

Site amenities to meet CPTED 
principles, meet accessibility 
requirements, connect with 
existing services (power, 
water and sewerage), be in 
close proximity of playspaces, 
picnic areas and car parks, 
and appropriately addresses 
drainage,	overland	flow	paths	
and	flood	immunity.

Coastal Series (with skillion roof, 
varying	sizes	available)	OR	APPROVED	
EQUIVALENT
•	 pine posts with pine roof (stain 

colour for posts/roof frame)
•	 Colorbond® XRW Grade steel 

internal and external wall sheeting 
and	roofing

•	 Polycarbonate roof sheeting (natural 
lighting)

•	 timber ventilation screens
•	 steel clad doors, door closer and 

indicator bolts
•	 in-ground posts
•	 stainless steel anti-vandal fastening 

system
•	 stainless steel push pull plates
•	 access signage
•	 recommended	sizes:	

 > CODE: K9401 for rest areas - 
3.3m x 6.0m (1 unisex disabled-
sized	cubicle)

 > CODE: K9407 for town parks - 
8.3m x 5.9m (3 unisex disabled-
sized	cubicles)

Landmark Products

Website:  
www.landmarkpro.com.au
Phone: 1300 768 230
Email:  
naomit@landmarkpro.
com.au
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Item Construction / Product details Supplier Details Examples

Boardwalks, Lookouts and 
Viewing Platforms

With an enduring quality, timber 
access structures are ideal for 
parks and open space locations. 
As well as being corrosion 
resistant, timber’s natural beauty 
ensures that these structures 
will complement any site.

Timaru Series (timber) OR APPROVED 
EQUIVALENT

•	 decking and framing made 
of hardwood with high-grade 
penetrating timber treatment stain 
(with colour tones) or wood Plastic 
Composite (WPC) decking

•	 finishes	and	optional	extras

 > choice of hand and kick rails – 
steel or aluminium or timber

 > safety barriers – steel or timber
 > disabled access rails – steel or 
aluminium

 > bicycle rails
•	 fixings

 > specialised piers (Diamond) for 
sensitive or remote sites

 > galvanised or stainless-steel 
fixings

 > stainless steel anti-vandal 
fastening system (where 
necessary)

Landmark Products

Website:  
www.landmarkpro.com.au
Phone: 1300 768 230
Email:  
naomit@landmarkpro.
com.au

PIcnic Shelters
Clean, contemporary lines of a 
skillion roof shelter.

Peninsula Series (K300 series, varying 
sizes	available)	OR	APPROVED	
EQUIVALENT

•	 hardwood posts (timber colour 
stain)

•	 Colorbond© XRW or Ultra grade 
roofing

•	 rebated front screen with optional 
rebated side screens and baluster 
panels

•	 hot-dipped galvanised or stainless 
steel	brackets	and	fixings

•	 in-ground or bolt-down posts
•	 optional extras: Colorbond® gutters, 

Colorbond® or PVC down pipes, and 
structural rating upgrades beyond 
N3 (W41)

•	 recommended	sizes:	

 > CODE: K302 - 4.0m x 4.0m (for 1 
table only)

 > CODE: K309 - 6.0m x 4.0m (for 1 
table and a barbecue)

 > CODE: K305 - 8.0m x 6.0m (for 2 
tables and a barbecue)

 > CODE: K307 - 10.0m x 6.0m (for 
maximum 4 tables and up to 2 
double barbecues)

Landmark Products

Website:  
www.landmarkpro.com.au
Phone: 1300 768 230
Email:  
naomit@landmarkpro.
com.au

Retaining Walls

Vertical wall elements should 
mimic the naturally occurring 
rock escarpments in the 
surrounding area to blend with 
the landscape.

Retaining walls of one metre 
or	more	must	be	certified	by	a	
Registered Professional Engineer 
and requires a safety barricade 
to avoid the risk of falls.

Finish: natural rock or rendered 
concrete block is preferred. Rocks 
should be split faced, smooth and 
undamaged. Rockwork must be 
embedded in mortar with minimal 
mortar exposed and joints raked for 
excess ensuring clean lines.

Other details:
•	 drainage must be incorporated
•	 freestanding seating walls (450mm 

- 520mm high) must include a 
sealed top with a slight crossfall to 
avoid drainage issues and provide 
a 150mm extension on the top to 
assist with user accessibility

•	 fixings	such	as	armrests	or	
skateboard deterrents must be 
marine grade stainless steel 316 
and Chemset into the wall

Use local quarry rock 
and stonemasons where 
possible
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Item Construction / Product details Supplier Details Examples

Shade sails

Shade sail structures are an 
aesthetic approach to providing 
shade protection. They are a 
multi-purpose structure that 
is designed to suspend sails 
between anchors attached to 
posts or walls.

Shade sails are generally 
installed with two diagonal 
posts high and the another two 
posts low, utilising a ‘hypar’ 
design to allow adequate run-off 
for rain or hail.

Shade sails can be installed 
singularly or as multiples for 
a more aesthetically attractive 
look.

NOTE: Shade sails should only 
be installed where natural 
shade does not already exist. 
Successional planning for shade 
is essential, i.e. plant trees that 
will provide shade after several 
years of growth - the shade sail 
can be used during that time as 
an interim measure to provide 
shade. Once the tree is mature 
and providing shade, the shade 
sail can be removed.

Shadetex Sail OR APPROVED 
EQUIVALENT

Highest quality fully installed shade 
solutions that are designed to suit the 
wind loading in your area as well as 
the soil conditions at your location.
•	 high strength fabrics, very high UV 

ratings and stain, grime and dirt 
resistant

•	 many	shapes,	sizes,	colours	and	
variations available

 > standard	and	custom	sizes

•	 10 year fabric warranty
•	 eco-friendly – 100% recyclable at 

end of life

Moodie Outdoor Products

Website:  
www.moodie.com.au
Phone: 1300 666 343
Email: sales@moodie.
com.au  

Small Clubhouse Facilities

Adaptable, modern, kit-form 
sport facility is the ultimate hub 
for sporting and recreational 
communities, incorporating 
change rooms and amenities.

Series Small Club Facilities (CODE: 
K8103) OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT

•	 Colorbond® roof sheeting XRW 
grade with polycarbonate inserts 
and XRW grade Colorbond® custom 
orb external and internal wall 
cladding

•	 ACQ hardwood posts 
•	 LOSP pine frames and ACQ 

hardwood ventilation screens
•	 Colorbond® gutters and downpipes 

to ground
•	 heavy duty door closers, push-

pull handles, indicator locks 
and deadlocks, stainless-steel 
anti-vandal fasting system (and 
remaining	fixings	as	galvanised)

•	 pre-hung XRW grade Colorbond® 
steel clad solid core external cubicle 
doors

•	 service duct features brass vandal 
proof keyed tap with hose mount, 
single phase electric instant water 
heaters and XRW grade Colorbond® 
steel clad solid core service duct 
door with dead lock

•	 Change	room	finishes	and	faciltiies:

 > veneer panel partitioning 
systems (where applicable)

 > ACM sheeting to all immediate 
shower cubicle walls

 > aluminium bench seating

 > chrome plated coat and hat 
hooks with rubber caps

 > stainless steel basins with 
Colorbond® shroud

 > self-closing water taps.

 > Fixed shower heads, each with 
mixer	tap	and	floor	waste

 > Stainless steel mirrors
•	 concrete	floor	–	R10	slip	resistant	

broom	finish

Landmark Products

Website:  
www.landmarkpro.com.au
Phone: 1300 768 230
Email:  
naomit@landmarkpro.
com.au
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PUBLIC LIGHTING
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Relevant requirements are provided in the Public Lighting Code 
and must refer to set guidelines issued by the Essential Services 
Commission and Australian Standards AS/NZS 1158 – Lighting for 
roads and public spaces.

SPECIFIC LIGHTING REQUIREMENTS
Preference is for public lighting infrastructure to use 
globes that are selected to minimise greenhouse gas 
emissions. The use of T5 or LED technology is preferred, 
however solar powered lighting is desirable as a priority 
over mains powered lighting supply in open space 
reserves. This is particularly suited to light public buildings, 
such as sporting clubhouses, amenities and shelters.
All forms of powered lighting and associated infrastructure is 
to be designed, manufactured and installed by an appropriately 
qualified	professional	and	to	meet	site	specific	conditions.	

Ensure trees planted near lighting or lights installed near 
existing trees are appropriately offset to avoid impacts on 
luminance or solar generation.

Non-standard lighting is subject to Council approval and may 
only be considered for use in unmetered supply situations.

PATHWAY LIGHTING
Pedestrian pathways or bikeways in open space reserves shall 
be provided with appropriate lighting wherever possible and in 
accordance with the following general minimum requirements as 
specified	by	lighting	code	categories:

•	 P4 - open space pathways within reserves adjacent to 
residential areas

•	 P4 - general pathways in open space areas
•	 P3 - commuter bikeway links
•	 other locations (such as pedestrian underpasses, tunnels or 

bridges) are subject to individual assessment.

The lighting standard may vary according to local conditions. 
Final determination of an appropriate lighting standard, for any 
particular pathway location, shall be subject to Council decision.

Power supply for pathway lighting shall be underground and the 
lighting shall be on Rate 2 Tariff.

Crossing points of pathways across roads or streets shall be 
subject to individual assessment.

GENERAL PARK LIGHTING
In circumstances where pathway or other lighting is not required 
within a public open space area, a service pillar with an integral 
electrical supply shall be installed within these areas for possible 
future use (eg. barbecues, play equipment, etc).

SPORTS FIELD LIGHTING
The level of sports lighting, or illumination, required for a 
particular sport and the level of activity (training vs competition) 
should be checked with the relevant State Sporting Organisation 
and the Australian Standards 2560 series. 

Illumination is described as lux levels. A lux is a measurement 
unit of illuminance or light intensity, equal to one lumin per 
square metre. 

There are a number of essential factors to consider when 
designing sports lighting, including: 
•	 power supply requirements will vary depending on the 

illumination level required and should be considered early 
•	 level of illumination, even illumination across the playing 

surface and glare for participants and spectators
•	 energy	efficiency	particularly	the	type	of	lighting	and	lamp	

types including HID metal halide or high-pressure sodium, 

Solid State Lighting (SSL) such as Light Emitting Diode (LED)
•	 pole or lighting column height and location including the 

requirement for geotechnical (soil testing) analysis at each 
location to ensure correct foundation design.

Standards and guides

•	 AS 2560 Series including Sports Lighting, General Principles 
and	Sport	specific	versions

•	 AS 4284 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting
•	 Department of Sport and Recreation Western Australia, Sports 

Dimensions Guide
•	 Community Sporting Facility Lighting Guide. Sport and 

Recreation Victoria
•	 Community Cricket Facility Guidelines (Flood. Cricket Australia

FEATURE ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
Opportunities for feature architectural lighting beyond the 
standard outdoor public lighting requirements already described 
may include:
•	 contemporary accent lighting of architectural features or 

buildings	of	significance,	such	as	heritage	building	facades
•	 public art
•	 landscape features including inground lights, illumination of 

custom furniture, uplighting tall retaining walls, recessed wall 
lights, terracing and stairs, etc.

•	 outdoor public events.

It is important that these feature lighting treatments do not 
compete with standard lighting provisions, ensuring that public 
safety is the priority and that pathways are clear and navigable. 
Standard and feature lighting outcomes should be designed 
inconjunction with each other to determine if there are any 
conflicts	between	them.
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PLAY AND FITNESS  ELEMENTS
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Play	and	fitness	equipment	is	to	be	provided	in	open	space	
reserves in accordance with the typical provision described in 
Section 3 ‘Open Space Hierarchy’.

Playgrounds need to incorporate natural and built features to 
provide a diverse range of quality, fun, accessible, well designed 
and easily maintained amenities that assist children’s physical, 
cognitive, social and emotional development. 

In addition to play elements, play spaces require adequate 
seating, shade/shelter and drinking fountains for the comfort of 
children and adults. Connecting paths between access points and 
key park elements contribute to ease of access and comfort for 
users. 

Fitness equipment has the potential to be used by people of all 
ages and abilities to reach recommended levels of moderate and 
vigorous intensity physical activity.

PLAYGROUND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Local parks may include play spaces to meet the requirements 
of the surrounding neighbourhood and designed primarily for 
children aged 3-7 years. 

Town parks should include play spaces to meet the requirements 
of children and youth within the town and district with 
equipment and elements designed to cater for children in the 3-7 
and 7-14 age groups. 

In addition, youth play spaces can be catered for in town parks 
and may include skate parks and half basketball courts as well 
as safe and comfortable ‘hang out’ areas. Where demand can 
be demonstrated, it may also be appropriate to collocate youth 
spaces at local or sport parks in Villages. 

There are several valuable Public Skate Park Guides available 
online	providing	comprehensive	guidance	on	usability	(flow,	
traffic,	speed,	difficulty)	and	functionality	(capacity,	seating/
resting, access, surveillance, aesthetics, security). 

The design of playgrounds must comply with the following 
Australian Standards:

•	 AS NZS 4422 (1996) Playground Surfacing
•	 AS NZS 4486 (1997) Playground Development and Installation
•	 AS 1924 Part 1 (1981) Playground General Requirements
•	 AS 1924 Part 2 (1982) Playground Design and Construction 
•	 AS 4685.1 (2004) General safety requirements and test 

methods
•	 AS 4685.2 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test 

methods for swings
•	 AS 4685.3 (2004) Particular safety requirements test methods 

for slides
•	 AS 4685.4 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test 

methods for runways
•	 AS 4685.5 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test 

methods for carousels
•	 AS 4685.6 (2004) Particular safety requirements and test 

methods for rocking equipment

FITNESS STATIONS
As there are currently no Australian Standards applicable 
to	fitness	equipment,	Council	will	require	the	application	of	
Playground Safety Standards proposed for approval. A risk 
assessment of the concept design and a post construction 
assessment should be undertaken.

Proposals	to	install	fitness	stations	in	parks	and	reserves	will	be	
assessed based on demonstrated demand from the community 
and will be accompanied by a proposed program to educate and 
encourage a broad cross-section of the community in safe use of 
the equipment. 

There	is	a	diverse	range	of	exercises,	materials	and	finishes	
available	for	outdoor	fitness	equipment.	Equipment	can	be	
categorised into either static equipment that has no moving parts 
or dynamic equipment with moving parts activated by the weight 
of the user’s body. 

Fitness equipment can be grouped into three layouts: hub, 
cluster or spread along a trail. A hub is one area containing 
several pieces of equipment and may be useful when supervision 
of a group is required. A cluster consists of several areas, each 
containing a few pieces of equipment, grouped in close proximity 
on one site. A trail consists of a number of pieces or groups of 
equipment spread along a path, track or trail over a distance. This 
linear spread may encourage people to run or jog between each 
‘station’.

The surface around facilities should promote comfort and 
usability. This may include a combination of impact attenuating 
rubber softfall, grass and hard paving. Surfaces such as loose 
gravel and mulch are discouraged for comfort and maintenance 
reasons.

Strategies	to	encourage	use	of	outdoor	fitness	equipment	
include:
•	 locations that provide a safe setting with passive surveillance 

and on active pedestrian routes
•	 variety of equipment to accommodate a wide range of users, 

exercise types and skill levels
•	 signage indicating how the equipment can be used and what 

activities can be undertaken to encourage uptake by those that 
are unfamiliar with equipment 

•	 collocate equipment with existing sports facilities
•	 locations near supporting infrastructure including toilets, 

drinking fountains, seating and shelter.
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PUBLIC ART

“A city without a flourishing artistic and cultural life would 
be a poor place indeed. Our artists celebrate and enrich 
our city, and contribute to our sense of identity and sense 
of place.” - Lord Mayor Clover Moore MP (City Art Public Art 
Strategy, City of Sydney)

APPROACH TO PUBLIC ART
Public art is increasingly accepted as an essential element of 
public places and place-making, contributing to activating a 
space	and	influencing	the	way	residents	and	visitors	engage	and	
celebrate the cultural and natural values of a site. Planning for 
public art needs to provide opportunities for diverse artists and 
art-forms	and	could	include	stand	alone	sculptures,	site	specific	
and integrated public art, and cultural initiatives. 

Public art requires formal approval prior to installation and 
consideration will be given to the cultural context, community 
demographics and characteristics, the local art community, 
relationship with town and village characteristics and community 
facilities. 

THEMING
There is an opportunity for public art to align with themes 
identified	for	Kyogle	or	individual	Villages	contained	in	this	
Guide.  There are several traditional themes that could inform 
public art relating to history, nature, indigenous culture, 
agriculture, past and current industry and the rural setting. 
Additionally, more contemporary themes could draw on emerging 
influences	including	sustainability,	entrepreneurship,	lifestyle	and	
nature appreciation.

Themes	can	also	be	influenced	by	the	possible	locations	for	
public art including civic spaces, streetscapes, laneways, trails 
(CBD, linear parks) and unused buildings or shopfronts.

PROCUREMENT
Public art projects can be permanent art projects, temporary art 
projects, conservation programs for monuments or partnership 
projects. Commissioning of public artworks needs to conform 
with Council’s procurement processes however may be procured 
via:
•	 expressions of interest and requests for proposals
•	 invitation to artists nominated by a Council-approved advisory 

committee
•	 artists nominated by a competitively appointed tenderer as 

part of a major project or capital works.

Public art requires a management plan for the long-term 
development and conservation of the collection and to establish 
a protocol to acquire and decommission public art when required. 

ADVISORY PANEL
Kyogle Council is a member of the Arts Northern Rivers, the 
area’s peak arts body in the region. The organisation works with 
individuals, organisations and government to advocate for the 
arts and creative industries and is supported by Create NSW and 
the six local governments in the region. Arts Northern Rivers 
provides Council with an established mechanism to facilitate 
public art outcomes for the municipality.
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EVENTS AND ACTIVATION
APPROACH TO EVENTS
Council recognises the positive contribution of events to the 
lifestyle, community and economy of the municipality. Council 
has an adopted Event Management Guide to assist people and 
organisations navigate the staging of public, outdoor events in 
the municipality. 

BENEFITS OF ACTIVATION
The term ‘event’ can conjure an image of a large undertaking, 
attracting a crowd of people to enjoy a range of activities, 
however events to activate parks and reserves can vary in scale 
and	size	to	achieve	specific	outcomes	for	different	groups	within	
a community.  

Programs organised to engage residents of all ages and abilities 
in free or low-cost activities at parks contribute to activating 
previously underutilised spaces and encourage more people to 
visit and use the park. These activities can include traditional 
recreation	or	sport	pursuits,	sometimes	modified	to	meet	the	
needs of a target group, for example ‘walking Netball’ for older 
aged people. They can also include less traditional uses, such as 
dance classes on an outdoor sport court or lawn area, a practical 
art	class,	bike	repair	workshop	or	a	night-time	star-gazing	
activity, for example.

In addition to encouraging more people to utilise public 
parks and spaces for more diverse uses, increased activation 
increases the natural surveillance of a park increasing safety and 
community connection. 

PRINCIPLES FOR EVENT SETUP
Regardless of the scale of an event, there are principles to apply 
for setting up outdoor events and include:

•	 development of a Site Plan detailing access and egress, 
potential	hazards,	separation	of	pedestrian	and	vehicle	
movements, location of amenities, licensed areas etc.

 > Traffic	Management	Plan
•	 development of a Risk Assessment to identify and mitigate 

hazards	and	risks	to	people	and	property	including	safe	
pedestrian paths of travel, proximity to water bodies, fauna and 
flora,	temperature/weather	changes	etc.

•	 obtain relevant permits
•	 mowing and marking grass
•	 erecting crowd control ropes and fences
•	 erecting tents and marquees
•	 erecting sponsorship signage
•	 fixing	direction	signs
•	 setting up power supply for vendors and public address 

systems
•	 positioning	first	aid	equipment.

TYPICAL EVENT NEEDS
•	 toilets
•	 waste 
•	 power (3-phase preferred)
•	 car	parking	(plan	for	large	turf	areas	to	cater	as	overflow	

parking within open space reserves)
•	 seating and shelter 
•	 food and water/drinks
•	 generally level ground
•	 ability to temporarily fence off and restrict access to the event 

space
•	 easy access for bump-in bump-out of event infrastructure
•	 insurance (including public liability cover).
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PLANTING AND LANDSCAPE
ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES
The Australian Government describes the Border Ranges North 
and South (Queensland and New South Wales) as a ‘Biodiversity 
Hotspot’ recognised for its ‘rainforest and related vegetation’ 
character, which is of high diversity and a large proportion 
being locally endemic species from the following ecological 
communities:

•	 rainforest; that is, subtropical, warm temperate, cool temperate, 
dry and littoral rainforest and semi-evergreen vine thickets

•	 wet sclerophyll forest
•	 vegetation communities of limited extent that are typically 

surrounded by rainforest; that is, cliffs, rocky outcrops and 
montane heath

•	 riparian vegetation surrounded by, or adjacent to, rainforest.1 

“The natural values of the hotspot are at risk, and it is 
likely this risk will increase in the future in the absence of 
active conservation management. The area, therefore, has 
high national priorities for conservation management.” -  
Department of the Environment and Water Resources, 2007 
(as cited in Department of Environment, Climate Change and 
Water NSW, 2010)

The	Management	Plan	identifies	several	fundamental	threats	
on	biodiversity,	being	habitat	loss,	habitat	modification,	loss	of	
individuals, and loss of genetic integrity with leading threatening 
processes being climate change, invasive weeds and pests, 
disease	and	degradation	of	aquatic	habitat/riparian	zones.17

APPROACH TO PLANTING
The following categories are landscaping character areas 
common to open space reserves.

Parks and open space

As many of Kyogle’s open 
space reserves are adjacent 
to areas of natural vegetation, 
they present an opportunity 
to integrate with and restore 
those communities to enhance 
biodiversity.	Site-specific	
conditions will dictate suitable 
landscape character and the 
need for shade planting, wind 
breaks, visual features and 
level of embellishment.

Planting in activity nodes / 
destinations

It is desirable for these areas 
to use planting to create 
highlight built features and 
to	define	entries,	nodes	and	
separate spaces. Planting 
should balance function (i.e. 
shade, microclimate conditions, 
screening, etc.) with aesthetics 
(i.e. colour, texture and form). 
These areas appeal to visitors 
so it is important that these 
areas provide a higher level of 
finish	and	amenity.

1 Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan

Map: Broad vegetation groups in Northern NSW region 
(Source: Border Ranges Rainforest Biodiversity Management Plan NSW & QLD, Department of Environment, Climate 
Change and Water NSW, 2010)

Car parks

Car park planting must 
maintain clear sightlines 
by using plants that do not 
exceed a 500mm in height (at 
full maturity and also when in 
flower)	and	trees	with	a	clear	
trunk. Consider the mature 
habit, form and height when 
selecting species. The objective 
is to soften the hardscape and 
provide shade cover to reduce 
heat sink from the pavement.

Riparian zones

A	riparian	zone	is	land	
alongside creeks, streams, 
gullies, rivers and wetlands. 
They are important areas 
within a catchment as they 
support vegetation that 
maintains bank stability and 
provide critical ecological 
value including the reduction 
of disease and pests, retention 
of nutrients and soil, and 
support cleaner water. These 
areas, however, are vulnerable 
to damage caused by livestock 
or human movement causing 
erosion, at threat from clearing 
and easily invaded by pests, 
feral animals and weeds.2 

2 https://www.waternsw.com.au/water-
quality/catchment/living/managing-land/
riparian
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Protection, rehabilitation and restoration work is of critical importance to manage riparian land and 
can be achieved by:
•	 controlling access through fencing
•	 encouraging regeneration of native plants by undertaking targeted revegetation works

 > allow for vegetation to grow in layers, i.e. groundcovers and grasses, understorey shrubs 
and small trees, and larger trees to provide canopy cover

•	 controlling weeds through a weed management plan that is well-managed and maintained.

WATER SENSITIVE URBAN DESIGN (WSUD)

WSUD is essentially the sustainable management of water within an area through innovative and 
integrated design solutions that typically involves three key water sources - potable water, waste 
water	(from	washing	or	flushing)	or	stormwater.	

Ideally, WSUD measures will be integrated within all open space reserves through a multifaceted 
stormwater management and treatment system. This will include the following objectives:
•	 maximising water quality treatment
•	 reducing	runoff	and	peak	flows
•	 incorporating temporary and/or permanent on-site storage measures (particularly for reuse 

purposes)
•	 limiting the use of impervious materials
•	 reducing potable water demand
•	 capturing and reusing waste water and stormwater for non-potable purposes where possible.

WSUD opportunities within open space reserves also include:
•	 harvesting or redirecting runoff from car park, road, pavement and shelter roofs
•	 reusing water from amenity blocks (potentially for irrigation)
•	 use of turf and vegetated drainage swales to slow and redirect runoff, particularly into on-site 

drainage basins prior to discharging into catchment areas
•	 biofiltration	systems	with	appropriate	wetland	plantings	located	close	to	the	pollutant	source
•	 permeable materials (for paths and car parks)
•	 use	of	flush	kerbs	in	car	parks	that	have	a	crossfall	that	directs	runoff	into	biofiltration	swales	or	

landscape beds
•	 protect existing wetlands, creeks and river catchments by undertaking a comprehensive site-

specific	stormwater	management	plan	for	each	reserve	that	is	compatible	with	water	authority	
strategic guides.

LANDSCAPE MATERIALS
MULCHES
Mulch is layer of material applied to the surface of soil to conserve soil moisture, improve the 
fertility and health of the soil, reduce weeds and enhance amenity. Consider site conditions before 
selecting the appropriate type of organic or inorganic material to install, e.g. stone/gravel mulch in 
drainage swales versus forest litter mulch or other organic material (i.e. aged/composted Hoop Pine, 
Plantation or Blended Cypress bark).

•	 the type of mulch to be installed must be approved by Council
 > samples of mulch material to be submitted for approval prior to installation

•	 ensure mulch is free of propagule and green material
•	 ensure aggregate/rock gravel is locally sourced and is characterised by the natural colour of the 

deposit/geology of the source rock
•	 ensure	mulched	garden	beds	finish	25mm	below	adjacent	finish	surface	level	of	paths	and	paved	

areas,	and	finshed	flush	with	timber	or	concrete	edging	to	avoid	potential	trip	hazard	
 > ensure this condition is maintained as part of regular maintenance regimes

•	 typical type, depth and grade and type: 
 > organic mulches to garden beds - aged/composted Hoop Pine, Plantation or Blended 
Cypress bark, 100mm depth, 25mm grade

 > organic mulches to revegetation areas - aged/composted forest litter mulch, 75mm depth, 
25mm grade

 > inorganic mulches (feature areas) - locally sourced quarry decorative aggregate (such as a 
River Pebble), 50mm depth, nominally 10-20mm diameter

 > inorganic mulches (drainage/bioretention areas) - locally sourced quarry drainage rock, 
nominally 10-20mm diameter

•	 provide garden edging between mulch areas and turf areas (refer to ‘Garden edging’ for types)
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SOILS
•	 the type of soil to be installed must be approved by Council

 > samples of soil material to be submitted for approval prior to installation (including 
specific	ingredient	percentages	and	test	results	for	each	different	soil	sample	type	
provided)

 > soil	test	results	must	confirm	compliance	of	the	proposed	soil	with	AS	4419
 > soils for landscaping must be site soil or imported topsoil that is tested for horticultural 
suitability	by	a	NATA	accredited	laboratory	and	are	compatible	with	the	site	specific	
vegetation performance objectives

 > soil	amelioration	works	must	be	certified	and	undertaken	by	a	qualified	Agronomist
 > for phosphorus-sensitive plants (particularly natives) ensure the soil complies with 
specifications	of	AS	4419

•	 ensure sub-grade is prepared and ripped to 150mm depth prior to installing garden soils
•	 in most instances, use a friable garden blend soil mix

 > add	water	crystals	and	slow	release	fertiliser	mixed	within	soil	used	to	backfill	the	hole	
(not directly into hole to avoid burning the rootball)

•	 imported	soil	must	be	100%	weed	and	fungi-free	and	certified
•	 typical soil type and depth by planting category:

 > garden beds and bioretention areas - imported ‘Organic Soil’, 20% (+/- 5%) organic matter, 
“Sandy Loam” texture, 400mm deep

 > revegetation areas - imported ‘Organic Soil’, 20% (+/- 5%) organic matter, “Sandy Loam” 
texture, 300mm deep

 > structural soils (for use in structural soil cells) - imported ‘Organic Soil’, 4-8% by volume 
(+/-	5%)	organic	matter,	“Sandy	Loam”	texture	to	meet	soil	specification	requirements	
prescribed by Supplier. 

GARDEN EDGING
Edge	treatments	are	used	to	separate	and	define	two	different	landscape	areas/materials	and	
ensure that differing soft materials, landscape beds and turf avoid spilling over or to prevent turf 
from encroaching vegetated areas. This subsequently reduces maintenance needs. Garden edging 
can be practical and decorative, hence selecting the type of garden edging to install will be 
dependent on the hierarchy of the reserve and the context/conditions in which it is to be installed. 

•	 select an edging material or method based on the interfaces and surrounding context:
 > spade cut between informal garden beds and turf, however, generally prefer an alternate, 
more robust edging choice

 > extruded concrete between formal garden beds and turf, and to line all rubber softfall 
surfacing

 > timber edging between revegetation or natural areas and turf
 > root barrier between large canopy trees or species with invasive root system and car 
parking areas

•	 ensure that garden edges meet the following standards:
 > spade edge - ‘V’ shaped cut between lawn and garden using a spade/shovel
 > timber edge	-	CCA	treated	F14	hardwood	timber,	pegs	are	sized	100	x	50	x	1500mm	at	
1500 mm centres, edge board is 100 x 50mm laid on edge

 > concrete edge - 150 x 150 mm extruded extra strength concrete on a bed of crusher dust, 
must	be	reinforced	(preferably	fibre	reinforced	or	central	rod),	concrete	may	be	coloured	
but must blend with landscape

 > root barrier - high density polyethylene (HDPE) root barrier installed adjacent to hard edge 
(path/kerb/wall), roll form, 750 gsm, dimpled surface (to reduce lifting) with dimpled side 
closest to the tree, typically installed dimensions of 6000 x 900mm deep x 0.70-0.75mm 
thick x roll length

•	 expected asset life of edging materials:
 > timber - less than 10 years
 > concrete - approximately 15 years

•	 when	selecting	garden	edge	type	and	a	colour	treatment,	particularly	in	highly	trafficable	areas,	
should seek to provide 30% luminance contrast with the background to meet the requirements of 
individuals with a visibility impairment 

•	 mown	height	of	turf	areas	and	mulched	garden	beds	must	finish	flush	with	edging
•	 concrete edging must be robust enough to withstand maintenance vehicle loads where possible.
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OTHER EMBELLISHMENTS
BOULDERS
The use of landscape boulders can enhance aesthetics by connecting with natural landscape 
characteristics, bringing height to a garden bed, and providing juxtaposing hardscaping against an 
area	of	mass	soft	landscaping.	Boulders	can	also	act	as	wayfinding	markers	to	define	entries	and	as	
a	base	to	which	plaques	or	interpretive	signage	may	be	affixed.

When installing landscape bouldards, ensure that the boulder/s are preferably sourced locally, a 
minimum weight of 40 kilograms, and is embeded approximately one-third into the ground to 
prevent removal or dislodgement.

TREE PROTECTION
Staking

Generally within an open space reserve, where tree staking is necessary, the use of hardwood timber 
stakes with chamfered edges is preferred. The size	of	stakes	may	vary	to	suit	the	plant	and	site.	
Ensure that timber stakes are vertically driven into ground (avoid piercing the rootball) to a nominal 
depth of 300mm. Use a tie or guy that will not damage the trunk. Alternative staking methods are:
•	 a single stake tied to the tree with a stake approximately one-third of the trunk height
•	 double staking (typical) which is generally preferred and best for windy sites
•	 guying of large trees with wires at 450, particularly for transplanted stock
•	 angled stake driven 450 and tied to a tree trunk with a tree tie to buffer and prevent rubbing.

Check for and rectify damaged stakes every six months and loosen guys when necessary. Removal is 
acceptable between one to three years of establishment depending on the species.

Tree guards

Tree protection using a metal barrier may be required. These barriers must be rated as heavy-duty 
steel due to the level of protection required within the setting it is being installed, typically in areas 
with	large	amounts	of	hardscape	and	high	volumes	of	foot-traffic	(such	as	a	civic	space	or	town	
park). Avoid the use of ornate and decorative metal barriers. Simple lines in a dark, recessive colour 
will help to visually blend the barrier with the surrounds. Where a tree grate is to also be installed 
(see ‘Furniture’ for more information), ensure the two protective devices complement each other and 
installation is integrated.

PLANTS
The selection and design of plantings should seek to enhance biodiversity values and the 
character of the surrounding natural landscape (including wildlife habitat) while also creating an 
aesthetically pleasing space that is functional and comfortable. The best way to achieve this is by 
utilising endemic or native species - these are sustainable, typically conditioned to the local climate, 
and	befitting	of	the	natural	landscape	character	of	the	area.

The amenity value of landscaping is priceless. Without doubt, landscaping has great environmental 
and	biodiversity	value	but	it	also	creates	visual	interest,	strongly	influences	character,	and	provides	
comfort within a space. When well-planned and implemented considerately, landscaping gives 
scale	to	a	space	and	can	act	as	a	wayfinding	cue	by	creating	a	gateway,	threshold	or	landmark.	Over	
time, large or unique specimen trees often become an iconic feature admired and cherished by the 
community. And when these embellishments are well-maintained, it helps invoke a stronger sense 
of	place	for	the	community	as	they	find	the	space	appealing	to	use	and	appreciate/respect	it	more.

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

Plant and turf selection

It is preferable for plant selection to be species indigenous to the Kyogle region. Where this is not 
possible or undesirable, native species endemic to the Northern Rivers region are acceptable.

Plants should be selected from the indicative species lists provided in this Guide. All species 
selections will be subject to approval by the relevant Kyogle Council department.

As a general guide:

•	 plants for parks should be indigenous in all or nearly all cases
•	 indigenous trees should be used near environmental areas
•	 where an exotic tree is a recognised as an established species within a Village or open space 

reserve, the continued use of this species may be acceptable to maintain that character, however 
the environmental context (particularly proximity to waterways) of the location must be 
considered prior to approving the use of an exotic species

•	 unless	there	is	an	overriding	design	objective	(for	example:	specific	form	or	solar	outcomes,	etc),	
plantings must be allied as closely as possible to indigenous species

•	 any	plants	interfacing	with	road	reserves,	traffic	control	devices	or	car	parking	areas	must	be	low-
height clumping forms rather than running forms

•	 plant selections should be discussed early into planning stages and approved at the concept 
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stage of the project
•	 turf species must be suitable warm season varieties and 

be selected taking into consideration the soil type and 
environmental conditions and available water

PLANTING PROVISIONS - GENERAL
•	 consider using plants that provide visual amenity, sensory 

activation and are complementary to the natural landscape 
character of the surrounding area

•	 consider CPTED principles when locating and selecting plant 
species to maintain sight lines

•	 it is essential to comply with offset standards required by 
service infrastructure providers. Existing services may be 
present within a reserve and this needs to be checked prior to 
digging

•	 avoid the use of aggressive (i.e. sharp and spikey), toxic/
poisonous, invasive (i.e.  spreads vigorously or threatens native 
habitat) and fragile plants within open space reserves to 
minimise risks to public safety

•	 use plants that are drought tolerant, low maintenance and do 
not require irrigation after establishment period

•	 avoid fruit bearing species that may negatively attract fauna or 
drop over pedestrian areas/paths

•	 all full sun species should be sun hardened prior to planting
•	 preferably all stock to be sourced from a local nursery for 

acclimatisation to local conditions
•	 consult	a	qualified	arborist	or	horticulturalist	for	more	

information and advice
•	 recommended monitoring and establishment periods:

 > mass planted areas - minimum of 3 months
 > trees (all) and palms - minimum 12 months
 > frequency of monitoring (for all plantings) - minimum 
every 6 weeks during establishment.

PROVISION OF TREES - GENERAL
•	 avoid planting trees known to have a large canopy and/or 

invasive	root	zone	within	proximity	of	services,	particularly	
water and sewer lines

 > any	specifications,	Guides	or	offsets	required	by	relevant	
service providers or authorities takes precedence over 
this Guide

•	 plant trees a minimum offset of 1200mm from edge of paths
•	 retain existing mature trees wherever possible to maximise 

shade
•	 25L tree stock is preferred over 45L to avoid shock and allow 

the stock to establish and grow into site conditions
 > tree stock is to conform to AS 2303:2018 Tree stock for 
landscape use

•	 consider if the area is known for wildlife habitat, such as 
koalas or other threatened species, and select trees that will 
be safe and appropriate to support those fauna

•	 a tree pit should be dug to as deep as the rootball and three 
times	the	rootball	in	width.	Backfill	with	appropriate	soil	
mixture.

PROVISION OF SHADE CANOPY TREES
•	 for optimal shade outcomes, plant trees to the north and west 

to protect spaces during peak times of sun exposure
•	 plant adjacent to seating areas, shelters and picnic areas, in 

car	parks,	around	the	edge	of	a	field	or	space	(adere	to	runoffs,	
setbacks	and	clearance	zones),	and	along	pathways

•	 where possible, preference is for advanced tree stock for shade 
canopy	species,	i.e.	Ex-ground	or	100L	bag	size,	when	budget	is	
available to install mature specimens

PROVISION OF FEATURE TREES
•	 provide visual amenity and interest through colour and 

seasonal	change	(e.g.	flowers	in	spring	or	leaves	change	colour	

in autumn)
•	 can be used to highlight nodes or key destinations/entries 

and are good markers within the landscape, typically used to 
enable	wayfinding

 > plant at pedestrian and vehicle entry points
 > plant along edges of reserve (particularly roadside)

•	 where possible, preference is for advanced tree stock for 
feature	tree	species,	i.e.	Ex-ground	or	100L	bag	size,	when	
budget is available to install mature specimens

TRANSPLANTED TREES
•	 where a tree can easily be moved, many evergreen shrub and 

tree species are best moved in autumn as the cooler weather 
does not stress the plant. Winter is only suitable for deciduous 
trees and shrubs species.

•	 the procedure of transplanting a tree should be undertaken by 
an arborist or experienced person

•	 ensure that the northern side of the tree is marked prior to 
moving. The orientation of the tree is important to ensure 
that the sides of the tree that were shade facing do not turn 
towards the sun in its new position. This will help avoid the 
tree from getting sunburnt. 

•	 it is also vital to give the root ball a good soak when it is 
planted	in	the	new	hole	to	flush	out	any	air	pockets	around	
the roots. This will avoid the roots drying out when they hit air 
pockets.

•	 avoid adding fertiliser to the hole before planting the tree as 
too much nitrogen to transplanted plants may force them to 
put on new growth and stress the plant. Apply slow release 
rock mineral fertiliser on top to slowly wash through. Water it 
all in well.

•	 transplanting is a fairly traumatic experience for a shrub or a 
tree but can be done easily with most species if undertaken 
appropriately and ongoing care given until reestablished.

MASS PLANTINGS
•	 mass plantings involve the planting of like species in 

groupings, and may be arranged in varying heights and scales 
(for natural growing patterns) or in a row to provide a buffer 
or screening. They are effective at creating visual amenity and 
providing good understorey coverage for trees.

•	 recommended	pot	sizes	for	mass	planting	species:
 > 140mm - tufting grasses, vines and small to medium 
sized	shrubs

 > 200mm to 300mm - medium to large shrubs
 > 50mm tubestocks - macrophytes and revegetation stock

•	 stabilise slopes greater than 1:2 with a geotextile jutemesh to 
hold the plants during establishment. This may be particularly 
necessary in WSUD devices such as swales or basins.

 > slopes of 1:2 or steeper consider applying an organic 
blanket	spray	mulch,	which	contains	a	tackifier,	
organic	matter,	cover	crop	grass	(sacrificial	for	quick	
establishment) and a native seed mix. This product is 
particularly useful on steep rocky cut embankments.

WETLAND & BIORETENTION PLANTINGS
•	 trees	planted	in	these	areas	should	be	backfilled	with	filter	

media and provided in accordance with the requirements 
of the latest version of the Guides for Soil Filter Media in 
Bioretention Systems (refer to the Facility for Advancing Water 
Biofiltration) within the Water By Design - Bioretention Technical 
Design Guides (2012)

•	 use species that are proven to adapt or be tolerant to moist, 
waterlogged conditions, such as sedges and rush species

•	 seek	plants	with	bioremediation	and	filtration	capabilities	(i.e.	
removes pollutants) and will bind soil to prevent runoff

•	 application	is	within	biofiltration	systems,	lining	wetlands,	
vegetated	swales,	rain	gardens	and	riparian	zones.



RIPARIAN ZONE

Post and rail fence 
(where necessary)

OPEN SPACE

(TYPE VARIES)

GREENLINK

OPEN SPACE

(TYPE VARIES)

EDGE

(TYPE VARIES)

ACTIVITY NODE

OPEN SPACE

(TYPE VARIES)

OPEN SPACE

(TYPE VARIES)

PAUSE 
POINT

(OFFLINE OF 
PATH OF 
TRAVEL - 

FREQUENCY 
RANGES FROM 

EVERY 300 - 
500m)

SHARED 
PATH

(2.5M 
WIDTH)

CLEARANCE

(MIN. 
500mm)

Pathway link to nearby car park 
or point of interest

Maintenance access

Greelink pathway with low 
to medium height plantings 
either side of path

Picnic furniture (provisions based 
on reserve type) - typically includes 
a barbecue, table and chairs, park 
bench, rubbish bin, etc.
Provide additional amenity by using 
a backdrop of native groundcovers 
and low to medium height shrubs 
(for CPTED purposes). Arrange 
plants to frame views and vistas.

Turf area (max. 1:4 slope)

Large canopy shade tree 
with an understorey of 
mass planting

Locate shelter within close 
proximity of existing trees or 
other feature of significance on 
the reserve

Provide pause point with 
furniture for respite (provisions 
based on reserve type) and 
typically includes a park bench,  
rubbish bin and interpretive or 
marker signage.

Park name sign within garden bed

Crossfall

Picnic shelter with skillion roof

New feature tree planting/s. 
Opportunity to use one of the 
Village planting theme tree species

Maintained turf area around 
shelter (max. 1:4 slope)

Soften appearance of wall with 
landscaping within clearance 
zone (between edge of path 
and wall). Consider using a 
creeping species to top of wall.

Provide a natural rock retaining 
wall for grade changes. Walls 
over 1.0m high require 
structural engineering.

Revegetate (if necessary) 
with endemic species

Rehabiltate (if necessary) 
and protect waterway and 
riparian zone

Crossfall Crossfall

Provide additional amenity by 
using a backdrop of native 
plants (consider CPTED 
principles).
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TURF
Turf is ideal for stablising large areas, reducing runoff and 
erosion (particularly stabilising dust). There are basically 
two types of turf in open space reserves, which will affect 
maintenance regimes, irrigation, weed management, top dressing 
needs and aeration.

1. high use and major activity areas (such as town or local park, 
sports	playing	fields	or	areas	around	picnic	facilities)

 > these turf areas require intense maintenance
2. lower use and low-levels of activity

 > these turf areas require less maintenance

The following outcomes and requirements applies to turf areas:
•	 1.5m minimum width of turfed areas
•	 maximum grade for a turf embankment is 1:4
•	 provide turf areas in large, connected swaths so that a mower 

can easily move through. Avoid smaller turf patches where 
possible (particularly small ‘V’ shapes between pathways and 
garden beds.

•	 where possible, consider mowing requirements around tree 
bases (i.e. place tree within a mulch bed with a garden edge to 
separate grass and bed)

•	 turf	can	be	used	to	filter	pollutants	and	sediment	in	WSUD	
devices such as turf swales (maximum side slope of 1:4 and a 
minimum width of 3m is preferable)

•	 turf installations must be good quality, free of paspalum, nut 
grass and other common weeds

•	 ensure subgrade is well prepared and ripped to 150mm depth
•	 ensure regular watering regimes are undertaken after 

installation to ensure the rolls of turf laid do not dry out
•	 grass seeding may be cheaper, however, ensure that adequate 

aeration is undertaken prior to application and there will be 
a need to implement a weed spraying program in conjunction 
with the seeding.

IRRIGATION
Wherever possible, WSUD initiatives should be used as the 
preferred method of capturing water to irrigate all turf and 
planted areas within open space reserves. Seek alternate sources 
of water to supply the irrigation system, such as borewater or 
stormwater and recycled water. The source must meet water 
quality requirements to ensure no detrimental effects on people, 
soil, vegetation or the irrigation equipment.

Where irrigation systems are required, they must be designed 
to	achieve	the	best	possible	efficiency	in	water	application	and	
use, measuring and reporting and maintaining the landscape or 
facility to the desired level. 

Consider the use of rainwater tanks that capture runoff from 
the roofs of shelters or amenities buildings. Rainwater tanks 
have become a common and effective method of enhancing 
water conservation by reducing demand on public water supply 
and reducing impacts during drought conditions. NSW Health 
supports the use of rainwater tanks for non-drinking uses, such 
as	toilet	flushing,	washing	clothes	or	in	water	heating	systems,	
and	outdoors	for	uses	such	as	garden	irrigation,	filling	swimming	
pools,	water	features	and	ornamental	ponds,	and	fire	fighting.3

They	must	be	designed	and	installed	by	a	suitably	qualified	
and	certified	irrigation	designer	and	include	details	for	layout,	
flow,	pressure,	precipitation	rates,	water	budget,	and	irrigation	
schedules.

Aim	to	be	waterwise	by	incorporating	flow	meters	and	rain	
gauges that are connected to a controller and use soil moisture 
sensors.

All irrigation system equipment installed should be compatible 
across the LGA to create a consistent irrigation management 
system that can be easily repaired and maintained by Council.

Refer to the Irrigation Association of Australia’s Urban Irrigation 
Best Management Practices for appropriate irrigation design and 
installation guidance.

3 https://www.health.nsw.gov.au/environment/water/Pages/rainwater.aspx

TYPICAL LANDSCAPE INTERFACES AND PLANTING DETAILS
GREEN LINKS, RECREATION BUSHLAND AND OPEN SPACE AREA
Key outcomes:
•	 complement adjacent areas of natural bushland or setting (e.g. riparian corridor or rural landscape)
•	 create corridors of natural planting arrangements that showcase a mix of appropriate trees, shrubs, groundcovers and tufting 

grasses to sensitively respond to the natural setting
•	 all	plantings	should	be	randomly	arranged	to	reflect	the	natural	growing	patterns	of	nature. Understorey	planting	density,	however,	

should seek to achieve groupings that provide good coverage to ensure embankment stability and prevent erosion or weed issues.

Not to scale
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MAJOR ACTIVITY NODES
Key outcomes:
•	 locate	near	existing	natural	features	(e.g.	significant	trees,	etc.)
•	 connect with pathways linked to playspaces, car parking or other nearby destinations
•	 plantings should be more formal around the shelter and considerate of CPTED principles

PAUSE POINTS AND SHARED PATHS 
Key outcomes:
•	 provided at regular intervals when approaching Villages or major activity hubs (i.e. town centre) and can be less frequent (farther 

apart) along less developed sections of a Green Link corridor
•	 co-locate pause points with natural features or points of interest along the corridor

Not to scale

Not to scale
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TURF LINED DRAINAGE SWALE DETAIL

MASS PLANTING LAYOUT AT 1 PER m2

MASS PLANTING LAYOUT AT 3 PER m2

MASS PLANTING LAYOUT AT 1 PER 2 m2

VEGETATED ROCK LINED DRAINAGE SWALE DETAIL 

MASS PLANTING LAYOUT AT 2 PER m2

MASS PLANTING LAYOUT AT 4 PER m2

RANDOM PLANTING LAYOUT AT 3 PER m2
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INDICATIVE PLANT LIST
Plant selection for landscaping should consist primarily of local endemic or native species known for low water-use needs and are 
non-weedy species. When selecting plants, it is important to understand the intention of the space being designed and whether the 
species	will	fulfil	the	desired	effect	or	aesthetic	outcome	being	sought.	For	example,	if	screening	and	privacy	is	the	objective,	choose	
plants	that	grow	quickly	to	a	suitable	height	at	maturity	so	they	will	screen	the	area	sufficiently.	

The list below provides a range of plant species that are known to grow successfully in the Northern NSW region. The suitability 
of each species by type of planting condition (e.g. riparian, open space reserve, car park or WSUD device) is also provided to ensure 
appropriateness of plant selection.

Table 27. Recommended planting species for Kyogle LGA

Botanical name Common name Typical mature 
height (metres)

Typical mature 
spread (metres)
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Trees

Allocasuarina torulosa Rose she-oak, Forest oak 10.0 5.0 - 8.0 P

Alphitonia excelsa Red Ash 12.0 5.0 P P

Angophora subvelutina Broadleaved Apple 20.0 - 30.0 10.0 P P

Araucaria bidwillii Bunya Pine 35.0 15.0 P P P

Araucaria cunninghamii Hoop pine 30.0 6.0 P P P

Archontophoenix cunninghamiana Bangalow palm 25.0 4.0 - 7.0 P

Argyrodendron actinophyllum Black booyong 25.0 10.0 P P P

Argyrodendron trifololatum White booyong 15.0 - 40.0 10.0 P P

Backhousia citriodora Lemon Myrtle 3.0 - 15.0 1.0 - 5.0 P P

Brachychiton acerifolius Flame Tree 25.0 8.0 P P

Callistemon salignus Willow Bottlebrush 10.0 5.0 - 10.0 P P P P

Callitris baileyi Bailey's Cypress Pine 18.0 - 20.0 narrow P P P

Casuarina cunninghamiana River Oak 10.0 - 35.0 10.0 P P P P

Corymbia opaca Desert Bloodwood 8.0 - 15.0 5.0 - 8.0 P P P

Cryptocarya glaucescens Jackwood 15.0 - 30.0 15.0 P

Cryptocarya obovata Pepperberry 3.0 - 8.0 2.0 - 4.0 P

Cryptocarya laevigata Glossy laurel 6.0 2.0 - 6.0 P

Cryptocarya triplinervis Three veined laurel 8.0 - 30.0 4.0 - 10.0 P

Cupaniopsis anacardioides Tuckeroo 6.0 - 15.0 3.5 - 6.0 P P

Delonix regia Poinciana 5.0 - 12.0 10.0 - 15.0 P P

Diploglottis australis Tamarind 8.0 - 12.0 5.0 - 8.0 P P

Diploglottis cambellii Small leaved tamarind 6.0 - 10.0 6.0 - 8.0 P P

Elaeocarpus grandis Blue quandong 25.0 - 35.0 5.0 - 10.0 P P

Elaeocarpus obovatus Hard quandong 10.0 - 12.0 4.0-6.0 P P

Elaeocarpus reticulatus Blueberry Ash 10.0 5.0 - 8.0 P

Eucalyptus acmenoides White mahogany, Barayly 25.0 - 50.0 6.0 P

Eucalyptus biturbinata or
Eucalyptus punctata Grey Gum 10.0 10.0+ P P

Eucalyptus propinqua Small-fruited grey gum 20.0 - 50.0 8.0 P

Eucalyptus microcorys Tallowwood 30.0 - 70.0 8.0 - 15.0 P P

Eucalyptus saligna Sydney blue gum 20.0 - 50.0 5.0 - 25.0 P P

Eucalyptus tereticornis Forest Red Gum 50.0 10.0 P P

Ficus coronata Creek	sandpaper	fig 15.0 6.0 P P P
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Botanical name Common name Typical mature 
height (metres)

Typical mature 
spread (metres)
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Flindersia australis Crows Ash, Teak 10.0 - 30.0 5.0 - 10.0

Glochidion ferdinandii Cheese tree 5.0 - 7.0 3.0 - 5.0 P P

Grevillea robusta Silky Oak 5.0 - 40.0 5.0 - 20.0 P P P

Guoia semiglauca Guoia 10.0 - 15.0 5.0 - 10.0 P

Jagera pseudorhus Foambark 5.0 - 10.0 3.0 - 5.0 P

Lophostemon confertus Brush box 10.0 - 25.0 5.0 - 15.0 P P P

Mallotus discolor Yellow kamala 6.0 - 12.0 4.0 - 8.0 P

Mallotus philippensis Red kamala 8.0 - 18.0 4.0 - 8.0 P

Melaleuca irbyana Swamp Tea-tree 8.0 - 12.0 8.0 - 10.0 P P P P

Melaleuca viminalis or  
Callistemon viminalis Creek bottlebrush 4.0 2.0 P P

Phoenix canariensis Canary Date Palm 10.0 - 20.0 6.0 - 7.0 P P

Podocarpus elatus Brown pine 8.0 - 20.0 4.0 - 7.0 P P

Streblus brunonianus Whalebone tree 10.0 - 30.0 5.0 - 12.0 P

Syzygium	australe Brush cherry or Scrub 
Cherry 25.0 4.0 - 10.0 P P P

Syzygium	francisii Giant water gum 8.0 - 15.0 6.0 P P

Syzygium	smithii Lilly Pilly 3.0 - 30.0 3.0 - 6.0 P P

Toona ciliata Red cedar 8.0 - 40.0 5.0 - 8.0 P P P

Tristaniopsis laurina Watergum 7.0 - 12.0 5.0 P P P

Waterhousia	floribunda Weeping Lilly Pilly 30.0 10.0 P P

Shrubs

Atractocarpus chartaceus Narrow-leaved Gardenia 3.0 2.0 P

Banksia spinulosa Hairpin Banksia 3.0 - 5.0 1.0 - 2.0 P

Breynia oblongifolia Breynia 3.0 2.0 P P

Callicarpa pendunculata Velvet Leaf 2.0 1.0 P

Callistemon viminalis Weeping bottlebrush 5.0 - 8.0 3.0 - 4.0 P P

Cordyline petiolaris Broad-leaved Palm Lily 2.0 - 5.0 1.5 P

Cordyline stricta Narrow-leaved Palm Lilly 2.0 - 4.0 1.0 P P

Cyathea australis Rough tree fern 10.0 4 P P P

Desmodium acanthocladum Thorny Pea 1.0 - 2.0 spreading P P

Doryanthes palmeri Spear Lily 3.0 3.0 P P

Grevillea rosemarinifolia Crimson Villea 0.8 0.8 P P

Hibbertia scandens Guinea Flower 1.0 2.0 P P

Hovea acutifolia Pointed-leaf Hovea 2.0 1.0 P

Linospadix monostachya Walking Stick Palm 2.0 - 3.0 1.0 P

Melastoma	affine Blue Tongue 2.0 2.0 P P

Pittosporum	multiflorum Orange Thorn 2.0 1.0 P

Prostanthera lasianthos Victorian Christmas Bush 2.0 - 10.0 2.0 - 5.0 P

Psychotria loniceroides Hairy Psychotria 3.0 2.0 P

Rhagodia spinescens Aussie Flat Bush 0.3 - 0.5 1.0 P P

Westringia spp. Native rosemary varies varies P P

Xanthorrhoea australis Grass Tree 3.0 2.0 P P P
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Botanical name Common name Typical mature 
height (metres)

Typical mature 
spread (metres)
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Groundcovers / Vines / Grasses

Adiantum hispidulum Rough Maidenhair 0.5 - 0.7 spreading

Alpinia caerulea Native Ginger 2.0 1.0 P P

Alocasia brisbanensis Cunjevoi 1.0 - 2.5 1.5 - 2.5 P

Anigozanthos	hybrid	‘Amber	Velvet’ Velvet Kangaroo Paws 0.4 0.5 P P

Asplenium australasicum Birdnest Fern 1.0 2.0 P

Baloskion tetraphyllus Tassel cord rush 0.5 - 0.75 0.45 P

Blechnum indicum Swamp Water Fern 0.5 1.0 P P

Carpobrotus glaucescens Angular	sea-fig	or	
pigface 0.2 2.0 P P

Carex appressa Tall sedge 0.5 - 1.2 0.5 - 1.0 P P P

Casuarina glauca Free Fall™ Free Fall™ Casuarina 0.30 - 0.60 3.0 - 6.0 P P

Commelina cyanea Blue Commelina 0.3 1.0 - 2.0 P P P

Crinum pedunculatum Swamp or River Lily 1.0 1.0 P P P

Dianella caerulea Blue	flax-lily 0.8 spreading P P P

Dianella longifolia Blueberry lily 0.8 spreading P P P

Dietes	grandiflora Wild Iris 0.5 - 1.2 0.5 - 1.0 P P

Dioscorea transversa Native Yam 4.0 spreading P P

Grevillea rhyolitica x juniperina Cherry Cluster™ 
Grevillea 0.5 0.8 P P

Grevillea Royal Rambler™ Royal Rambler™ 
Grevillea 0.2 - 0.3 2.0 - 5.0 P P

Hardenbergia violacea False sarsaparilla 0.5 2.0 P P

Linospadix monostachya Walking Stick Palm 2.0 - 3.0 1.0 P

Liriope muscari Liriope 0.4 0.4 P

Lomandra hystrix Creek mat rush 1.0 1.0 P P P P

Lomandra	multiflora Club Rush 0.45 0.45 P P

Lomandra spicata Rainforest Lomandra 0.5 0.8 P P

Lygodium microphyllum Climbing Maidenhair 
Fern 4.0 spreading P P

Myoporum parvifolium Creeping boobialla 0.1 1.0 P P

Pandorea jasminoides Bower Vine 3.0 spreading P

Pararistolochia praevenosa Birdwing	Butterfly	Vine 5.0 - 10.0 spreading P

Parsonsia straminea Common Silkpod creeping creeping P P

Poa labillardieri var. labillardieri Common tussock-grass 0.6 - 1.5 0.5 - 1.5 P P P

Scaevola aemula Fairy Fan Flower 0.2 - 0.6 0.8 - 1.0 P P

Themeda australis Kangaroo Grass 1.0 clumping P P

Tripladenia cunninghamii Spice Bush 0.4 spreading P P P

Westringia fruticosa Native Rosemary 0.3 0.7 P P

Viola hederaceae Native Violet 0.1 spreading P P P

NOTES: 
1. Araucaria bidwillii (Bunya Pine) and Araucaria cunninghamii (Hoop Pines) should only be planted in large open areas in order to 

minimise public safety risk from seed pods dropping. These species should also only be planted in areas that are irrigated.
2. To	determine	planting	density,	check	the	average	mature	spread	to	determine	how	many	of	that	species	type	will	fit	within	one	

square	metre	(e.g.		Lomandra	multiflora	has	an	average	spread	of	0.45m,	which	would	allow	for	2	plants	per	square	metre.
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Indicative tree palette Indicative shrub palette Indicative groundcovers & vines palette Indicative grasses palette

Araucaria cunninghamii  Hoop Pine

Archontophoenix cunninghamiana  Bangalow Palm

Brachychiton acerfolius  Flame Tree

Alphitonia excelsa  Red Ash

Ficus coronata  Creek Sandpaper Fig

Melaleuca irbyana  Swamp Tea-tree

Xanthorrhoea australis  Grass Tree

Linospadix monstachya  Walking Stick Palm

Hibbertia scandens  Guinea Flower

Doryanthes palmeri  Spear Lily

Westringia fruticosa  sowNative Rosemary

Hovea acutifolia  Pointed-leaf Hovea

Alipina caerulea  Native Ginger

Parsonia straminea  Common Silkpod

Asplenium australasicum  Birdnest Fern

Pandorea jasminoides  Bower Vine

Grevillea spp.  Grevillea Royal Rambler

Tripladenia cunninghamii  Spice Bush

Crinum pedunculatum  Swamp or River Lily

Poa labillardieri  Common Tussock-Grass

Themeda australis  Kangaroo Grass

Lomandra hystrix  Creek Mat Rush

Carpobrotus glaucescens  Angular Sea-fig or Pigface

Carex appressa  Tall Sedge



Alcorn Park, Kyogle Recreation Reserve
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06>
DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 
EXPECTATIONS

OVERVIEW
Open space reserves are vital parts of a community. They cater 
not only to active sport and recreation interests or needs but 
also provide the whole community with access to greenspace 
and passive recreation opportunities, in turn, can have a range of 
positive	benefits	to	individual	health	and	wellbeing.	These	spaces	
must therefore appeal to all members of the community, across 
all	ages	and	levels	of	fitness/ability.

Quality design, construction and maintenance of open space 
reserves will instill a strong sense of place that promotes the 
values of the community it serves and provide opportunities for 
social, environmental and education connection. The considerate 
design and planning of these spaces can transform the character 
and amenity of a place, support and enhance the surrounding 
natural environment and provide opportunities for greater 
community interaction and economic growth. 

It is, therefore, very important that these spaces be well designed, 
fit	for	purpose,	and	aim	to	be	distinctive,	multifunctional	
destinations that are attractive, accessible and resilient to 
withstand the pressures of time, climate and use. To achieve 
these objectives and a holistic outcome, the following principles 
should be considered during the planning, design and delivery of 
all open space reserves.

PLANNING AND DESIGN GUIDANCE
The planning and design for open space reserves must ensure 
that these places are sustainable, site responsive and follow the 
best practice design principles and requirements outlined in this 
Guide.

Delivering quality places and outcomes involves comprehensive 
planning,	site-specific	needs	analysis	and	cross-disciplinary	
development. It is a multi-staged process to progress from 
project	inception	to	a	final	constructed	outcome.	

SITE SURVEY AND ANALYSIS
Site	analysis	is	the	first	stage	for	any	project,	involving	the	
systematic collection of all relevant data that may pertain to a 
site. This includes consideration for the surrounding context and 
setting.	The	analysis	looks	to	identify	and	determine	all	inflences	
that may impact on the vision and obectives of a project.

A comprehensive site analysis will involve (at a minimum) the 
following data sets:
•	 topographical and hydrological survey
•	 vegetation mapping and/or survey
•	 physical site visit/inspection

•	 collection of other relevant existing data (such as aerial 
photography, authority maps, GIS data and the requirements of 
other government/authority/service providers)

•	 geotechnical tests
•	 microclimate conditions
•	 acoustic environment
•	 historical, cultural and visual assessments.

DETAILED MASTER PLANNING
Master planning is an step in the process to delivering open 
spaces and is a typical consideration and requirement for 
developing community and open space infrastructure. 

It is important that master plans are prepared by professionals 
with	appropriate	qualifications	and	are	developed	as	a	
collaborative effort involving relevant departments and 
individuals at Council, as well as, the local community.

LANDSCAPE CONCEPT PLANS
A Landscape Concept Plan must be developed to address both 
the form and function all open space reserves. These plans must 
be approved before landscape construction commences.

The Plan shall include, but not be limited to, identifying the type 
and location of the following components: 
•	 park furniture (picnic shelters, seats, drinking fountains, 

rubbish bins, bollards, fencing, etc.) 
•	 paths, trails, and bridges 
•	 playground areas, outdoor exercise equipment
•	 garden areas, tree planting, turf, mulch material, and plant 

selection
•	 irrigation (if required)
•	 car	parking	and	traffic	control	devices
•	 lighting (if required).

This	plan	should	be	undertaken	by	a	suitably	qualified	
Landscape Architect, who is a member of the Australian Institute 
of Landscape Architects. Landscape plans with engineering 
requirements and details will require the approval of Kyogle 
Council’s	engineering	section	and	certification.
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CLIMATE CHANGE CONSIDERATIONS
Given that local governments are responsible for delivering, 
managing and maintaining a broad range of services, assets 
and infrastructure for the community, they are by virtue directly 
affected by the potential impacts of climate change. This puts 
Council in a critical role to act as leaders to effectively protect 
the community, and enact adequate measures (plan for the future, 
build-in resilience and provide a range of adaptation responses).

Climate change studies indicate that there is a real risk that the 
impact on Council assets and operations could increase in a 
number of areas such as:
•	 inability to preserve community owned and valued assets 

affected by more intense natural disasters
•	 the number of claims in the area of asset damage (physical 

damage to Council owned buildings infrastructure and assets)
•	 higher insurance premiums as a result of increased claims
•	 professional indemnity issues relating to the management of 

the	development	and	building	approvals,	issuing	of	certificates,	
verbal advice

•	 corporate governance issues including failure to implement 
legislation,	financial	responsibility,	strategic	planning	and	
corporate responsibility

•	 public liability issues caused by extreme weather events.1

Open space reserve infrastructure, in terms of design, delivery  
and management should therefore consider the following 
principles to ensure that:
•	 projected climatic conditions are being considered:

 > increases in average ambient temperature (anticipated 
to rise by 0.7 0C to 2.1 0C for longer periods of time per 
year in the Kyogle area)

 > decreases in average annual rainfall
 > increased intensity of extreme rainfall events
 > increased	severity	of	Fire	Weather	(quantified	by	
temperature, humidity and wind speed)

 > potential sea level rise
 > design responses are planned and implemented 
using best-practice adaptation measures, which are 
innovative,	smart,	flexible	and	integrated	as	part	of	a	
wider effort to respond to climate change impacts

•	 adaptability is key to cater to a wide range of probable future 
scenarios (considering changes in temperature, rainfall, 
extreme weather events, resource supply, etc.)

•	 are implementable within planned budgets or can be staged 
as part of future budgeted works or grant opportunities.

Key considerations when designing and building community 
infrastructure include:

•	 impacts on resilience of materials and vegetation
 > can the infrastructure withstand extremely hot 
conditions?

 > is asset integrity at risk? Will it require more frequent 
inspections/assessments, preventative maintenance, or 
exposure to damage from severe weather events?

 > is there a risk of increased plant maintenance needs to 
preserve	life	in	times	of	drought	or	flooding?

 > are the plantings appropriate for the location? Endemic 
species are typically tolerant of local conditions and 
variations in weather.

•	 risk to users from climate events
 > can the infrastructure withstand extremely heavy rain?
 > can people still comfortably walk or cycle?

•	 impacts on the functionality of infrastructure and the space
 > can design solutions be integrated to counter the 
impacts of climate change, such as landscaping to 
reduce urban heat island effect?

1 Review of Climate Change Assessment and Adaptation Initiatives

•	 are there any potential risks to asset insurance cover or costs? 
 > consider how climate change impacts may affect the 
ability to obtain insurances due to location, or affect 
warranties on infrastructure?

•	 is there an opportunity to educate the community and 
resilience, such as providing shade, reducing water demand, 
protecting from inclement weather, acting as a neighbourhood 
safer place.

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS
OVERVIEW
This section has been developed to provide guidance for the 
design and construction of open space reserves and specify 
expectations for the type of facilities, infrastructure and assets to 
be provided within those spaces.

This Guide does not replicate nor override the requirements of 
any relevant legislation, Australian Standards, industry Guides 
or	manufacturer’s	specifications.	Please	refer	to	the	relevant	
authority or service provider for current information, codes, 
standards and product manufacturing details, as amendments to 
such documents are frequently made.

The purpose of the information provided by this Guide is to 
inform good decision making and where effectively applied, will 
achieve a cohesive, place-appropriate outcome that will create 
desirable, functional and maintainable facilities for end users, the 
community, and Council.

COUNCIL STANDARDS AND POLICY

Accessibility and Inclusion

Kyogle Council’s Disability Inclusion Action Plan (DIAP) was 
prepared as a requirement of all NSW local councils in response 
to the Disability Inclusion Act 2014.

Kyogle Council’s standalone DIAP complements Council’s existing 
operational plans and policies including the Community Strategic 
Plan and the Pedestrian Access and Mobility Plan (PAMP)

Strategies	and	actions	identified	under	the	DIAP	address	four	key	
focus areas:

•	 attitudes and behaviours
•	 liveable communities
•	 employment
•	 aystems and processes.

An informal Reference Group was established to assist in the 
preparation	of	specific	strategies	and	actions	contained	in	the	
DIAP. The Reference Group consisted of State agencies, disability 
service providers, people living with disabilities, and Council 
representatives.

Council’s PAMP was developed to assist Kyogle Council to 
effectively plan and meet the access needs of the Kyogle Local 
Government Area (LGA) through the provision of accessible 
facilities for people with disabilities or mobility restrictions.

A Mobility Access Audit	identifies	what	access	barriers	exist	in	
Council buildings and open spaces and is founded on social 
justice principles.

Climate Change

The effects of climate change pose a number of risks to Council 
and the villages of Kyogle in terms of infrastructure, community 
facilities, local businesses, aged and community care, and 
associated health issues. In response to these issues, Council has 
produced the following climate change plans:

Climate Change Risk Assessment Adaptation Report

The Climate Change Risk Assessment and Adaptation Report uses 
international risk management standards to assess climate 
change risks and the impacts on the organisation using 
projections	of	nationally	and	internationally	recognised	scientific	
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research	including	data	from	the	CSIRO,	Office	of	Environment	
and Heritage (OEH), and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC).

The	Report	identifies	current	controls	and	proposed	adaptation	
initiatives for 14 no. ‘High’ risks and one ‘Extreme’ risk, as well as 
31 no. ‘Medium’ risks and seven ‘Low’ rated risks. A total of 33 risks 
were	identified	using	six	different	risk	scenarios.	The	greatest	
number of risks, whilst mainly ‘Medium’, related to impacts of 
increased temperature, however also considered changes in 
rainfall	and	severe	fire	weather	conditions.

Recommended initiatives aimed at mitigating projected impacts 
included the following key actions for open space reserves:

•	 prepare an Open Spaces Design Guide to determine a balance 
between	use	of	artificial	shade	structures	and	shade	trees

•	 look to increase shade around playgrounds sporting facilities, 
open spaces and town centres whilst avoiding use of trees in 
locations that can cause damage to assets and other structures

•	 provision of lighting at sporting facilities and recreational 
areas during development of open space plans

•	 consider innovative solutions during open space planning 
around provision of additional shade and lighting, and the 
creation of refuges in existing public and community spaces

•	 fire	trail	maintenance;	community	managed	evacuation	centres	
and neighbourhood safer places.

Sustainable Councils Communities Action Plan

The Sustainable Councils and Communities Action Plan prioritises 
and	recommends	an	implementation	plan	for	energy	efficiency	
measures and renewable energy upgrades. This Plan was 
prepared by 100% Renewables on behalf of Council and the 
OEH under the NSW Government’s Sustainable Councils and 
Communities Program, and includes a discussion on the targets 
around carbon emissions and renewable energy.

Kyogle Council adopted the Sustainable Councils Communities 
Action Plan in June 2019. The actions are primarily targeted at 
reducing eletricity consumption and sets targets for renewable 
energy. It does set targets for emissions from waste disposal 
or treatment. The Plan recommends an overall target for 50% 
electricity to come from renewable sources by 2025 (or earlier) 
and suggests such could be achieved through sourcing 25% from 
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) providers and 25% from on-site 
solar installations. This is further supported by a recommendation 
for Council to expand solar PV systems on Kyogle community 
pool buildings, together with on-site battery storage, over coming 
years. By implementing these initiatives, on-site solar energy 
generation is projected to lift to 25% across the LGA by 2025. 

In the long-term, Council has adopted a target for 100% of 
Council’s electricity demand to be sourced from renewables 
by 2030. To achieve this, Council encourages and supports the 
use of renewable energy by the community, particularly in 
new developments and will need to lead by example through 
implementing sustainable initiatives across publicly owned 
facilities and infrastructures across the municipality.

SUSTAINABILITY
Kyogle Council has been actively pursuing sustainable energy 
improvements over recent years, reducing energy demand by 
implementing several initiatives including:

•	 upgrading	streetlights	in	the	LGA	to	42W	compact	fluorescent	
lamps, replacing mercury vapour lamps

•	 installing solar PV systems on Council sites including Council 
Chambers, Kyogle Library, pump and treatment plants, 
and three Council swimming pools (Kyogle, Bonalbo and 
Woodenbong)

•	 upgrading lighting of some facilities to LED technology
•	 variable speed drive controls at some Council facilities, 

including	pool	filter	pumps,	storage	pumps	and	river	pumps.2

OTHER LEGISLATION, INDUSTRY STANDARDS AND 

2 Sustainable Councils Communities Action Plan - Kyogle Council

GUIDES
Other relevant reference documents that should be considered:

•	 North Coast Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment
•	 NSW Government Action on Climate Change
•	 NSW Climate Change Fund.

ENGINEERING CERTIFICATION
All built infrastructure must comply with relevant building codes 
and the National Construction Code (NCC). 

Where required, geotechnical investigation and reports must be 
obtained for slab and footing design.

Form 15 - Compliance certificate for building design or specification 
must be obtained for all building designs prior to installation to 
ensure	that	the	design	and	specification	comply	with	relevant	
legislation.

Form 16 - Inspection Certificate/Aspect Certificate must be obtained 
upon practical completion and handover to certify that the built 
works comply with building approval and relevant legislation.

MAINTENANCE
Ongoing maintenance of a landscaped area is a requirement that 
will need to be incorporated into regular maintenance regimes 
and budgeted for within the capital works program. Maintenance 
responsibilities include grass and plant establishment, weed and 
litter control, mowing and regular inspections and cleaning of 
play spaces, barbecue facilities and surrounds. 

Establishment period

Once an area has been planted, ongoing management will be 
required to ensure high survival rates. This may include watering 
of	seedlings	during	dry	periods	for	the	first	year,	ongoing	weed	
control, pruning (where necessary), installing tree guards to 
prevent damage from wildlife and wind, and replacing plants that 
have died.

Planting

To ensure the best outcomes for landscaped areas and ongoing 
maintenance needs, the species selected and the design should 
consider the following outcomes:

•	 group plantings with similar water and nutrient requirements
•	 avoid high maintenance species, particularly plants with high 

irrigation needs
•	 avoid species that are short-lived
•	 space plants according to mature growth habit
•	 ensure placement of plants considers proximity to 

infrastructure (e.g. shelters, seats, playgrounds, etc.) to 
minimise potential impacts and maintenance needs.

All plantings should be maintained to ensure a sound and 
healthy condition.

Trees and underground services

Where underground utility service infrastructure is present, it is 
recommended to avoid planting (particularly trees) within that 
zone	to	avoid	conflicts	with	the	existing	infrastructure	and	future	
maintenance needs or the possible need for removal.

Wherever possible, consolidate new open space reserve related 
service infrastructure into a common trench.

Weed management

Environmental weeds are plants that invade natural areas 
and are quite common beside watercourses. Weeds are easily 
spread through wildlife, livestock, dumping of waste, winds and 
floods.	They	are	problematic	for	all	types	of	land	classifications	
(private and public) and typically lead to degradation and loss 
of biodiversity. Remember to identify weeds correctly and seek 
advice if in doubt.
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Pest control programs across the Northern Rivers Region are 
coordinated by the local NPWS Area. It is critical to work with 
residents, community groups and other agencies to achieve 
the best possible outcomes. Education of Council staff is also 
essentialto ensure integrated pest management is achieved in a 
centralised and coordinated approach.

Pest Management Plans (PMPs) or Restoration and Rehabilitation 
Plans (R & RPs) identify weeds species that are known to be 
present and provide recommendations for the control of those 
weeds for the relevant park or reserve. These plans should be 
referred	to	for	specific	details	regarding	weed	presence	and	
distribution and control actions required.3

Weed control programs may follow one of the below options:
•	 strategic slashing
•	 herbicide treatments
•	 physical removal (by hand or machinery)
•	 biological control methods
•	 native regeneration
•	 revegetation
•	 suppressing growth through use of cover crops (e.g. millet)
•	 controlled	short-term	grazing	after	young	trees	establish	

(usually after 5 years) and emerging native plants are 
protected.4

Furniture and other infrastructure

Open space reserve furniture and other related embellishments 
specified	by	this	Guide	must	be:
•	 robust and constructed of climatically appropriate materials 

that are known to be durable under intensive use and require 
reasonable levels of maintenance

•	 of a high quality and construction standard
•	 recycle materials and reuse timber wherever possible
•	 appropriately designed for context, in accordance with the 

recommended provisions by typology and use relevant place 
making themes

•	 located to achieve optimum usage and positioned 
appropriately to address adjacent frontages/uses

•	 encourage shared use of facilities wherever possible
•	 resilient to vandalism and cost effective to repair and replace
•	 public bench seating must have armrests and backrests
•	 installed upon a base surface material that blends with the 

landscape and is considerate of accessibility needs
•	 all	materials,	structures	and	fittings	should	be	sourced	locally	

or at least from Australia with parts readily available.

Materials and finishes

Primarily, open space embellishment replacement strategy should 
be to install the new embellishment palettes prescribed by 
this Guide. As issues become apparent and upgrade/renewal is 
identified	successionally	transition	to	the	new	infrastructure.	Over	
time, all assets will be replaced and consistency achieved across 
the municipality. Further to this, the following recommendations 
apply	to	maintaining	landscape	materials	and	finishes:
•	 ensure	the	aesthetic	quality	of	surface	finishes	is	retained	by	

regularly power washing large paved areas
•	 replace broken infrastructure as soon as possible (check if 

codes or legislation has changed to ensure the new asset 
meets current standards)

•	 remove	graffiti	at	the	earliest	opportunity	and	ensure	that	the	
colour matches to as close as possible to the existing colour

 > use a general purpose thinner, such as Acetic Acid 
Alcohol, Toluene or IPA (Isopropyl Alcohol) to clean 
graffiti	from	the	surface

•	 repaint built infrastructure on a regular basis (such as every 
5 to 10 years) however, all such assets must be regularly 

3 Draft Northern Rivers Regional Pest Management Strategy Part B: 2012-2015
4 The Landholders Guide to Looking After Waterways in the Richmond Catchment, Rous County 
Council, 2017

inspected to identify if spot painting or repairs may be 
required	(i.e.	to	cover	graffiti)

•	 top-up mulch on a regular basis to ensure that settlement or 
dislodgement	of	material	is	rectified	and	the	finish	level	is	
flush	with	adjacent	treatments.

WATER MANAGEMENT
The use of sustainable water resources is critical for the warm, 
dry climate in Kyogle and to cater to the growing challenges 
from lengthening periods of drought.

Open space reserves must be designed and maintained to 
facilitiate	efficient	and	sustainable	use	(and	management)	of	
water. How it connects into and affects the whole water cycle is 
important. This includes consistent and integrated planning for 
natural	waterways,	low-lying	floodplains,	drainage	infrastructure	
(natural, built and WSUD), open spaces, roads, service 
infrastructure (such as drinking water, sewerage and irrigation 
systems). To protect and enhance these water conditions, 
drainage infrastructure must treat water, store water in wetlands 
or	ponds,	move	water	through	swales	and	filtrate	sediment	
through basins or other WSUD devices that have been planned, 
designed and constructed by professionals and in accordance 
with Australian Standard AS3500.3: Stormwater Drainage.

A municipality-wide Integrated Water Cycle Management plan 
should be developed to achieve quality water management 
outcomes.

INFRASTRUCTURE STANDARDS
RELEVANT STANDARDS AND POLICIES
The following standards and policies apply to the design of 
open spaces and reserves. Australian Standards (AS) shall be in 
accordance with the current editions of the referenced AS.

LEGISLATION
•	 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 

1999
•	 Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Commonweath)
•	 Disability Inclusion Act 2014 (State)
•	 Fisheries Management Act 1994
•	 Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
•	 Local Government Act 1993
•	 Rural Fires Act 1997 
•	 Rural Fires and Environmental Assessment Legislation 

Amendment Act 2002
•	 Catchment Management Authorities Act 2003
•	 Native Vegetation Act 2003
•	 Natural Resources Commission Act 2003

INDUSTRY STANDARDS
•	 AS 1250/Amdt 2:1984 – The use of steel in structures
•	 AS 1319 Safety signs for the occupational environment
•	 AS	1379:2007	-	Specification	and	supply	of	concrete
•	 AS 1428 (Set):2010 – Design for access and mobility
•	 AS 1478.1:2000 - Chemical Admixtures for concrete, mortar 

and ground - Admixtures for concrete
•	 AS/NZS 1158 (Set):2010 – Lighting for roads and public spaces
•	 AS 1672.1:1997 - Limes and limestones for building
•	 AS	1742	–	Manual	of	uniform	traffic	control	devices
•	 AS/NZS 1768:2007 – Lightning protection
•	 AS	2156.1-2001	–	Walking	tracks	–	Classification	and	signage
•	 AS 2156.2-2201 – Walking tracks – Infrastructure design
•	 AS 2758.1:2014 - Aggregates and rock for engineering 

purposes - concrete aggregates
•	 AS 2890.3-1993 –Parking facilities – Bicycle parking facilities
•	 AS/NZS 3000:2007 - Wiring rule
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•	 AS/NZS 3661.1.1:1993 – Slip resistance of pedestrian services
•	 AS/NZS	3661.2:1994	–	Guide	to	the	reduction	of	slip	hazards
•	 AS 3996:2006  – Metal access covers, road grates and frames
•	 AS 4373 - Pruning of Amenity Trees
•	 AS	4422:2016	-	Playground	Surfacing,	Specifications,	

requirements and test method
•	 AS 4685.0:2017 - Playground equipment and surfacing 

- Development, installation, inspection, maintenance and 
operation

POLICY AND GUIDES
•	 Guide to Road Design - Part 06A Pedestrians & Cyclist Paths
•	 Pedestrian Access Mobility Plan (PAMP) - Kyogle Council
•	 Healthy by Design: A Planners Guide to Environments for 

Active Living – National Heart Foundation
•	 Wood Encouragement Policy - Kyogle Council
•	 NSW Car Park Guides for Crime Prevention
•	 NSW Safer By Design Evaluation and a Companion to the Safer 

By Design Evaluation

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Quality and consistent outcomes are achieved through rigorous 
quality management processes that involve risk mitigation and 
assessment of all design and constructed outcomes. This is vital 
during the life cycle of any project - from planning stage to 
undertaking appropriate quality assurance and quality control 
measures during construction, and making improvements 
where necessary, to ensure the end-user experience within the 
altered environment is safe (prevents user injury and is correctly 
maintained throughout the asset’s life).

Refer to AS/NZS ISO 9001 Quality systems for design/development, 
production, installation and servicing for further details and 
requirements of a Quality Management System and to AS/NZS 
ISO 31000: Risk Management - Principles and Guides.

FABRICATION, FINISHES AND 
INSTALLATION
Material choices are to be determined on the grounds of:
•	 sustainability
•	 low maintenance
•	 vandal resistance
•	 eco-friendly composition of materials
•	 product availability
•	 suitability to the climatic conditions
•	 practicality.

All furniture and built elements are to be constructed from 
high quality materials and in accordance with manufacturers’ 
specifications,	drawing	plans	and	details,	and	relevant	building	
codes and Australian Standards.

Materials and colours selected should ensure that the element 
is	durable	and	reflects	the	place	making	colour	schemes	
recommended by this Guide (see Section 5).

CONCRETE WORKS
•	 all workmanship and material in accordance with AS 3600
•	 at a minimum, all concrete to be grade N32 and be normal 

class concrete (unless otherwise directed)
 > N32 shall mean normal class concrete with a 28 day 
characteristic strength of 32Mpa

 > concrete mix design shall be submitted to Council for 
approval during planning and design development

•	 install contraction joints at 4m intervales by forming grooves 
40mm deep x 6mm wide to all exposed surfaces normal to the 
alignment of the adjacent kerb

•	 all	cement	to	be	type	GP	or	GB	to	AS	3972	unless	specified	
otherwise

•	 normal	aggregate	size	to	be	20mm,	slump	to	be	not	greater	
than 80mm.

METAL WORKS
•	 all	metal	finishes	to	be	in	accordance	with	AS	4506
•	 all metal products must avoid protrusions and sharp edges

 > all	welds	to	be	continuous	fillet	welds,	ground	off	
smooth	edges	and	flush	in	accordance	with	AS	1554

•	 avoid exposed, raw metals wherever possible
•	 powdercoated aluminium is the more common application and 

finish	for	aluminium	products	and	is	the	preferred	treatment	
for elements in locations where regular applications of 
conventional paint cannot be regularly maintained

 > colour selection (where applicable) to be in accordance 
with the colour palettes prescribed by this Guide or an 
approved equivalent

•	 anodised aluminium	may	be	used	for	products	in	high	profile	
locations	and	should	include	a	baked	enamel	finish	for	
durability purposes

•	 hot dip galvanising is the preferred treatment for steel 
structures and is to occur after fabrication to avoid rust at 
weld points. Grind smooth edges and welds prior to hot dip 
galvanise	or	applied	finishes.

•	 stainless steel	is	to	be	316	brush	finish,	left	to	tea-stain	
(including	all	fixings).

TIMBER WORKS
•	 timber is commonly used to reinforce a natural setting and 

theme. Although timber can be more maintenance intensive 
than other material options, this is the preferred choice of 
material (wherever possible) across the LGA due to the strong 
historical and landscape character references for the region

•	 timber should be sourced from legal and sustainable sources
 > the use of recycled timber or chunky sawn timber is 
desirable (wherever available) as it will enrich the 
character of each village

•	 all timber to be free of knots, splinters, cracks or any major 
defect unless key features of recycled timbers and can be 
maintain structural integrity values for which the end use of 
the product requires

•	 preserve and highlight the natural timber grain and colour 
with	Lanotec	Timber	Seal	(or	equivalent)	finish	applied	

•	 all exposed edges to receive minimum 5mm wide arris
•	 all cuts, edges, joints to receive liberal coatings with an 

approved timber preservative prior to installation
•	 all timber in contact with the ground to be preservative 

treated	to	hazard	class	H5	to	AS	1604	and	have	durability	class	
1 or 2 to meet AS 5604

•	 timber	preservatives	are	to	be	applied	where	no	finish	is	
specified	-	all	timber	to	receive	3	no.	coats	of	clear	approved	
timber preservative to entire timber component prior to 
placing, appropriate products may include:

 > Copper Napthenate Oil for above ground use
 > Copper Napthenate Emulsion for below ground use

•	 proprietary furniture may require alternative timber treatment. 
Refer	to	manufacturer’s	specification	for	requirements.

BRICK/ROCK/STONE WORKS
•	 boulders to be sourced from a local quarry
•	 all vertical walls should be constructed of rock or stone facing
•	 smaller	sized	boulders	to	be	used	for	garden	edging
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PATHWAY FINISHES
•	 plain	concrete,	broom	finished	for	shared	use	pathways.	
•	 coloured exposed aggregate concrete or pavers for feature 

areas	(e.g.	plazas)	
•	 refer	to	the	‘Hardscape	Materials’	section	for	specific	details	on	

finish	types	and	requirements

PAINTED FINISH
•	 colour selection (where applicable) to be in accordance with 

the colour palettes prescribed by this Guide or an approved 
equivalent

 > coat entire component prior to placing

RECYCLED PLASTICS
•	 sections to be formed from a single, continuously extruded 

piece
•	 material to be UV stabilised
•	 surface	finish	to	be	smooth	and	free	of	any	major	voids	or	

visible defects
•	 material	to	have	flammability	testing	to	AS/ISO	9239	and/or	

fire	hazard	rating	to	AS/NZS	1530.

PROTECTIVE AND GRAFFITI RESISTANT COATINGS
•	 use	an	anti-graffiti	coating	to	reduce/eliminate	the	affects	of	

graffiti	and	protect	against	vandalism

FIXTURES AND FIXINGS
•	 all workmanship and material to be in accordance with AS 

4100 and AS/NZS 1554
•	 all	fixtures	and	fittings	are	to	be	hot	dipped	galvanised,	unless	

specified	otherwise

INSTALLATION STANDARDS
Site Conditions

Site inspections must be carried out prior to design and 
installation of all infrastructure to verify locations of existing site 
features	and	to	confirm	all	'to	be	constructed'	details	meet	the	
needs of site conditions, including access and potential impacts 
on adjacent/neighbouring properties.

General

All installations must be plumb and level, at the heights 
specified,	and	securely	mounted.

Locate all infrastructure in the correct position and orientation as 
indicated	on	'For	Construction'	plans,	schedules	and	specification.

Work	shall	be	complete	with	all	fittings	necessary	to	adequately	
transmit the loads and stresses imposed by the infrastructure.

Ensure that adequate clearances to infrastructure (e.g. edges, 
pathways, furniture, structures, etc.) are observed so there is no 
risk	of	possible	conflict,	damage	or	personal	injury.
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APPENDIX A: 
CORPORATE COLOUR 
SCHEME

ABOUT THE BRAND
The Kyogle & Villages brand was created by Kyogle Council to promote the Kyogle Local Government Area (LGA), local businesses and 
industries as well as community groups and the area more generally.

The design style of the mountain elements was directly inspired by a collection of works created by local aboriginal artists.

The brand features three well known mountains within the LGA, namely Mount Lindsay, Fairy Mount and Haystack Mountain.

Refer to the Kyogle & Villages Branding Style Guide for further information on corporate branding requirements.

BRAND COLOUR PALETTE
The Kyogle & Villages (K&V) brand colour palette has been selected to give a natural, contemporary and vibrant feel to the brand.

The K&V teal colour is predominant with 3 supporting colours to add highlights of vibrancy and contrast.

A secondary colour palette is available for use with the brand to compliment the main palette. It consists of tints of the main K&V teal 
colour and appears in the secondary graphical elements used with the brand.

The secondary colour palette can be used to create soft and subtle contrast on a page such as lines, graphics and heading colours. See 
more about heading colours under

MAIN COLOUR PALETTE

K&V Teal
HEX: #006980
RGB: 0, 105, 128 
CMYK: 100, 51, 38, 14 
PMS: 7470 C

K&V Green
HEX: #69BB4D
RGB: 105, 187, 77 
CMYK: 67, 0, 100, 0 
PMS: 368 C

K&V Aqua
HEX: #00BDB5 
RGB: 0, 189, 181
CMYK: 76, 0, 38, 0 
PMS: 3262 C

K&V Olive
HEX: #ADB344 
RGB: 173, 179, 68 
CMYK: 38, 18, 100, 0 
PMS: 390 C

SECONDARY COLOUR 
PALETTE

K&V Teal at 75%
HEX: #408EA0 
RGB: 64, 142, 160 
CMYK: 79, 30, 32, 2 
PMS: 7470 C @75%

K&V Teal at 55%
HEX: #73ACB9 
RGB: 115, 172, 185 
CMYK: 58, 20, 24, 0 
PMS: 7470 C @55%

K&V Teal at 45%
HEX: #8CBBC6 
RGB: 140, 187, 198 
CMYK: 47, 13, 19, 0 
PMS: 7470 C @45%

K&V Teal at 25%
HEX: #BFD9DF 
RGB: 191, 217, 223 
CMYK: 24, 5, 9, 0 
PMS: 7470 C @25%
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Kyogle Council (2015) Wood Encouragement Policy

Kyogle Council (2019) Kyogle & Villages - Branding Style Guide (Ver1.1 - April 2019)

Creating Places for People An Urban Design Protocol for Australian Cities

NSW	Office	of	Environment	&	Heritage	(2019)	Sustainable Councils Communities Action Plan - Kyogle Council

NOTE:  THIS LIST IS INCOMPLETE AND WILL BE FINALISED FOR THE FINAL VERSION OF 
THIS GUIDE.

APPENDIX B:
LIST OF REFERENCES
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APPENDIX C:
IMAGE CREDITS

PAGE 16 - HAPA 
COLLABORATIVE 
REVITALIZES THE HEART OF 
THE CITY OF LANGLEY

By: Joshua Dool Photography

Sourced: https://
worldlandscapearchitect.com/
mcburney-lane/#.XeB0PJMzZhE

PAGE 18 - YOKINE REGIONAL 
INCLUSIVE PLAY SPACE

By: AECOM

Sourced: https://
worldlandscapearchitect.com/
mcburney-lane/#.XeB0PJMzZhE

PAGE 20 - BANGALOW 
PARKLANDS NATURE PLAY

By: Plummer and Smith & AILA

Sourced: https://
landscapeaustralia.com/
articles/winners-revealed-
2019-nsw-landscape-
architecture-awards/

PAGE 33 - BLOODWOOD 
RIDGE REST AREA

By: Paul Smedley

Sourced: www.exploreaustralia.
net.au/New-South-Wales/
Holiday-Coast/Kundabung/
Bloodwood-Ridge-Rest-Area

PAGE 35 - CAMPING BY THE 
RIVER IN MACLEAY VALLEY 
COAST, KEMPSEY

By: Destination NSW

Sourced: https://www.visitnsw.
com/nsw-tales/nature-parks/
cool-camping-spots-around-
nsw/

PAGE 39 - KYOGLE’S KOALA 
TRAIL

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/things_to_
do/kyogles-koala-trail/

PAGE 39 - KYOGLE

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/villages/
kyogle/

PAGE 39 - THE BORDER 
LOOP

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/things_to_
do/the-border-loop/

PAGE 39 - CLARENCE RIVER 
CANOES

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/things_to_
do/clarence-river-canoes/

PAGE 39 - ART DECO WALK, 
KYOGLE

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/things_to_
do/art-deco-walk/
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PAGE 40 - BEAN CREEK 
FALLS PICNIC AREA, 
URBENVILLE

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/things_to_
do/bean-creek-falls-picnic-
area/

PAGE 40 - A HEALTHY 
FUTURE FOR KYOGLE

By: Kyogle Council

Sourced: https://www.kyogle.
nsw.gov.au/6054-2/

PAGE 40 - KYOGLE, NSW, 
2474

By: Big Volcano® (Wollumbin) 
Visitor Guide

Sourced: https://www.
bigvolcano.com.au

PAGE 40 - OLDEN DAYS: 
TAKE AN EXCITING STEAM 
TRAIN RIDE BETWEEN 
GRAFTON AND CASINO. BEN 
TUCKER

By: Ben Tucker

Sourced:  
www.northernstar.com.au

PAGE 40 - MOUNT LINDESAY 
FROM THE WOODENBONG-
KYOGLE ROAD

By: Bruce Elder

Sourced: http://www.
aussietowns.com.au/

PAGE 41 - PENINSULA 
SERIES

By: Landmark Products Pty Ltd

Sourced: https://www.
landmarkpro.com.au/product/
peninsula-series/

PAGE 41 - GOLDEN ART 
DECO MOSAIC WALLPAPER

By:  KOZIEL

Sourced:	https://www.koziel.
fr/en/mosaic/5264-14856-
golden-art-deco-mosaic-
wallpaper-3664890001539.
html

PAGE 41 - THE MEADOW 
GARDEN

By: Gecko Group for Longwood 
Gardens

Sourced: https://geckogroup.
com/portfolio/botanic-garden-
exhibit-design-development/

PAGE 41 - PERIOD HOME 
COLOURS

By: House of Home

Sourced: https://www.
houseofhome.com.au/blog/
period-home-materials-and-
finishes

PAGE 41 - THE MEADOW 
GARDEN

By: Gecko Group for Longwood 
Gardens

Sourced: https://geckogroup.
com/portfolio/botanic-garden-
exhibit-design-development/

PAGE 43 - WOODENBONG

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/villages/
woodenbong/

PAGE 49 - CORYMBIA 
GUMMIFERA (RED 
BLOODWOOD) 

By: Bob Trlin

Sourced: https://www.bobtrlin.
com/Flora/Trees-gallery/i-
ftzVvX8

PAGE 50 & 51 - CAWONGLA 
STORE

By: Mutterings of Maryville

Sourced: https://www. 
maryvillemutterings.blogspot.
com

PAGE 51 - CAWONGLA

By: LJ Hooker

Sourced: https://www.ljhooker.
com.au
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PAGE 51 - MT WARNING 
CALDERA

By: Keena

Sourced: https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Border_Ranges_National_
Park_NSW-2807.jpg

PAGE 51 - BORDER RANGES 
NATIONAL PARK

By: NSW Government & 
Destination NSW

Sourced: https://www.visitnsw.
com/destinations/north-coast/
lismore-area/attractions/
border-ranges-national-park

PAGE 51 - CAWONGLA

By: Visit Kyogle

Sourced: https://www.
visitkyogle.com.au/villages/
cawongla/

PAGE 53 - TOONUMBAR 
NATIONAL PARK

By: NSW Government & NSW 
National Parks and Wildlife 
Service (NSWNPWS)

Sourced: https://www.
nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/
visit-a-park/parks/toonumbar-
national-park

PAGE 51 - GREVILLEA - 
HONEY GEM

By: Tatters u273e c/o Daleys 
Fruit Tree Nursery

Sourced: https://www.
daleysfruit.com.au/buy/
grevillea-honey-gem-tree.htm

PAGE 54 - VIEW OF KYOGLE 
MAIN STREET FROM 
LOOKOUT

By: Kyoglecountry c/o 
Wikipedia

Sourced: https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Kyogle_Main_Street.jpg

PAGE 54 - WORLD CLASS 
LISTING CAMBRIDGE 
PLATEAU

By: NSW Government & 
NSWNPWS

Sourced: https://www.
nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/visit-
a-park/parks/richmond-range-
national-park/learn-more

PAGE 54 - FRESHLY CUT 
TOONA CILIATA PLANK

By:  Androstachys c/o 
Wikipedia

Sourced: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Toona_ciliata

PAGE 65 - PADDY'S FLAT 
TANK TRAPS

By: 273_Sully c/o Tripadvisor

Sourced: https://www.
tripadvisor.com.au/
Attraction_Review-g1893237-
d12899901-Reviews-Paddy_s_
Flat_Tank_Traps-Tabulam_New_
South_Wales.html

PAGE 65 - ATA ENDORSES 
LIB-NATS ROAD AND 
BRIDGE ELECTION PLEDGE

By: Truck & Bus News

Sourced: https://www.
truckandbus.net.au/
ata-endorses-lib-nats-
road-and-bridge-election-
pledge/6996928-3x2-
700x467/

PAGE 72 - SUSTAINABLE 
URBAN DRAINAGE - 
JOHANNESBURG PARKING 
LOT 

By:	Elizelle	Juanee	Cilliers

Sourced: https://www.
researchgate.net/figure/
Sustainable-urban-drainage-
Johannesburg-parking-lot_
fig5_317303645

PAGE 72 - THERMAL IMAGES 
TAKEN IN A JANUARY 2017 
HEATWAVE SHOW THE 
IMPACT OF URBAN HEAT 
ISLANDS IN MELBOURNE

By: City of Melbourne

Sourced: https://www.
theguardian.com/sustainable-
business/2017/feb/21/
urban-heat-islands-cooling-
things-down-with-trees-green-
roads-and-fewer-cars

PAGE 73 - ENTRY 
STATEMENT SIGN

By: i.pinimg

Sourced: https://i.pinimg.
com/originals/6e/
fca15733d1e70af5788167e7.
jpg
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PAGE 75 - SIGNAGE 
SYSTEM OF NATURA ARTIS 
MAGISTRA IN AMSTERDAM 
(MIJKSENAAR)

By: Christiaan van Dokkum

Sourced: https://www.behance.
net/gallery/7165223/Signage-
Natura-Artis-Magistra-(Zoo)-
Amsterdam

PAGE 75 - BORDER RANGES 
NATIONAL PARK

By: FormDG for Nicklaus 
Children's Hospital

Sourced: https://formdg.com/
projects/nicklaus-childrens-
hospital-wayfinding

PAGE 75 - HIGH POINT 
TRAILHEAD, ISSAQUAH ALPS

By: Shaddow 

Sourced: https://www.
geocaching.com/geocache/
GC20WY1_high-point-
trailhead?guid=2411f33e-
938c-4490-a541-322fbff3a633

PAGE 75 - THE MEADOW 
GARDEN

By: Gecko Group for Longwood 
Gardens

Sourced: https://geckogroup.
com/portfolio/botanic-garden-
exhibit-design-development/

PAGE 75 - DANDENONG 
BUSH LAND RESERVE 
SIGNS

By: Heine Jones for City of 
Greater Dandenong

Sourced: http://www.
heinejones.com.au/
environmental/city-of-
dandenong-bush-land-
reserves/

PAGE 75 - THE MEADOW 
GARDEN

By: Gecko Group for Longwood 
Gardens

Sourced: https://geckogroup.
com/portfolio/botanic-garden-
exhibit-design-development/

PAGE 73 - ENTRY 
STATEMENT PLANTING

By: Unknown

Sourced: Unknown

PAGE 73 - SCRIBBLY GUM 
PARK ENTRY STATEMENT

By: Forrest Gillham for Anembo 
Consultants / Pelican Waters

Sourced: https://
streetandgarden.com/project/
scribbly-gum-park/

PAGE 73 - CITY OF 
ADELAIDE: WAYFINDING 
STRATEGY

By: Studio Binocular for City of 
Adelaide

Sourced: http://www.
studiobinocular.com/2015/08/
city-of-adelaide/

PAGE 73 - CITY OF 
ADELAIDE: WAYFINDING 
STRATEGY

By: Studio Binocular for City of 
Adelaide

Sourced: http://www.
studiobinocular.com/2015/08/
city-of-adelaide/

PAGE 74 - CUSTOM SIGNAGE

By: Sinyu Designing & 
Production

Sourced: https://www.sinyu.
com.cn

PAGE 75 - THE TORRIDON

By: The Shine Agency for The 
Torridon

Sourced: https://www.
theshineagency.com/new-
project-the-torridon/
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PAGE 75 - ENVIRONMENTAL 
CAMPUS WAYFINDING

By: Ayers Saint Gross

Sourced: https://asg-architects.
com/portfolio/coc-dixie-
graphics/

PAGE 75 - SEÑALIZACIÓN 
DEL ESPACIO PÚBLICO 
DEL PARQUE DEL RÍO 
LLOBREGAT

By: Clase BCN para Área 
Metropolitana de Barcelona

Sourced: https://essapunt.
com/proyectos/senaletica-riu-
llobregat/

PAGE 75 - STADT 
SOLOTHURN 
TOURISTISCHES 
LEITSYSTEM

By: Patrick Bayer

Sourced: https://www.behance.
net/gallery/20778585/STADT-
SOLOTHURN-TOURISTISCHES-
LEITSYSTEM

PAGE 76 - HOLCIM ALL 
NORTHERN RIVERS 
AGGREGATES RANGE

By: Holcim

Sourced: https://www.holcim.
com.au/

PAGE 76 - MINAMAKI MINNA 
NO HIROBA (STATION 
PLAZA)

By: STGK Inc.

Sourced: https://stgk.jp/JP/
projects/minamimakigahara/

PAGE 76 - NATIONAL 
AQUARIUM IN BALTIMORE

By: Rhodeside & Harwell

Sourced: https://
worldlandscapearchitect.
com/national-aquarium-
in-baltimore-baltimore-
usa-rhodeside-harwell/#.
XeRjppMzZhE

PAGE 76 - PAVEMENT 
FEATURE TREATMENT 

By: i.pinimg

Sourced: https://i.pinimg.com/
originals/31/

PAGE 76 - ART DECO 
KITCHEN FLOORING 

By: Craft and home ideas

Sourced: http://
craftandhomeideas.
com/2018/05/09/art-deco-
kitchen-flooring/art-deco-
kitchen-flooring-24/#main	

PAGE 76 - BORÅS TEXTILE 
FASHION CENTER 

By: TA@Sweco

Sourced:	http://landezine.
com/index.php/2014/03/
boras-textile-fashion-
center-thorbjorn-andersson-
landscape-architecture/
boras_textile_fashion_center-
by-thorbjorn_andersson_
landscape_architecture-03//9a/
31a99a22efc22a81cf7c412de5
8550ac.jpg
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PAGE 84 - PUBLIC LIGHTING

By: Unknown

Sourced:	https://www.fiverr.
com/categories/graphics-
design

PAGE 88 - RIPARIAN AREA

By: Sustainable Farms

Sourced: https://
sustainablefarms.org.au/files/
riparian-area-mc-lrjpg

PAGE 89 - WATER SENSITIVE 
URBAN DESIGN (CAR PARKS)

By: Townsville City Council

Sourced: https://www.
townsville.qld.gov.au/__data/
assets/pdf_file/0008/12212/
WSUD-in-Car-Parks-V3.pdf

PAGE 89 - WATER SENSITIVE 
URBAN DESIGN (WSUD) 
WORKSHOP

By: Frankston City Council

Sourced: https://www.evensi.
com/water-sensitive-urban-
design-wsud-workshop-
functions-bay/254894905

PAGE 91 - HERDADE DO 
ESPORÃO OUTDOOR 
SIGNAGE

By: Studio Eduardo Aires

Sourced: https://
europeandesign.org/
submissions/herdade-do-
esporao-outdoor-signage/

PAGE 91 - STAKING YOUNG 
TREES RESULTS IN A 
HEALTHIER TREE

By: Diane Dunham Selly 
(columnist) for Mankato Free 
Press

Sourced: https://www.
mankatofreepress.com/
news/lifestyles/diane-selly-
column-staking-young-
trees-results-in-a-healthier/
article_e3455482-73f2-11e8-
8ba7-93c191289c04.html

PAGE 89 - SOUTHBANK-
TREE-GRATE

By: Urban Fountains + 
Furniture

Sourced: http://www.urbanff.
com.au/?attachment_id=6531



BONALBO CAWONGLA

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Art Deco architecture
•	 Desert Bloodwood tree
•	 Origin of cattle dog trials

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 General store
•	 Natural landscape features
•	 Traditional farming, sawmill  and 

cattle industries

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat 
(GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat 
(GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

Feature colour Feature colour

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)
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GREVILLIA KYOGLE

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Grevillea robusta (Silky Oak)
•	 Lumber and sawmilling history
•	 Hobby farming and surrounding natural 

assets

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Art Deco architecture
•	 Gateway to the Rainforest and natural 

earthy tones
•	 Bush turkey

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat 
(GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat (GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

RGB:
0, 105, 128

CMYK:
100, 51, 38, 14

Dulux:
Zuni (A302)

Feature colour Feature colour

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

MALLANGANEE

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Soft, earthy tones inspired by the local soil 

and geology
•	 Rural landscape character
•	 Art Deco heritage features

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat (GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

Feature colour

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)



OLD BONALBO OLD GREVILLIA

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Rolling agricultural landscape
•	 Tall Eucalypt trees of the Border Ranges
•	 Significant	old	Fig	trees	within	the	

National Parks
•	 'Red Gold' of the Red Cedar trees from 

pioneering times

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Grevillea robusta (Silky Oak)
•	 Natural beauty of the surrounding hills
•	 Full spectrum of green hues from soft 

to vibrant greens

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat 
(GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat (GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

Feature colour Feature colour

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

MUMMULGUM

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Rural landscape character
•	 Natural, earthy tones 
•	 Waterways meandering around the 

Village
•	 Cattle farming industry

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat 
(GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

Feature colour

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)



TABULAM WIANGAREE WOODENBONG

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Heritage buildings
•	 Paddy's Flat tank traps
•	 Weathered, truss-style Tabulam Bridge
•	 Vibrant Aboriginal artwork

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Varying tones of old and new timbers
•	 Railway
•	 Eucalypt and Native Laurel trees
•	 Views of Hermits Peak

PLACE MAKING THEMES
•	 Heritage colour palette
•	 Tall Bunya pines
•	 Silver and burnt umber tones of the 

Macpherson Street sculpture
•	 Yowie culture

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

COLOUR PALETTE

Standard colours

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat (GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat (GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
255, 255, 255

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Vivid White 
(1W)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
39, 24, 26, 0

Dulux:
Tranquil 
Retreat (GR24)

RGB:
49, 83, 85

CMYK:
81, 52, 56, 33

Dulux:
Black Water 
(A298)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

RGB:
192, 32, 38

CMYK:
17, 99, 98, 7

Dulux:
Symphony Red (A49.1)

Feature colour Feature colour Feature colour

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)

RGB:
159, 174, 177

CMYK:
24, 57, 80, 7

Dulux:
Cinnamon 
Sand (A122)

RGB:
0, 0, 0

CMYK:
0, 0, 0, 0

Dulux:
Black (SG6G9)


